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FOREWORD

The.Project. “Monitoring.Ukraine’s.Security.Governance.Challenges”.was. funded.by..
. . the. Kingdom. of. the. Netherlands. and. jointly. implemented. by. the. Geneva. Centre..

for.the.Democratic.Control.of.Armed.Forces.(DCAF). and.the.Razumkov.Centre..
Since. 2014,. Ukraine’s. civilian. security. sector. has. undergone. comprehensive.

reforms,.aiming.to.delineate.the.roles.and.responsibilities.of.security.sector.agencies,.
improve.their.efficiency.and.ensure.their.democratic.and.civilian.oversight..

Certain. reform. aspects. have. been. largely. successful,. such. as. the. adoption. of.
the. new. Law. on. Police,. the. modernisation. of. the. Patrol. Police. units,. as. well. as. the.
improvement. of. the. operational. capabilities. of. the. State. Border. Guard. Service..
However,. the. pace. of. reforms. in. other. areas. of. the. civilian. security. sector. has.
been. slow.. As. of. April. 2017,. the. draft. law. on. National. Security. of. Ukraine. had.
yet. to. be. adopted.. Similarly,. approval. of. the. draft. Concept. for. the. Reform. of. the.
Security. Services. of. Ukraine. (SSU). was. still. pending.. Moreover,. the. State. Bureau.
of. Investigation. established. in. late. 2016.was.not. operating. as. its. director. had. yet. to..
be.appointed..

Combatting. corruption. in. the. civilian. security. sector. has. been. an. indispensable.
part.of. the. reform.process..Ukraine.has.established.a.number.of.specialised.criminal.
justice. institutions,.namely. the.National.Agency. for.Prevention.of.Corruption. (NACP),.
the. National. Anti-Corruption. Bureau. (NABU),. and. the. office. of. the. Special. Anti-
Corruption. Prosecutor. (SAP);. the. establishment. of. a. specialised. Anti-Corruption.
Court. is. underway.. Although. some. progress. has. been. made. in. setting. up. institu-.
tions,. tangible. results,. in. terms. of. prosecuting. and. convicting. corrupt. high-level.
officials.and.recovering.proceeds.gained.through.corruption,.are.yet.to.be.achieved..

Against. this. backdrop,. DCAF. jointly. with. the. Razumkov. Centre. and. the. European.
Union. Advisory. Mission. in. Ukraine. (EUAM),. organised. the. Conference. “Ukraine’s.
Civilian. Security. Sector:. Reforms’. Progress. and. Challenges”. to. discuss. the. status. of.
reforms. in. the. civilian. security. sector,. identify. key. barriers. and. challenges;. and. the..
role.of.criminal.justice.institutions.in.tackling.corruption.in.the.civilian.security.sector..

The.event.was.the.seventh.in.the.conference.series,.implemented.in.the.framework.
of. the.Project. “Monitoring.Ukraine’s.Security.Governance.Challenges”.and. funded.by.
the.Ministry.of.Foreign.Affairs.of.the.Kingdom.of.Netherlands..

The. conference. brought. together. seventy-five. participants,. including. the. Deputy.
Minister.of.Internal.Affairs,.representatives.of.the.NSDC,.the.SSU,.State.Border.Guard.
Service,. NABU,. SAP,. NATO,. EUAM,. as. well. as. representatives. from. academia,. civil.
society.and.the.media.

Dr. Philipp H. Fluri,  
Head, Eastern Europe,  
South Caucasus, Central Asia Division, 
DCAF

Oleksiy Melnyk,  
Foreign Relations and 

International Security Programmes, 
Razumkov Centre
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UKRAINE’S CIVILIAN SECURITY 
SECTOR: REFORMS’ PROGRESS  
AND CHALLENGES

KEY MESSAGES AND OUTCOMES
The. civil. security. sector. has. not. been. legislatively. defined. in. Ukraine.. It. can.

encompass. almost. all. government. institutions. except. the. defence. agencies.. But,. in.
addition.to.the.structures. immediately.defending.the.rights,. life.and.health.of.citizens.
(i.e..the.Ministry.of.Internal.Affairs,.police,.public.prosecution,.courts,.special.services,.
border. control. and. immigration. services,. agencies. of. financial. control. and. fighting.
corruption),. the. whole. domain. of. the. state. activity. to. a. greater. or. lesser. extent..
should.pursue.civil.security.–.safety.of.citizens,.society,.and.security.of.the.state..

In.a.time.of.war,.where.the.aggressor.makes.an.emphasis.on.undermining.internal.
stability.and.destabilising.the.socio-political.situation.in.the.country,.the.importance.of.
efficient.work.of.the.civil.security.sector.requires.no.further.proof..Today,.Ukraine.has..
a. unique. opportunity. to. bolster. the. rule. of. law,. state. governance,. defence. capability.
and.competitive.economy..But.the.window.of.opportunity.is.not.unlimited..There.is.no.
ideal.European.model.to.emulate..Only.a.Ukrainian.model.can.work.in.Ukraine..

The. dual. purpose. of. law. enforcement. agencies. and. special. services. means. that.
while. serving. citizens. and. society,. they. represent. elements. of. national. security..
system..Their.efficient.operation.is.crucial.to.ensuring.stability,.security.and.democracy.
in. the. country.. Problems. of. corruption. and. injustice. in. Ukraine. go. beyond. the.
scope. of. law. enforcement. and. undoubtedly. affect. security. of. the. entire. society. and.
national. security.. Positive. changes. are. not. yet. convincing. enough. or. self-evident,.
while. legislative. reform. initiatives. are.questionable. in. terms.of. their. compliance.with..
the.Constitutions.

Security. sector. reforms. pursue. a. comprehensive. task:. to. adapt. to. the. security.
situation,.to.counter.external.and.internal.threats,.and.to.refocus.the.security.sector.on.
interests.of.the.society.and.Ukrainian.citizens..Ukraine.still.has.to.destroy.the.remnants.
of. soviet. legacy,.when. the.main. task.was. to.defend. the. regime,. rather. than.promote.
citizens’.interests.

The. main. challenge. in. reforming. law. enforcement. agencies. is. that. they. must.
always. remain. operational.. One. cannot. interrupt. the. law. enforcement. and. special.
services.activity. to.create.a.new.system..One.cannot.and.should.not.destroy. the.old.
in. an. instant,. recruit. new. staff. and. create. a. new. structure. from. scratch,. because. of.
resources.and.efficiency.of.the.system..All.reforms.should.be.implemented.in.parallel.
to.everyday.activity..So,.proper.strategic.planning.is.needed.to.provide.for.change,.not.
to.undermine.everyday.activity..

The. success. of. any. reform. is. critically. dependent. on. the. ability. to. clearly. and.
correctly. set. strategic. and. intermediate. goals. to. create. a. new. quality. of. society,. the.
state,. and. the.national. security. system.. It. is. important. to.avoid.substituting.strategic.
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goals. with. intermediate. ones. and. with. general. principles. and. slogans. attractive.
for. voters.. In. particular,. promotion. and. protection. of. human. rights. should. not..
be.a.strategic.goal,.but.a.cornerstone.of.any.security.system.

Key. factors. for. successful. launch. and. implementation. of. reforms. are. political..
will,. responsibility. and. readiness. of. all. actors. to. act. according. to. the. plan,. abiding.
by. the. determined. algorithms. and. rules. of. activity.. Missing. this,. reforms. become.
a. headache. for. executives. and. rank-and-file. actors,. a. waste. of. time,. of. intellectual,.
financial. and. materials. resources,. and. a. long-term. factor. compromising. the. very..
idea. of. reforms,. eroding. public. trust. in. individual. executives. and. the. state. policy. as..
a.whole..

Lack. of. trust. is. seen. as. one. of. the. main. obstacles. for. reforms.. Without. trust,..
there.can.be.no.real.cooperation..Trust.must.be.built.not.only.among.citizens,.society.
and. the. state. but. also. among. different. agencies.. Healthy. competition. among. special.
services. may. be. necessary. to. obtain. complete. and. trustworthy. information,. but.
competition. among. law. enforcement. agencies. creates. mistrust. and. interagency.
conflicts.. The. problem. of. unhealthy. competition. in. law. enforcement. agencies. and.
special. services. can.be. resolved.only. through.a. legislative. separation.of.powers. and.
efficient.external.oversight..

Building. trust. requires. external. and. internal. control,. transparent. processes. and.
clear-cut. rules. of. performance. assessment. that. are. easy. to. understand. for. both.
officers. and. external. controllers.. One. should. exercise. caution,. when. assessing. the.
level.of.public.trust.in.special.services..Ideally,.their.activity.is.covert;.and.publicity.may..
be. a. drawback. to. their. activity.. Meanwhile,. special. services. reform. has. to. be. made..
fully.public.

Control. over. law. enforcement. bodies. is. necessary. for. all. –. the. society,. the. state.
and. law.enforcement.agencies. themselves..The.world.experience.shows. that.without.
proper. control,. bodies. called. to. defend. civil. security. commit. arbitrary. acts,. violate.
human. rights,. and. such. violations. grow. in. scale. and. frequency.. This. problem. has..
been.high.on.the.agenda.of.established.democracies,.but. it. is.a.much.more.pressing.
issue. in. countries. missing. traditions. of. parliamentary. control.. Absent. an. efficient.
parliamentary.control,.good.quality.laws.do.not.guarantee.protection.from.malpractice.
and.neglect.of.the.national.legislation.and.international.commitments..

Agency. heads. should. realise. that. public. control. will. improve. the. agency. and. its.
leadership..But.there.are.certain.preconditions,.non-compliance.with.which.endangers.
the. very. idea. of. public. control.. First,. public. control. should. be. done. professionally..
Second,. equal. access. to. information. should. be. provided.. If. an. agency. is. non-
transparent. and. imposes. unreasonable. restrictions. on. public. access. to. information,..
no. external. control. will. be. possible.. The. legislative. norm. for. classifying. information,.
rather.than.documents,.has.not.been.observed.in.practice..

The. existing. system. of. control. over. observance. of. human. rights,. where. internal.
structures. review. complaints. about. illegal. activity,. abuses,. and. human. rights..
violations,.is.no.different.from.the.previous.one..Such.complaints.should.be.reviewed.
outside. the. agency,. involving. general. public. and. guaranteed. access. of. appellants..
to.official.investigation.materials..
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Efficient. mechanisms. of. civilian. control,. as. before,. include. legal. action. against..
a. specific. body. (territorial. or. national). in. connection. with. illegal. activity. or..
regulatory.acts..

The. dominance. of. an. executive. branch. has. been. characteristic. of. post-.
authoritarian. societies.. Electing. a. Parliament,. however,. is. not. enough. to. ensure.
the. required. separation. of. powers.. Effective. parliamentary. oversight. requires. legal.
conditions. and. mechanisms. in. place,. while. MPs. and. the. staff. should. have. the.
expertise.necessary.for.real.oversight.of.the.security.sector.and.the.executive.branch..

The. Constitution. of. Ukraine. provides. a. strong. basis. for. creation. of. a. system. of.
checks. and. balances.. One. should. not. seek. revolutionary. changes. but. adjust. the.
existing. tools. and. actively. work. on. transformation. processes.. Processes,. especially.
stable. ones,. are. much. more. important. to. make. personnel. and. society. trust. in..
reforms. and. to. ensure. a. successful. transformation,. in. contrast. to. constitutional.
changes.that.are.always.problematic.and.never.guarantee.the.desired.result.

When. it. comes. to. civilian. oversight,. the. rule. of. law,. legitimacy,. accountability..
and. transparency. are. really. important. criteria.. To. win. public. trust,. there. should.
be. stable. procedures. of. dealing. with. citizen. complaints.. It. does. not. matter. where.
complaints.are.reviewed,.whether.with. the. issuing.authority.–.as. it.was. in. the.past.–..
or. in. a. newly. established. one.. What. does. matter. is. the. publicity,. transparency. and..
the. ability. to. appeal.. The. body. that. made. a. mistake. should. have. an. opportunity. to.
rectify. it.. Mistakes. are. always. done. in. daily. life,. and. the. system. should. be. able. to..
repair.these.mistakes.for.the.purpose.of.protecting.human.rights..

The. issue. of. trust. also. has. an. important. external. dimension.. Real. Transatlantic.
partnership,. that. is. practical. cooperation. with. exchange. of. intelligence. information,.
should.rest.on.trust.and.adoption.of.EU.and.NATO.best.practices..

The. level. of. political. and. practical. ties. between. NATO. and. Ukraine. in. the..
past. three.years.has.been.unprecedented..NATO.allies.really.want.Ukraine.to.become..
a.success.story..The.Comprehensive.Assistance.Package.for.Ukraine.is.to.help.Ukraine.
strengthen.its.national.security.and.implement.reforms,.not.only.in.the.defence.sector..

The. SSU. reform. is. mentioned. as. a. key. priority. in. the. NATO. Comprehensive.
Assistance. Package. for. Ukraine.. SSU. faces. unprecedented. challenges. and. should.
focus. on. performing. security. service. functions. as. well. as. fulfilling. real. reforms,.
which. involve. removing. alien. functions. and. ensuring. respect. for. human. rights. and.
priority. of. democratic. oversight.. SSU. should. concentrate. on. collection. and. analysis.
of. information,. investigation. of. crimes. against. the. constitutional. system. and. state.
integrity..

Now,. the. Ministry. of. Internal. Affairs. of. Ukraine. is. actually. the. main. executive.
body. that. formulates. and. implements. state. policy. in. the. field. of. internal. security..
(law. enforcement;. defence. of. the. state. border;. protection. from. emergencies;. issues..
of. migration,. citizenship,. registration. of. individuals).. Meanwhile,. the. Ministry. of.
Internal. Affairs. is. the. most. intricate. domain. of. parliamentary. control,. especially.
given. its. numerous. subordinate. structures.. Everything. should. be. done. to. prevent..
the. on-going. reform. from. reinstituting. the. Ministry. of. Internal. Affairs,. which. had.
existed. before. 2014,. when. many. structures. were. busy. serving. the. needs. of. their.
leadership.via.numerous.corrupt.schemes..
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External. oversight. over. newly. established. anti-corruption. bodies. has. been. a.
sensitive. issue.. Everything. is. done. to. ensure. their. independence. and. protection..
from. any. influence.. Control. should. meet. the. criteria. and. goals. required. to. fight.
corruption. and. not. be. seen. by. leadership. of. those. bodies. or. our. partners. as.
encroachment.on. their. independence.and.efficiency..Haste. in. those.matters.can.play.
a.low-down.trick.with.reformists..In.particular,.“technologically”.unreasoned.novelties.
overburden. those. bodies,. distracting. them. from. fighting. senior. corrupt. officials,. and.
often.contribute.to.preserving.and.strengthening.of.the.oligarchic.system..

References.to.problems.with.building.integrity.and.staff.rotation.are.often.reasoned.
by. the. lack. of. funding,. and. low. salaries. of. state. servants.. Change. of. the. corporate.
culture. is. a. more. important. motivating. factor. than. good. salaries.. High. salaries. can.
solve. problems. only. in. the. short. run.. Nothing. will. change,. unless. the. culture. of. an.
organisation.is.changed.

Creating. a. solid. legal. and. regulatory. framework. is. an. important. and. necessary.
process,. but. one. should. not. put. too. much. effort. into. creating. ideal. laws.. Perfecting.
legislation. is. a. task. that. does. not. end.. Therefore,. we. should. take. the. existing. l.
egal. framework. and. critically. assess. what. works. and. what. does. not.. The. most.
important.task.is.to.promote.the.rule.of.law.

A. critical. approach. to. key. definitions. is. necessary. for. a. clear. understanding. of.
powers. by. every. law. enforcement. officer. discharging. his. duties,. and. for. external.
assessment.of.compliance.of.his.decisions.with.his.powers..

Officials. and. others. tend. to. say. that. public. organisations. that. promote. biased.
information. compromising. law. enforcement. agencies. spread. antagonism,. obstruct.
the. work. of. law. enforcement. bodies,. and. act. as. “the. fifth. column”,. etc.. One. should.
avoid. sweeping. generalisations. about. the. activity. of. public. organisations.. There.
are. many. speculations. on. this. subject,. fuelled. not. only. by. state. bodies. but. also. by..
public. organisations.. One. should. realise. the. natural. inconsistency,. since. civil.
organisations. have. to. act. as. opponents. of. state. bodies,. when. the. latter. violate..
human. rights.. On. the. other. hand,. organisations. that. are. involved. in. reform. process.
adhere. to. a. well-known. principle. of. human. rights. activists. –. fair. cooperation..
between.differently.minded.persons.

Despite. a. commonly. recognised. resilience. of. Ukrainian. society,. it. also. displays.
some. institutional. weaknesses.. Public. organisations. lack. the. tools. and. skills. that..
are.necessary.to.peacefully.influence.the.authorities’.activity..

The. Law. of. Ukraine. “On. Public. Associations”. allows. them. to. do. anything. that. is.
not. prohibited. by. law.. It. is. obvious. that. in. a. war. situation,. the. aggressor. state. aims.
to.create.pseudo-civil.associations.of.anti-Ukrainian.nature..But.any.accusations.have.
to. be. supported. by. evidence. and. legal. procedures.. Attempts. to. introduce. additional.
universal. tools. to. exert. control. over. civil. society. organisations. will. sooner. or. later..
lead.to.violation.of.rights.and.freedoms..

At. a. time. of. fake. news. and. alternative. facts,. a. public. code. of. ethics. is. required,.
providing. the. duty. of. everyone. to. disseminate. true. and. complete. information.. Legal.
measures. against. dissemination. of. false. information. should. be. taken. only. when..
ethical. standards. do. not. work.. Attempts. to. regulate. everything. by. laws. can. hardly..
be.the.most.effective.method..
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WELCOME REMARKS

Philipp FLURI, Head, Eastern Europe, South Caucasus, Central Asia Division, DCAF

What. we. want. to. do. today. in. cooperation. with. the. EU. Advisory. Mission. (EUAM)..
is.to.look.into.the.so-called.civilian.security.sector.reform..By.this.we.mean.the.reform.
of. civilian. security. aspects. (the. non-military. sphere):. civilian. services. within. the.
security.sector.and/or.services,.which.may.be.still.militarized.at. this.point.but.which.
will.be.demilitarized.in.the.future,.when.Ukraine.moves.closer.to.the.European.Union.

I.think.this.is.a.very.important.conference.within.a.series.of.conferences.dedicated.
to.the.security.sector.reform.in.Ukraine,.which.brings.together.speakers.from.Ukrainian.
government,. international. community,. civil. society. and. the. media.. The. intention. of.
our.gathering.is.to.create.a.platform.at.which.civil.society.representatives.are.given.an.
opportunity.to.discuss.security.sector.reform.programmes.in.the.country,.their.status.
and.future.needs.with.government.representatives.

This. is. the. seventh. conference. in. a. series. of. eight. conferences,. which. end.
this. summer.. The. Kingdom. of. the. Netherlands. has. provided. financial. support. to..
organise.all.of.them..The.next.conference.and.the.last. in.this.series.will.be.dedicated.
to. “looking. back-looking. forward”.. It. will. seek. to. establish. a. list. of. topics. that. still..
need. to.be. looked. into..And. then,.we.hope,.we.will.be.able. to.offer. then. the.second.
stage.of.these.“public.hearings”..

During. the. first. session. we. will. consider. the. civilian. security. sector. reform. from.
three. different. angles.. First,. from. an. angle. of. internal. organisation. and. international.
cooperation:.where.do.we.stand?.This. is. the.status.of.civilian.security.sector. reform..
in.the.country:.where.do.we.go.from.here,.what.can.we.expect.in.future?
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Second,. we. will. look. at. the. question. of. oversight. and. its. structure.. A. recurrent.
theme. of. our. seminar. has. been. the. question. of. how. to. launch. and. provide. an.
oversight.. The. dominance. of. an. executive. branch. has. been. characteristic. of. post-
authoritarian.societies..The.legislative.power.may.exist.but.in.an.authoritarian.society,.
they.usually.do.not. come. together.. In.other.words,. you.have.a.parliament,. you.have.
the. elections,. but. no. parliamentary. oversight;. the. parliament. and. civil. society. play..
no. role.. “Everything. is. in. the. hands. of. the. executive. branch”. –. that. is. a. typical..
feature. of. an. authoritarian. society.. If. you. want. a. non-authoritarian. and. a. post-
authoritarian.democratic.society,.then.we.have.to.somehow.change.the.situation.

We. have. to. make. democratic. institutions. work.. We. have. to. create. a. legal. space.
for. them,. but. also. a. space. that. allows. them. to. develop. expertise. they. will. need. to.
actually. be. able. to. oversee. the. security. sector. and. the. executive. branch.. However,.
not. everything. has. to. be. overseen. by. parliament. and. civil. society.. Mechanisms. and.
a. legal. framework. are. required. to. enable. legislative. oversight.. If. a. country. does. not.
have.it,.it.is.not.a.democracy..And.if.we.do.not.have.officials.who.believe.in.that,.than.
there.are.no.democrats.within. the.executive..Then.we.have.a.problem,. if.we.want. to.
build.a.democracy..This. is.why. the.second.session.will.be.dedicated. to. the.question.
of. external. and. internal. oversight.. How. is. it. structured?. Where. do. we. stand. and..
what.needs.to.be.done?

The.third.session.will.be.on. integrity.and.the.fight.against.corruption..The.correct.
understanding. of. integrity. has. been. made. a. priority. by. the. current. government.. It. is.
also. a. priority. for. international. institutions,. which. have. decided. to. accept. a. request.
from.this.government.to.cooperate..So,.it.is.important.to.see.where.we.stand.in.terms.
of. integrity-building. in. the. civilian. security. sector,. what. we. have. achieved. and. what.
needs.to.be.done...

We. will. be. discussing. public. policy. instruments. today.. Tomorrow,. we. will. divide.
into. working. groups. and. seek. to. identify. the. status. of. reforms. and. further. needs,.
especially. also. with. a. special. view. on. border. management. and. anti-corruption.
measures:.Are.we.doing.the.right. thing. in. the. fight.against.corruption?.Are.we.doing..
it.at.the.right.level?.

The.proceedings.of.this.conference.will.be.published.in.both.Ukrainian.and.English.
so. that. international. community. will. have. an. unimpeded. access. to. findings. of. this.
conference.

Again,. we. are. very. grateful. to. the. Kingdom. of. the. Netherlands. for. supporting..
the. project.. We. are. also. grateful. to. all. our. partners,. especially. the. EUAM,. and. we.
are. very. happy. to. have. the. support. of. the. National. Security. and. Defence. Council..
of.Ukraine.

Welcome Remarks
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I. would. like. to. begin. my. presentation. by. thanking. the. Razumkov. Centre. and..
DCAF. for. organising. this. conference.. Civil. security. sector. is. a. very. important. issue.
for. each. state.. When.we. speak. about. national. security,. we. tend. to. speak. about. civil.
security.sector.as.one.component.of.security..A.dual. function.of. these.organisations.
and. special. services. is. that,. on. the. one. hand,. they. provide. services. to. the. citizens,.
people,. and. communities.. On. the. other. hand,. they. are. part. of. the. national. security.
system..The.efficiency.of.these.organisations.largely.depends.on.stability,.security.and.
democracy.in.each.country.

Our. Mission. [EUAM. – ed.]. was. created. more. than. two. years. ago. and. we. have.
arrived. to. Ukraine. with. a. clear. mandate. to. advise. and. assist. the. Ukrainian. govern-.
ment. in.reforming.the.civil.security.sector.. I.would. like.to.briefly.outline.our.mandate.
and.competencies.in.the.areas,.where.we.work..

First. of. all,. these. are:. the. delineation. of. competencies. among. different. law.
enforcement. agencies,. community. policing. issues,. criminal. investigations,. public.
order,.human.resources.management.as.well.as.good.governance,.fighting.corruption,.
human.rights.protection.and.gender.issues.

During.these.two.years,.we.have.been.involved.in.various.projects,.conferences.and.
meetings..We.have.provided.assistance.to.our.partners.on.reforms.in.various.areas..

I. will. share. some. observations. from. our. side. and. challenges. together. with. our.
partners..The.main.challenge,.I.think,.is.the.following:.when.reforming.law.enforcement.
agencies,. they.should. remain. in.operation..You.cannot. interrupt. the. law.enforcement.
and. special. services. activity. and. “destroy. everything”,. recruit. new. personnel. and.

CONSOLIDATING EUROPEAN  
PRINCIPLES FOR CIVILIAN  
SECURITY SECTOR GOVERNANCE

Kęstutis LANČINSKAS,  
Head of the European Union  
Advisory Mission (EUAM) Ukraine
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create.a.new.system,.new.structure.starting.from.scratch.in.a.year.or.two..All.reforms.
should. be. done. in. line. with. daily. duties. and. activities. of. those. institutions.. And. that.
is. the. reason. why. we. need. to. have. a. proper. strategic. planning,. proper. planning.
system.and.plan.each.activity.just.for.one.reason:.not.to.destroy.daily.business.and.to..
ensure.positive.changes.and.reforms.of.these.organisations..

Our. Mission. is. really. to. assist. these. agencies. to. create. a. proper. planning..
system,.planning.culture.–.to.change.it.from.an.ad.hoc.to.a.well-planned.and.advanced.
activity. according. to. the. priorities. set. by. communities,. government. and. political.
parties..

Another. issue. is. the. lack. of. trust.. The. slogan. of. our. Mission. is. “Advising. for..
Trust”.. It. means. that. our. task. is. to. build. trust. between. international. community. and.
Ukrainian.partners..And.we. try. to.build. trust.between. law.enforcement. agencies. and.
the.general.public,. society.and.communities.and,.of. course,.between. those.agencies.
themselves..

Why. is. this. important?. In. my. opinion,. all. meetings. that. we. held,. all. planning.
sessions.and.all.our.activities.have.shown. that. the. lack.of. trust.has.been.one.of. the.
main.obstacles..Last.week.we.had.a.big.and.complex.meeting.on.witness.protection..
All.our.interlocutors.said.that.they.do.not.trust.each.other.and.are.unable.to.cooperate..
This. has. to. be. changed.. First. of. all,. trust. should. be. built. between. law. enforcement.
agencies,.between.NGO’s.and.law.enforcement.agencies..This.is.the.only.way.forward.
to.achieving.successful.reforms.

Another. issue. is. changing. the. organisational. culture.. When. we. have. meetings.
with. interlocutors,. everybody. complains. about. small. salaries. as. the. main. obstacle.
to.motivation..They.keep.saying:.“The.salary. is.small,.or. there. is. the. lack.of. funding,.
etc.”. But. from. our. experience,. we. should. say:. “OK,. you. are. partially. right.. Salaries.
are.important,.but.increasing.salary.will.solve.problems.only.in.the.short.term”..If.the.
organisational.culture.does.not.change,.nothing.will..

Another. important. issue. that. we. have. come. across. and. are. trying. to. solve. is. to.
create. a. sound. human. resources. management. system. that. involves. the. recruitment.
process,. basic. and. special. training,. a. transparent. career. development. system. and.
selection.procedures.inside.these.agencies..

Internal. oversight. is. yet. another. important. issue.. When. it. comes. to. building..
trust,.both.external.and.internal.oversight.of.these.organisations.are.really.important..It.
is.not.possible.to.create.a.successful.organisation,.when.there.is.all-round.conspiracy.
against. it,. and. when. it. is. criticized. both. from. the. inside. and. the. outside.. Again,. we.
should. speak. about. transparent. processes. and. transparent. performance. evaluation.
system.. It. is. necessary. to. make. the. performance. indicators. simple. and. easy. to.
understand. for. everyone. inside. and. outside. of. the. organisation.. Only. then. we. will..
be.able.to.speak.of.reforms.and.successful.development.of.these.organisations.

Another. very. important. issue. that. I. would. like. to. point. out. is. the. delineation. of.
competencies.. The. competition. between. law. enforcement. agencies. and. special.
services. is. intense.. And. the. delineation. of. competencies. is. very. important.. Why?.
Because.we.do.not.believe. that.a.healthy.competition. is.possible. inside/between. law.
enforcement. agencies.. Competition. among. these. institutions. creates. distrust. and.
increases. friction.. The. main. task. is. to. establish. who. is. responsible. for. what,. what..
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are. the. cooperation. channels. and. analysis. system,. etc.. Only. then. you. can. be.
successful.and.effective.in.this.area.

An. achievement. that. Mr.. Lytvynenko. has. already. mentioned. was. the. draft..
law. on. the. National. Security. of. Ukraine.. This. law. was. elaborated. by. Ukrainian.
agencies.in.cooperation.with.our.Mission,.NATO.Liaison.Office.and.other.international.
organisations.. Why. has. it. been. important?. First,. this. draft. law. proposes. a. clear.
delineation. between. two. competencies. (who. is. responsible. and. for. what). as. well. as.
a.sound.system.of.external.and. internal.oversight..Moreover,.we.have.created.a.new.
culture.of. drafting. laws..All.members.of. the.working.group.mentioned. that. they.had.
never.had.such.an.important.experience.of.gathering.together.and.drafting.laws.

I. hope. Ukraine. will. have. the. political. will. to. adopt. this. law. in. the. coming. future..
And,.in.my.opinion,.it.will.be.a.huge.strategic.step.forward.

Organisational. effectiveness. is. the. last. issue. that. I. would. like. to. mention.. We..
have. found. that. these. organisations. are. pure. bureaucracies. with. many. bureaucratic.
rules. and. constraints. that. govern. them.. We. believe. that. we. are. able. to. help. our.
partners. in. addressing. this. issue. through. several. pilot. projects. in. regions.. One. pilot.
project. on. developing. operator. and. investigator. expertise. is. underway. in. Boryspil.
police.station.. In.Lviv. region,.we.carry.out.a.pilot.project.on.personnel.management..
I. hope. these. pilot. projects. will. be. successful.. And. I. generally. believe. in. success. of..
our.activities.in.Ukraine..
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The. title. of. my. topic. is. “NATO’s. participation. in. civilian. SSR. [Security. Sector.
Reform].programmes..Out.of.area?”..My. task. today.will.be. to.give.you.a.briefing.on.
NATO. in.Ukraine.activities.and.engagement. in. the.security.sector. (trying. to.show.we.
are.not.that.much.“out.of.area”).

I.would.probably.repeat.some.of.the.facts.that.Kestutis.has.told.us.about.because.
we.are.fortunate.to.have.a.very.warm.relationship.with.the.EUAM.and.we.are.trying.to.
support. each.other.despite. the. fact. that.our. tasks.and. responsibilities. are. somewhat.
different..

I. would. like. to. start. by. saying. a. few. words. about. non-military. aspects. of..
Alliance’s.support.for.Ukraine,.including.the.security.sector.reform..Some.background.
first..

NATO’s. level. of. engagement. with. Ukraine. since. 2014,. both. at. the. political. level..
and. in. terms. of. practical. work,. has. been. unprecedented.. NATO. allies. really. want.
Ukraine. to.become.a.success.story..Last.year,.at. the.NATO.Warsaw.Summit,.Ukraine.
was. the. only. partner. nation. to. have. a. separate. meeting. with. Allies. at. HOSG. [Heads..
of. state. and. Government]. level.. This. once. again. confirms. the. special. importance,.
which.NATO.attaches.to.its.partnership.with.Ukraine..

At.the.Warsaw.Summit.the.Allies.endorsed.the.Comprehensive.Assistance.Package.
(CAP) for. Ukraine.. The. objective. of. CAP. is. to. consolidate. and. enhance. NATO’s.
assistance. for.Ukraine..This.will.enable.Ukraine. to.better.provide. for. its.own.security.
and.to.carry.out.essential.reforms,.not.just.in.the.military.sector..

The.CAP.contains.more.than.40 tailored support measures in 13 key areas,.where.
NATO. will. support. Ukraine’s. reforms.. It. covers. far more issues than military reform...
It. is. a. comprehensive. response. to. complex. and. evolving. challenges. and. proxy..
threats.that.Ukraine.is.facing.

In.general,.our.cooperation.within.CAP.includes:

•..Advisory.support..The.governments.of.the.participating.countries.have.sent.about.
twenty.advisers.to.Ukraine..

NATO’S PARTICIPATION IN CIVILIAN 
SECURITY SECTOR REFORM. OUT OF AREA?

Ann-Kristin BJERGENE, Deputy Director,  
NATO Liaison Office in Ukraine
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•..Trust. Funds. (including. those. established. at. the. Wales. Summit. and. those. that..
have. been. operating. in. Ukraine. for. many. years:. Command,. Control,.
Communications. and. Computers. (C4),. Logistics. and. Standardization,. Cyber.
Defence,.Military.Career.Management,.Medical.Rehabilitation..These.Trust.Funds.
also. contribute. to. the. Security. Sector. Reform,. not. only. to. the. reform. of. the..
Armed.Forces.

•..Programmes. including. the. Planning. and. Review. Process. (PARP),. Defence.
Education. Enhancement. Programme. (DEEP),. Professional. Development.
Programme. (PDP). –. new. drive. here. to. raise. the. competency. of. personnel.
responsible.for.Euro-Atlantic.Integration..

New. areas. include. Countering. Hybrid. Warfare. and. Improvised. Explosive. Devices..
The. Trust. Fund. for. Counter-Improvised. Explosive. Devices. and. Explosive. Ordnance.
Disposal.is.to.be.launched.

Also. the. cooperation. has. been. strengthened. in. areas. such. as. security-related.
research.(NATO.Science.for.Peace.and.Security.(SPS)),.and.strategic.communication.
(STRATCOM),. stemming. from. an. understanding. of. the. role. of. media. in. promoting..
a. sustainable. democratic. society,. and. the. UN. Security. Council. Resolution. (1325)..
on. Women,. Peace. and. Security. that. recognises. diversity. as. strenghts.. Currently,..
there. are. 40. on-going. SPS. activities. with. Ukraine. with. around. 15. million. euro.
contributed.through.NATO.in.2014-2019..

NATO’s support for Ukraine is very straightforward and practical. We. have..
provided. experts. and. advisors. to. help. Ukraine. advance. quickly. in. implementing..
Euro-Atlantic.standards..This.will.enable.Ukraine. to.become.more.resilient. in. fighting..
a.proxy.war.with.Russia..

Ukraine now has a unique opportunity to strengthen the rule of law, public 
administration, defence capability and the competitiveness of its economy.. That. is..
why. NATO. provides. the. support,. advice. and. expertise. to. continue. reforms. in. the.
country..But the window of opportunities is narrow. There is really no time to waste.

Now.I.would.like.to.mention.some.civil.security.issues.that.we.have.tried.to.address.
over. the.past.six.months..Building parliamentary capacity in the areas of democratic 
oversight has been a priority,. and. we. need. to. share. best. practices,. and. inform. the.
security.sector.leadership.and.members.of.relevant.parliamentary.committees.through.
assistance. in. drafting. the. National. Security. Law,. as. well. as. inviting. experts.. This..
is. an. important. area. of. a. well-functioning. democracy. that. we. will. continue. to. work..
on.. This. year,. Britain. has. assigned. an. adviser. on. parliamentary. issues. to. the. NATO.
Liaison.Office.(NLO).in.Ukraine..

Legislative work:. This. year. NATO. advisers. to. the. NLO. together. with. the. EUAM..
take.part.in.drafting.the.Law.on.National.Security.of.Ukraine,.which.guiding.principle,.
in.our.opinion,.should.be.democratic.control..

Now. I. will. tell. about. my. personal. involvement. in. the. security. sector. reform,. and.
provide.some.examples.that.illustrate.our.engagement..

NATO and the Security Service of Ukraine (SSU) reform: 

•..In. 2015,. the. Security. Service. of. Ukraine. invited. representatives. from. the. EU.
Advisory. Mission,. the. NATO. Representation. to. Ukraine. and. individual. member.
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states. to. join. the. International. Advisory. Group. to. assist. the. process. of. drafting..
a.Concept. for.Reform.of. the.SSU..Joint.work.on. this.Concept.began. in.January.
2016. and. ended. with. a. draft,. finalized. in. July. 2016.. I. hope. we. will. not. be.
celebrating.a.one-year.anniversary.of.“not.signing”.the.Concept..

•..The draft Concept has been a remarkable success..While.its.content.is.the.result.
of. a. compromise. between. participants. of. the. drafting. process,. the. International.
Advisory. Group. believes. the. reform. process. is. on. the. right. track. and. has.
continued.advising.the.SSU.in.drafting.an.Implementation.Action.Plan..This.Plan.
should.ensure.the.sustainability.of.reform.in.the.long.term..

•..The. draft. Concept. was. presented. by. the. SSU. to. NATO. Allies. at. the. Joint..
Working. Group. on. Defence. Reform. at. NATO. Headquarters. in. October. 2016..
Reform. of. the. SSU. is. underlined. as. a. key. priority. in. both. the. Comprehensive.
Assistance. Package. for. Ukraine. –. adopted. by. Heads. of. State. and. Government..
of. the. NATO-Ukraine. Commission. during. the. NATO. Warsaw. Summit. in..
July. 2016. –. and. in. Allies’. assessment. of. Ukraine’s. Annual. National. Programme..
for.2016.

•..The. SSU. is. faced. with. unprecedented. security. challenges. and. there. is. no. time.
to. waste. The agency needs to focus on its core tasks as a security service  
and relieve itself of functions, which law enforcement agencies of Ukraine should 
not execute..

•..The.reform.process.must.begin.in.earnest,.with.respect.for.universal.human.rights.
and. democratic. oversight. a. top. priority.. Lack of proper oversight is a serious 
finding and needs to be addressed both through drafting adequate legislation, and 
establishing internal audit functions.. Increasing. transparency. and. openness. to..
the.public.will. help. explain. the.political. decisions.behind. the. reform.not.only. to..
the.SSU.itself,.but.also.to.all.citizens.of.Ukraine..

•..To. become. a. reliable. partner. of. the. Euro-Atlantic. security. and. intelligence.
community. and.enhance.prospects. for. intelligence.sharing.and.cooperation,. the.
SSU.should.adapt.best.practices.of.EU.and.NATO.member.states..

•..The.International.Advisory.Group.believes.that.the.SSU should focus on gathering 
and analysing information that deals only with grave crimes against the 
constitutional order and state integrity.. This would require a hand-over of law 
enforcement functions and a clear separation of duties between agencies, as  
well as developing mechanisms for a timely and effective intelligence sharing...
If. senior. political. leaders. commit. to. this,. it. will. help. launch. the. reforms. and..
guide.them.in.the.right.direction.

To. sum. up,. at. a. time. when. NATO. is. adapting. to. new. challenges,. the. Allies. view.
opportunities. for. non-military. cooperation. as. extremely. important.. The. Warsaw.
Summit. has. identified. a. long-term. strategy. to. counter. threats. and. challenges. that..
we.face.both.in.the.East.and.South..In.Warsaw,.we.have.made.important.decisions.to.
strengthen.our.defence.and.deterrence.and.to.promote.stability.beyond.our.borders..

Thus, our non-military cooperation (including the civil security reform) with Ukraine 
remains equally important in a dynamic and changing environment.
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Before.I.start.my.presentation,. I.would.like.to.draw.your.attention.to.this.fantastic.
book. –. The. Security. Sector. Legislation. of. Ukraine.1. A. comprehensive. collection. of.
Ukraine’s. security. legislation. has. been. a. long. time. coming.. The. issue. of. my. topic,..
civil. control. of. the. armed. forces,. is. covered. on. page. 127,. so. for. the. legal. aspects..
you.can.refer.to.this.book..

Secondly,. I. would. like. to. note. that. it. is. very. difficult. to. speak. about. civil. society.
and. security. in. Ukraine. while. there. is. a. war. going. on,. i.e.. Russian. aggression..
against.Ukraine.which.has.been.categorized.as.an.anti-terrorist.operation..

Initially,. I. wanted. to. start. my. presentation. by. presenting. the. official,. formal.
approach. and. the. role. that. civil. society. plays. in. a. model. of. implementing. national.
reforms.. Unfortunately,. this. model. does. not. appear. to. be. functioning. very. well.. We..
can. see. that. the. representatives. of. civil. society. have. an. active. role. to. play. and. the..
main. categories. of. reform. have. been. identified.. I. have. selected. the. main. ones. that.
cover. civil. security.. Later. in. this. presentation,. the. main. focus. will. be. on. national.
security.and.defence.and.law.enforcement.reform..

The.reform.task.force,.which. in.part.engages.civil.society,. is. formally.responsible.
for.developing.and.implementing.the.reform.package.per.each.ministry..In.preparation.
for.this.presentation,.I.visited.the.official.site.of.the.National.Reform.Council..Up.until.
now,.the.former.Minister.of.Economic.Trade.and.Development,.Aivaras.Abromavičius,..
who.resigned.over.a.year.ago,. is.still.up.on.the.official,.government.reform.site..This.
is. indicative.of. the. level.of.strategic.communication. that. is.being.given. to. the.people..
of. Ukraine. from. the. administrative. level.. Notably,. however,. civil. society. is. not.
represented.there.....

CIVIL SOCIETY AND  
INTERNAL SECURITY REFORM

Dr. Lada L. ROSLYCKY, 
DCAF Consultant

1. The. Security. Sector. Legislation. of. Ukraine.. Third. Edition. –. www.dcaf.ch/sites/default/files/publications/
documents/Security-Sector-Legislation-Ukraine-2017_eng.pdf.
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The. Reanimation. Package. of. Reforms. is. the. largest,. non-governmental,. reform.
platform. in.Ukraine.. It. is.made.up.of.79.organisations;.12.of. the.main.organisations..
or.most. influential.organisations.constitute. the.Board.and.there.are.23.expert.groups.
as. opposed. to. 18. categories. which. have. been. identified. by. the. formal. national.
reforms.a.governance.model..The. law.enforcement. reform.body. is.currently.working.
on.four.draft. laws.–.you.can.visit. the.site,. it. is.quite.clear.. It. is.not.all.encompassing.
unfortunately.. Importantly,.when.we. look.at. the.National.Security.and.Defence.expert.
counsel,. there. are. no. draft. laws. being. considered.. Moreover,. there. is. a. vacancy. –..
a.very. important.vacancy.–. for. the.head.of. the.expert.group.of. the.national.security..
So,.if.there.are.any.experts.interested.this.maybe.something.to.consider..

Drawing. our. attention. to. reforms,. the. Ilko. Kucheriv. Democratic. Initiatives.
Foundation. provides. little. information. as. per. expert. opinions. regarding. the. state. of.
affairs. in. reforms.. Among. the. more. successful. stories. are. electronic. procurement,.
electronic. declarations,. establishment. of. National. Police. anti-corruption. institutions.
and. decentralization.. The. five. reform. sectors. noted. as. “failed”. are. judicial. reform,.
reform.of.internal.affairs.bodies,.public.service.reform,.tax.reform.and.anti-corruption.
reform.. The. five. main. reform. barriers. are. perceived. to. be. oligarchs,. bureaucracy.
of. public. officials,. law. enforcement. bodies.. This. last. one,. law. enforcement. bodies,.
draws. attention. because. the. establishment. of. National. Police. of. Ukraine. is. catego-.
rized.as.being.a.success..And.then.we.see.that.the.law.enforcement.bodies.identified.
as. barriers. to. reform.. So. attention. should. be. paid. to. this. and. political. forces. that.
forming.a.coalition.within.the.Verkhovna.Rada.and.Administration..

When. the. general. public. was. polled. regarding. the. main. driving. forces. of. reform.
we. see. the. government. followed. by. the. President,. civil. society. organizations. are. in..
the. middle. with. Western. countries. at. 21%. and. the. population. at. 19%.. Interestingly.
we. also. see. the. government. and. the. president. simultaneously. perceived. as. drivers.
of. reform. as. well. as. among. the. five. main. barriers. to. reform.. This. was. explained. by.
the. Head. of. the. Secretariat. of. the. National. Platform. of. Reanimation. of. Reforms.. He.
noted. that. the. public. identifies. that. the. government. and. the. presidential. administra-..
tion.institutionally.should.be.driving.the.reforms.but in actuality they are blocking them..

The.ruling.coalition. identified.key. tasks. for.2017.and. they.do.not. include.security.
sector.reform.at.all..We.do.see.other.aspects,.which.affect.civilian.security.such.as.the.
Supreme.Court.and.independent.anti-corruption.courts,.but.no.targeted.security.sector.
defence. reform. has. been. made. public. by. this. platform.. There. is. a. very. nice. official.
website. where. we. can. see. that. the. OSCE. has. put. in. effort. to. promote. democratic.
control. of. the. Armed. Forces.. However,. this. website. is. basically. an. empty. one;. very.
basic. information,. very. few. pages. it. could. definitely. be. worked. upon.. Once. again.
potentially. an.example.of. attention. that.needs. to.be.paid. to.strategic.communication.
from.the.Ukrainian.side.to.the.general.public..

Elections.within.the.civil.council.of.the.Ministry.of.Defence.ended.in.scandal..This.
was. reported. on. the. Facebook. page. of. Roman. Synytsyn.. According. to. him,. rather..
than. authoritative. volunteer. organizations,. unknown. formations. were. accepted:..
“Now,. I.have.personally.witnessed.notorious.“concurrence”.and.dynamic. imitation.of.
civility”.. This. is. how. under. formal. conditions,. seasoned. functionaries. and. schemers.
together. with. General. Paliy. cut. down. tens. of. real. volunteer. organizations. and. pulled.
through.their.own.fake.civil.society.organizations.”
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I. would. like. to. draw. your. attention. to. the. video. of. the. scandal. and. how. the..
old. guard. of. this. so-called. civil. society. institution. by. the. Ministry. of. Defence. is..
being. confronted. by. the. new. guard. or. the. new. face. of. a. young. and. thriving. non-
governmental.organisation.council..

Basically,. the. newly. forming. and. newly. formed. nongovernmental. organisa-.
tions,. volunteer. groups. that. support. the. warriors. in. the. ATO. were. not. allowed. to.
take. part. in. the. elections. in. the. vote. of. the. new. council.. This. General. has. been..
the.head.of.the.council.for.many.years.and.has.a.‘slightly’.more.communist.approach.
to.Ukrainian’s.development;.particularly.even.supporting.separatists.as.we.will.see. in.
the.next.slide..

Following. this. ‘light’. scandal,. the. official. government. site. immediately. announ-..
ced. the. Ministry. of. Defence. is. extremely. interested. in. civil. control.. Yet. nothing.
has. really. been. done. to. rectify. the. situation.. Just. about. two. weeks. ago. one. of. the.
representatives. of. an. organisation. belonging. to. the. council. was. confronted. for. the..
fact.that.he.had.organized.a.demonstration.with.people.wearing.the.‘Colorad’.ribbons.
and.organized.separatists.2.

The. level.of. tension.between. the.old. face.of.a.so-called.civil.society.and. the.new.
face. is. exemplified. by. this. activity.. I. will. not. speak. very. much. today. about. the. role.
of. the. media,. which. is. also. a. part. of. civil. control.. However,. recently,. following. the.
scandalous.events.that.I.have.just.shown.you.is.depicted.in.a.1+1.television.program.
called. “Hroshi”. [Money]. which. considered. the. aforementioned. incident. in. a. little. bit.
more.detail..

An.important.aspect.which.was.exposed.is.that.there.is.very.little.transparency.as.
to. what. nongovernmental. organizations. do. with. money. that. they. received. from. the.
Government.. And. some. of. these. organizations. receive. millions. of. UAH. annually. and.
they’re. actually. working. in. contrary. to. the. established. national. security. objectives. of.
Ukraine..

This. is. the. Head. of. the. Civil. Council. by. the. Ministry. of. Defence,. an. actual.
photograph. of. him. promoting. separatism. on. a. Russian. website.. However,. not. all.
is. terrible.. We. do. have. to. be. reminded. that. twenty-three. per. cent. of. those. polled..
believed.that.civil.society.is.a.generally.a.good,.moving.force.facilitating.reforms..

To. conclude,. I. would. like. to. read. a. quote. from. an. expert. I. interviewed. from.
the. Military. Institute. at. the. Taras. Shevchenko. University. in. Kyiv:. “I. would. like. to..
make. note,. that. a. certain,. old. stereotype. continues. to. exist. which. believes. that.
publicity. is. nonsense.. It. is. worthy. to. bring. one’s. attention. to. these. fears:. systemic.
and. functional. publicity. is. a. possibility. of. developing. the. potential. of. institutions..
and.increases.societal.trust.in.them”.

2. The.following.video.shows.what.happened:.https://1plus1.ua/groshi/ video/kudi-naspravdi-jdut- grosi-na-ato.
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The. history. of. human. development. has. shown. that. all. civic. associations. as. well..
as.state.structures.seek.to.secure.their.development.and.existence.

Several. processes. shape. the. global. and. national. security. environment:. the.
emergence.of. a.multi-polar.world.order;. growing. influence.of.new.centres.of.power;.
the. need. to. resolve. a. protracted. armed. conflict. –. Russian. ‘hybrid’. war. against..
Ukraine;. and. the. need. to. ensure. a. systemic,. planned,. consistent. and. effective.
transformation.of.all.state.institutions.as.well.as.civil.and.internal.security.sectors..The.
same.trends.will.persist.in.the.long.run.

In. a. “man. –. society. –. state”. triad,. “security”. happens. to. be. the. “absence. of.
threat,. safety,. reliability”.. “National. security”. as. a. socio-political. phenomenon.covers..
different.domains.and.unites.all.types.of.security.

National.security.means.protection.of.vital.interests.of.a.man.and.a.citizen,.society.
and. state. against. potential. or. real. threats. to. national. interests,. secured. through..
a. timely. detection,. prevention. and. neutralisation. of. any. threats. to. national. interests..
in.the.following.spheres:.

•..law.enforcement;
•..fighting.corruption;
•..border.management.and.defence;
•..migration.policy;.
•..information.security,.and.other.sectors.of.state.governance.
The. Law. of. Ukraine. “On. Fundamentals. of. the. National. Security. of. Ukraine”.

adopted.on.19.June.2003,.set.out.the.principles.of.the.state.policy.aimed.at.protecting..
national. interests.and.ensuring.the.security.of.an.individual,.society.and.state.against.
external.and.internal.threats.in.all.spheres.of.life.

Adequate response to existing and potential challenges and threats for the national 
security of Ukraine requires a set of measures to improve the effectiveness and 
capabilities of the internal security system.

REFORM OF INTERNAL SECURITY

Tetiana KOVALCHUK, Deputy Minister 
of Internal Affairs of Ukraine
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Hence,.the primary task on that path has been the reform of the system of internal 
affairs, in particular, the Ministry of Internal Affairs as a key coordinating body that 
could develop an algorithm for responding to internal challenges and eliminating the 
existing threats.

Standard,. international. models. of. the. internal. security. sector. reform. have. not.
always. proven. fit. for. responding. to. challenges. arising. in. a. transitional. society,.
especially.when.the.state.suffers.external.aggression.

As. a. result,. to. detect. and. eliminate. internal. challenges. and. threats,. a. system. of.
coordination.and.control.of.all.internal.affairs.institutions.was.immediately.developed..
This,. in. its. turn,. required. transforming. the. Ministry. of. Internal. Affairs. into. a. policy-
making. body. that. coordinates. the. whole. system. of. internal. affairs,. segregating..
its. civilian. component. and. delineating. the. activity. of. law. enforcement. agencies. and.
other.central.executive.bodies.

Today,.the.transformation.of.the.law.enforcement.system.as.well.as.the.system.of.
internal.security.takes.place.in.accordance.with.European.principles.and.standards.and.
takes.into.account.potential.and.real.challenges.and.threats.to.the.national.security.

In.view.of. these. factors,. the. internal.security. reform. is.aimed.at.ensuring. its. four 
commonly accepted dimensions:

1)..Maintaining.political. control. that. rests.primarily.on.social.priorities.and.human.
rights.as.its.key.elements.(previously.the.focus.was.on.activities.of.the.military.
and.security.structures);

2)..Implementing. institutional. changes. based. on. physical. and. technical.
transformation.of.the.structures.responsible.for.internal.security;

3)..Guaranteeing. a. steady. economic. and. financial. support. for. the. reform. process.
(from. the. state. and. agency. budgets,. international. assistance. and. sponsor.
contributions);

4)..An. effective. social. input. –. enhancing. the. role. of. civil. society. in. the. process..
of.monitoring.and.control.over.the.internal.security.policy.and.programmes.

In.line.with.legislatively.provided.tasks.and.functions,.the.Ministry.of.Internal.Affairs.
of. Ukraine,. acting. within. its. competence,. provides. for. implementation. of. the. state.
policy.in.the.field.of.internal.security.

Reform.of.the.civil.security.sector,.internal.security.system.and.their.elements.has.
been. rightfully. recognised. as. one. of. the. most. pressing. socio-economic. and. political.
issues. today.. The. key. tasks. of. this. process. involve. promoting. Ukraine’s. national.
security,. democracy,. the. rule. of. law,. social. progress,. and. civil. society,. as. well. as.
sound.functioning.and.improvement.of.the.security.sector..It.has.been.a.priority.for.the.
country.

The. Ministry. of. Internal. Affairs. is. one. of. the. national. security. actors. that,. acting.
within.its.competence,.makes.the.policy.in.the.field.of.internal.security..The goal and 
task of the Ministry of Internal Affairs is to create an effective system of internal 
security, to plan and introduce a set of organisational and legal measures aimed at 
reforming that law enforcement body, with a fundamental change of the principles of 
its activity, methods, techniques and functions. 

According. to. a. Strategy. for. the. Development. of. the. Ministry. of. Internal. Affairs,.
approved. by. the. Cabinet. of. Ministers,. MIA. has. become. the. main. body. in. a. system.
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of. central. executive. bodies. that. formulates. state. policy. in. the. areas. such. as:.
protection. of. human. rights. and. individual. freedoms,. interests. of. society. and. the.
state,. countering. crime,. maintaining. public. safety. and. order,. as. well. as. provision. of.
police. services;. protection. of. the. state. border. and. Ukraine’s. sovereign. rights. in. its.
exclusive. (maritime). economic. zone;. civil. defence,. protection. of. the. population. and.
territory. from. emergencies. and. prevention. of. their. occurrence,. emergency. response,.
rescue.operations,.fire.fighting,.fire.and.technical.safety,.activity.of.emergency.rescue.
services,. and. hydro-meteorological. activity;. migration. (immigration. and. emigration),.
including.countering. illegal.migration,.citizenship,.registration.of. individuals,. refugees.
and.other.categories.of.migrants.specified.by.the.law.

However,. further. introduction. of. a. systemic. approach. to. strategic. planning,.
alignment.of.positions,.effective.implementation.and.attainment.of.the.goals.of.reforms.
and.further.development.of.the.system.of.the.Ministry.of.Internal.Affairs.as.an.element.
of. internal.security.system.require.a.continued.implementation.of.the.selected.reform.
path.

Together. with. representatives. of. central. executive. bodies,. whose. activities. are.
directed. and. coordinated. through. the. Minister. of. Internal. Affairs. of. Ukraine,. we are 
about to complete drafting an efficient Strategy for the Development of the Ministry of 
Internal Affairs until 2020.

In.order. to.bring. the. internal. security. system. in. compliance.with. the.present-day.
requirements,. the. drafted. Strategy. will. be. submitted. to. the. Cabinet. of. Ministers. of.
Ukraine.after.proper.public.discussion.

That. is,. the system of the Ministry of Internal Affairs shows its willingness to 
change, to improve its efficiency, and to carry out reforms to deliver positive results, 
instead of “reforms for the sake of reforms”.

In.recent.years,.the.Ministry.of. Internal.Affairs.of.Ukraine.has.focused.on.creating.
and. developing. the. National. Police. of. Ukraine. as. a. politically. independent. law.
enforcement. agency.. Meanwhile,. the. strategy. and. concept. for. development. of. the.
State.Migration.Service.of.Ukraine,. the.State.Border.Service.of.Ukraine,. the.National.
Guard.of.Ukraine,.the.State.Emergency.Service.of.Ukraine.and.certain.areas.of.activity.
of. the. Ministry. of. Internal. Affairs. of. Ukraine. were. approved.. That. said,. Ukraine’s.
development.is.to.ensure.a.single.stable.and.functional.system.as.a.part.of.the.national.
security. sector.. Hence,. the. task. of. the. Ministry. of. Internal. Affairs. is. to. formulate..
a. coordinated. state. policy. and. to. set. common. priorities. and. principles. of. develop-.
ment. of. the. Ministry’s. managing. bodies. to. ensure. a. safe. and. secure. environment..
Based. on. the. European. experience,. the. goal. has. been:. to. build. a. man-centred. law.
enforcement.system.

In.2015-2017,.regulatory.and.legal.and.executive.documents.that.further.specified.
the. conditions. of. further. development. were. adopted.. For. instance,. the. Ministry. of..
Internal. Affairs. of. Ukraine,. acting. within. its. competence,. is. responsible. for. imple-.
mentation. of. Ukraine’s. National. Security. Strategy,. the. Concept. of. development.
of. Ukraine’s. security. and. defence. sector,. the. Strategy. of. Reformation. of. State. G.
overnance.in.2016-2020.and.other.strategic.and.conceptual.provisions.

Although. some. reform. aspects. in. Ukraine. have. been. regularly. criticised,. creating..
an.efficient.nationwide.internal.security.system.that.is.able.to.perform.state.functions.
and.satisfy.public.needs/demands.is.undoubtedly.a.priority.

Reform of Internal Security
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Internal. security. system. reform. is. by. no. means. a. purely. technical. issue,. which.
presumes. planning. and. implementation. of. reforms. without. any. discussion. and.
difficulty.. The. reform. process. has. to. create. the. basis. for. transforming. the. internal.
security. system. into. a. system. that. guarantees. stability. and. safety. of. Ukrainian.
citizens,. protects. their. fundamental. rights. and. freedoms. and. ensures. decent. social.
development.

To. implement. the. selected. reform. policy. and. further. development,. the. Ministry.
of. Internal. Affairs,. acting. within. its. competence,. is. tasked. to. prevent. and. effectively.
counteract. challenges. and. threats. to. the. national. security. on. the. basis. of. new.
principles.of.formulation.and.implementation.of.the.internal.security.policy.

People’s. need. for. safety. is. a. driver. of. development. of. society,. and. of. national..
and.internal.security.of.the.state.as.its.element.

We.have.created.the.National.Police.–.a.law.enforcement.body;.we.have.the.State.
Border.Service,.the.Migration.Service..Each.of.them.already.has.developed.or.approved.
concept. or. reform. plan.. One. may. ask,. what. for. do. we. need. the. Ministry. of. Internal.
Affairs?

We. understand. however. that. there. should. be. a. multifunctional. civilian. body. to.
control. law. enforcement. structures,. together. with. citizens. and. other. branches. of.
power..The.National.Police,.just.as.any.other.system,.should.be.controlled..Violations.
occur. in. the. field.of.human. rights,. the. rule.of. law,.or. in. any.other. sensitive.domain:..
we.are.well.aware.that.we.need.to.be.controlled.

That. is. why. the. Ministry. is. trying. to. work. out. a. state. policy. that. would. make. it.
possible. to. correctly. formulate. the. public. demand,. what. exactly. society. wants,. for..
the. central. bodies. to. be. able. to. implement. them.. As. regards. the. external. control,..
public. control,. I. cannot. think.of. any.negative.experience.. It. seems. to.me. that. this. is.
exactly. what. for. and. who. for. we. carry. out. the. reforms.. There. should. be. feedback,.
dialogue,.and.interaction.

We.do.have.some.problems..For.instance,.we.are.not.too.efficient,.and.do.not.move.
forward. fast. enough.. There. are. some. drawbacks. in. the. legislation,. in. the. system. of.
coordination,. and. in. professional. terms.. The. human. capital. is. not. ideal.. We. speak.
about. great. many. difficulties,. hardships,. and. are. trying. to. solve. them. as. quickly. as.
possible.

Sometimes.we.are.asked. if. the.external.control.obstructs.our.work..By.no.means.
can.we.say.that.this.experience.is.negative..On.the.contrary,. it. is.the.people,.society,.
communities. that. should. be. the. driving. force;. they. give. us. the. incentive. for. further.
transformations.and.shifts..So,.answering.this.question,. I.am.personally.very.grateful.
for.the.active.stand.of.citizens.

The.new.policemen.did.not.come.from.another.planet..They.come.from.our.society..
Similarly,.one.should.realise.that.crime.does.not.happen.in.isolation.from.the.society..
The.society.is.changing,.and.policemen.are.changing,.too..We.recognise.that.we.have.
some. problems. and. joining. the. efforts. will. help. us. succeed.. We. are. ready. for. such.
challenges.and.grateful.that.you.pay.attention.to.what.and.how.we.do.things..
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Pursuant. to. Article. 85. of. the. Constitution. of. Ukraine,. the. Parliament. controls..
the.activity.of.the.security.and.defence.sector.structures.by.adopting.laws,.approving.
the. State. Budget,. and. monitoring. its. implementation.. We. should,. however,. admit..
that. there. is. no. clear. correlation. between. what. is. written. in. the. Constitution,. and.
the. reality.. For. instance,. we. get. the. Accounting. Chamber. Report. on. the. security.
and. defence. sector. for. the. previous. year. somewhere. in. summer,. which. seriously.
complicates. our. efforts. to. timely. monitor. the. efficient. use. of. funds.. A. timely. and.
unbiased. assessment. of. the. results. of. work. of. the. uniformed. agencies. gives. an.
important. target. for. budgeting. in. the. following. periods.. Although. in. accordance.
with. the. Constitution,. we. have. the. powers. to. exercise. democratic. civilian. control. by.
Parliament,. the. system. needs. perfection. and. adjustment. of. its. mechanisms.. Control.
over. the.use.of.budget. funds,.and.powers.of. those.bodies.are.what.we.are. trying. to.
always.keep.in.mind.and.specify.in.more.detail.in.the.new.legislation..

Control. over. the. activity. of. security. structures. in. crises. and. incidents. that..
involve. the. death. of. people. during. civil. security. measures,. responding. to. signals.
of. corruption. in. civil. security. bodies,. any. deviations. of. the. line. of. civil. security.
development. from. what. has. been. agreed. with. our. partners. and. approved. at. the.
national.level.cannot.be.left.unattended.by.the.Parliament..

Parliamentary. supervision. of. civil. security. structures. should. take. into. account..
the. specifics. of. their. work.. For. instance,. the civil security sector activity in many  
cases requires measures related to secrecy of investigation or operational search 
activities. Respectively, parliamentary control should not give a direct right to 
interference in operational search activities.. Parliamentary. control. should. not..
involve.any.supervision.of.procedural.actions..

PARLIAMENTARY OVERSIGHT  
OF INTERNAL SECURITY

Iryna FRIZ, MP, Chair of the Subcommittee  
for Security of Public Information Systems, 
Committee on National Security and Defence  
of the Verkhovna Rada of Ukraine
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Parliamentary oversight should be able to control the use of budget funds  
and, respectively, to listen to the explanations provided by the heads of security 
structures in order to assess the quality of their performance in operations..The main 
task of oversight is not to control processes but to control targeted and efficient use  
of budget funds.

As regards the Security Service of Ukraine, they, unfortunately, still retain the 
Soviet rudiment of assessment. It should be given up. They are not to produce planned 
targets but to show the results of work in specific areas.. In.my.opinion,. that. is.how..
the.work.of.a.special.service.and.its.optimal.use.of.resources.should.be.evaluated..

The.Parliament.needs. to.develop.new.assessment.criteria. for. the.work.of. special.
services..This. issue. remains.open,.as.we.expect.a.basic. law.on. the.national.security.
introducing. the. new. form. of. democratic. control. to. be. submitted. to. the. Parliament..
Meanwhile,. a. subsequent. law. will. introduce. the. mechanisms. of. democratic.
control. over. the. security. and. defence. sector. and. enable. the. Parliament. to. exercise..
a.democratic.civilian.control.

We will stand for the Security Service of Ukraine to be deprived of functions not 
inherent in a security service. At that, we stress the need to retain the personnel...
But. it. should. not. be. the. case. when,. for. instance,. the. Security. Service. of. Ukraine.
canteen.manager.has.the.rank.of.a.Colonel..Such.things.are.unacceptable..We.support.
retaining.the.personnel.but.oppose.such.practices..

The. functions. of. fighting. economic. crimes. and. corruption. should. be. transferred..
to.the.newly.created.structures.that.were.created.exactly.to.deal.with.those.issues..

Politicisation. of. the. Security. Service. of. Ukraine. bears. serious. risks. for. the. main.
activity.of.a.special.service.–.counterintelligence..With. this. in.mind,. the.Parliament’s.
task. will. be. to. ensure. oversight. in. such. a. way. so. as. to. protect. the. Security. Service.
of. Ukraine. from. political. bias.. We. should. not. allow. the. special. service. to. gather.
information. that. will. in. one. or. another. way. violate. civil. rights. and. individual..
freedoms,. distort. the. situation. or. influence. political. decision-making. for. political.
purposes...

Meanwhile, the legislative framework for democratic control of the Security  
Service of Ukraine should take into account the specifics of work of a special  
service.. There. are. issues. of. the. spying. network,. secrecy. of. investigation. and.
operational.search.activities.

The.State.Border.Service.faces.a.very.acute.problem.of.maintaining.the.efficiency.
of. the.agency’s.work..Today, the State Border Service is “the last in line” to receive 
funding within the Ministry of Internal Affairs. Last year we tried to level the budget 
funding of border guards at least with that of servicemen of the Armed Forces of 
Ukraine.. A. policeman. was. paid. UAH. 7-8. thousand,. while. a. border. guard. serving..
in. the. АТО. area. –. UAH. 2,300.. Only. public. interference. and. the. President’s. position.
made. it. possible. to. remove. this. disparity,. to. establish. control. over. the. provision..
of. financial. and. material. needs. of. the. State. Border. Service. within. the. Ministry. of.
Internal.Affairs.

In. addition,. there. is. one. more. collision. –. the. State. Border. Service. has. an.
intelligence. agency. that,. despite. provisions. of. the. Law. Ukraine. “On. Intelligence.
Bodies. of. Ukraine”,. has. no. right. to. directly. receive. budget. funding,. although. all.
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other. intelligence. agencies,. according. to. that. law,. are. funded. separately.. An. attempt.
to. resolve. this. issue. met. a. misunderstanding. of. the. Minister. of. Internal. Affairs,. and..
the.law.was.actually.taken.off.from.the.Verkhovna.Rada’s.agenda.

Funding.the.Ministry.of.Internal.Affairs.requires.control.of.the.use.of.funds..Control 
of allocation of funds for the State Border Service by the Ministry of Internal Affairs 
also deals with efficient use of funds..Border.guards.now.perform.no.less.dangerous.
missions. than. the. Armed. Forces’. soldiers. in. the. АТО. area.. Let. me. remind. you. that.
the.state.border.with. the.Russian.Federation. is.1,974.km. long.and.must.be.properly.
guarded. and. defended. by. the. border. guards.. Hence,. adequate. financing. of. this.
structure.is.a.top.priority.

The. Ministry. of. Internal. Affairs. is. the. agency. where. parliamentary. control. is.
especially.complicated,. in.part.because.of. its.numerous.subordinated.structures..The.
key.areas.of.control. include:. issues.of.personnel. re-qualification;. the. ratio.of.opened.
and. closed. cases;. operation. of. service. centres.. Creation. of. service. centres. should.
become. a. source. of. additional. budget. funds,. not. a. source. of. corrupt. enrichment...
I. am. pleased. that. Tetyana. Kovalchuk. sees. the. Ministry. of. Internal. Affairs. as. an..
engine.of. reforms. in. the.civil. security. sector..That. is.why.we should do our best for 
the current reform not to replicate the Ministry of Internal Affairs that we had had 
before 2014, when great many security structures served its leadership, using corrupt 
schemes..

There. are. many. issues. regarding. the. National. Anticorruption. Bureau. of. Ukraine..
Everything. possible. has. been. to. make. it. independent. from. any. influences.. Hence, 
overseeing this structure is a sensitive issue, and the head of NABU or our partners 
should not perceive it as an encroachment on the NABU independence and 
effectiveness..Any.control.should.meet.certain.criteria.and.goals..
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I. would. like. to. start. by. asking. whether. control. of. law. enforcement. bodies. is.
necessary. at. all?. Yes it is, since international experience shows that if bodies  
tasked to defend civil security stay beyond control, they resort to arbitrary actions, 
violations of human rights, fundamental freedoms, and unless they are put under 
control, those violations grow in frequency and scale..

Many. instances. may. be. cited,. not. only. from. the. so-called. former. Soviet.
democracies. but. also. from. mature. democratic. countries. with. established. tradi-.
tions,. where,. nevertheless,. there. were. cases. where. lack. of. control. of. observance. of.
requirements. regarding. the. right. to. tap. phones. led. to. large-scale. tapping. of. trade..
union.activists,.opposition.leaders.and.so.on..

Control. is. absolutely. necessary.. Moreover,. I. have. recently. prepared. a. separate.
report. based. on. my. personal. observations. on. the. subject. “The. Security. Service. of.
Ukraine. and. Human. Rights”.3. I am trying to prove that today; the Security Service 
of Ukraine is an entirely uncontrolled structure.. Today, it is the greatest violator of  
human rights in Ukraine.. In. fact,. this. report. is. about. showing. facts. and. telling. that.
control.is.necessary..Before.releasing.it,.I.approached.a.special.officer.of.the.Security.
Service. responsible. for. human. rights. issues.. He. advised. me. to. report. violations. by..
all.means..I.have.his.phone.number.and.email.address..I.repeatedly.emailed.him,.but.
did.not.receive.a.reply..Meanwhile,.the.number.of.human.rights.violations.is.growing.

Unfortunately,. after. the. release. of. the. report,. new,. even. more. serious. data. of.
violations. of. human. rights. by. the. Security. Service. of. Ukraine. came. to. light.. There.
was. no. case. like. this. before.. I. only. recall. the. case. of. Yuriy. Mozola. in. 1996,. who..
was. tortured. to. death. in. the.Lviv. investigatory. isolation.ward,. because. they.believed..
he. was. a. maniac.. After. that,. the. ward. was. closed.. Since. then,. I. cannot. think. of.
any. other. examples. that. involved. tortures. in. the. Security. Service. of. Ukraine,. but..

CIVILIAN OVERSIGHT OF SSR

Yevhen ZAKHAROV,  
Chairperson, Ukrainian Helsinki  
Human Rights Union

3. . https://helsinki.org.ua/sluzhba-bezpeky-ukrajiny-ta-prava-lyudyny-e-zaharov/;. Ukraine’s. Security. Service. and.
Human.Rights,.http://khpg.org/en/index.php?id=1487620320.
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today, they are commonplace occurrences.. Almost half of all reports of tortures  
in the annual report of the Ukrainian Ombudsman deal with the Security Service of 
Ukraine. One cannot ignore it.

Now,. back. to. the. topic.. Regarding. parliamentary. oversight. of. other. bodies..
that. protect. civil. security,. it. should. be. said. that. the. situation. there. is. roughly. the..
same.. Unfortunately, we have no traditions of parliamentary oversight of these 
structures.. Recently,. there. have. been. some. attempts. to. create. a. working. group. in..
the. Committee. for. Human. Rights,. Ethnic. Minorities. and. Interethnic. Relations,. and..
even. plans. of. drafting. a. law,. and. to. create. a. body. that. controls. migration. process.
under. the. State. Committee. of. Ukraine. for. Nationalities. and. Migration.. Since. it. is..
one. of. the. areas. where. the. Security. Service. of. Ukraine. dictates. the. State. Migration.
Service. what. to. do,. and. how. to. do. it,. who. should. be. granted. an. asylum,. and. who.
should.not..Usually,.they.recommend.not.to.grant.an.asylum.

I. have. facts. to. prove. it,. that. despite. the. good. quality. of. national. legislation. in..
this. area,. we. have. a. very. poor. practice.. By. that. I. mean. denying. asylum. to. people..
from. Russia. who. took. part. in. Maidan,. volunteered,. fought. for. Ukraine,. and. were.
wounded.. I. speak. about. decisions. of. the. State. Migration. Service. and. actions. of..
the.Security.Service.of.Ukraine.that.influence.those.decisions.

When. there. is. a. request. for. extradition,. then. –. curiously. enough. –. our. Security.
Service. believes. the. [Russian]. Federal. Security. Service,. suggesting. that. what. they.
say. about. international. terrorists. who. stay. here. is. true. and. willing. to. extradite..
those. people. to. the. Russian. Federation,. for. apparent. tortures. and. even. death,.
disregarding. all. international. obligations. of. the. country. in. this. domain. and. national.
legislation..This.should.not.be.happening.and.that.is.something.very.hard.to.fight..

Refat. Chubarov. managed. to. stop. one. such. decision. by. asking:. “Why. don’t..
you. extradite. me?. The. Russian. Federation. called. Majlis. led. by. me. a. terrorist.
organisation,.so,. there. is.no.difference.between.me.and. the.people,.whom.you.want..
to.extradite.to.Russia..Why.don’t.you.extradite.me,.or.Mustafa.Dzhemilev?”..

As. regards. extra-parliamentary. control,. public. organisations,. initiatives,. and.
individual. citizens. may. exercise. it.. There. are. many. tools. of. public. control.. Some.
of. them.are.specified. in. the. legislation,. like. the.activity.of.public.councils.and.so.on...
I. will. not. dwell. on. this. in. detail.. However,. there. are. some. general. conditions. that,..
if. neglected,. threaten. public. control. as. such.. Agency heads should realise that  
those who are trying to exercise public control of the activity of that agency will really 
bring benefit to the agency and its leadership in particular.. That. is,. the. leadership.
should.understand.that.this.is.serious,.not.for.a.show..To.achieve.this,.those who are 
trying to exercise public control should be qualified enough. Unfortunately,. one. can..
see. that. the. people. trying. to. do. that. and. to. control. civil. security. bodies. are. not.
sufficiently. qualified.. Such. instances. reasonably. irritate. the. leadership. and. make. it.
reluctant. to. deal. with. such. controllers.. The. controllers’. competence. is. a. necessary.
condition.

The. next. prerequisite. I. would. call. information. equality. Control is impossible, if 
an agency is non-transparent and the people tasked to exercise public control over  
the activities of that body have no access to the necessary information.. There. are.
natural. limitations..But. if.we. look.at. this. issue. in.general. then,. I.have.to.say,. there. is..
no. culture. of. transparency. in. our. country. yet,. and. they. classify. many. things. that..
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should. not. be. classified.. There. are. many. Soviet. rudiments. here,. although. the. law.
on. access. to. public. information. contains. a. norm. for. classified. information,. not.
documents.. It. means. that. if. a. document. contains. a. classified. section,. its. public.
part. should. be. made. available. on. request.. This. principle,. although. prescribed. in. the..
law,. is. not. implemented. in. practice. at. all.. In this country, if a document has a  
classified section, the whole document is classified.. This is one of the problems 
that need to be resolved in the legislation on the activity of those bodies and in the  
Law on state secrets.. Only. if. there. is. information. equality,. one. may. expect. that..
control. mechanisms. will. be. employed. in. practice.. Additionally,. there. should. be..
a. minimum. required. level. of. mutual. trust. and. respect. between. those. who. work..
in. those. structures. and. those. who. try. to. control. them.. If. it. is. not. the. case,. nothing.
good.will.come.out.of.such.control.

The. same. principles. are. needed. to. engage. public. in. reform. efforts.. It. should..
be. said. that. there. are. many. problems. here.. There. were. attempts. to. build. a. system..
of. internal. control. in. the. Ministry. of. Internal. Affairs,. later. –. in. the. National. Police,..
when. it. separated. from. the. Ministry. of. Internal. Affairs. to. become. a. separate. central.
executive. body.. In. particular,. the. Human. Rights. Department. was. created. within..
the. Ministry. of. Internal. Affairs,. which. duty. was. to. control. the. observance. of. human.
rights. in. detention. facilities. belonging. to. the. Ministry. of. Internal. Affairs. (detention.
wards,.reception.centres,.cells.at.district.police.stations.and.so.on).

The. Department. was. created. with. active. involvement. of. the. public. that. also.
took. part. in. drafting. of. regulatory. documents. and. in. recruitment,. but. currently,. that.
Department. does. not. operate. at. full. capacity. yet.. I. expect. some. progress. from. that.
institution.. I. guess. that. the. Ministry. of. Internal. Affairs. should. also. have. such. an.
institution.within. its. structure,. in.particular,. to. review. reports. about. illegal. actions.of.
the.central.executive.bodies.under.the.Ministry.of.Internal.Affairs.

The. existing. system,. when. complaints. about. illegal. activities,. abuse. of. powers,.
human. rights. violations. are. reviewed. within. those. bodies,. by. the. same. representa-.
tives.of. the.Ministry.of. Internal.Affairs,. resembles. the.one.we.had.before. (personnel.
inspection. and. internal. security. department).. I. believe. that. such. complaints. should.
be. reviewed. beyond. the. National. Police,. the. State. Migration. Service,. the. State..
Border. Service. and. the. State. Emergency. Service,. by. the. body,. to. which. they. are.
subordinated,.namely,.the.Ministry.of.Internal.Affairs..It.should.consider.the.complaints.
with. participation. of. the. public. and. ensure. a. compulsory. access. to. the. materials. of.
official. investigation.for.people.complaining.about. illegal.activities..Today,. there. is.no.
such.access..

These.are.just.a.few.issues.that.need.to.be.addressed..
One. of. the. best. mechanisms. of. public. control. has. been. to. file. a. suite. against..

a. concrete. body. (territorial. or. national). in. connection. with. illegal. activity. and..
adopted. regulatory. acts,. and. to. win. it.. I. think. that. this. element. of. public. control..
was.and.still.is.one.of.the.best..
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My.first.advice.to.the.Ukrainian.public.will.be.to.continue.through.reform.activities.
and.do.not.give.up.. If.you.maintain.your.speed.and.your.momentum,. I. think,.sooner.
or. later. you. will. have. remarkable. results.. Why. I. am. coming. to. this. positive. assess-.
ment?. I.will. try. to.give.you.a.small.outline.how.we.as. the.Mission.are.systematically.
trying.to.overlook.the.civilian.oversight.issue.in.the.Civil.Security.Sector..

Our.starting.point.when.we.do.this.systematically.is,.of.course,.to.know.who.these.
oversight. actors. are.. From. all. points. they. are. the. Rada,. the. government,. judiciary.
oversight. bodies,. internal. oversight. bodies. and. of. course. civil. society. organisations.
(CSOs)..

The. next. step. or. our. starting. points. would. be. the. Constitution. of. Ukraine.. The.
Constitution. actually. gives. a. quite. solid. platform. for. creating. a. system. of. checks..
and.balances.of. the. legislative. (the.Rada),. the.executive.–. (the.Cabinet.of.Ministers).
and. the. judiciary.. You. may. argue:. “Okay,. but. we. are. still. fighting. deficiencies”.. Yes,.
you.do,.but. the.Deputy.Minister.has. already. said. that..Do.not. aim. for. revolution,. try..
to. adjust. the. existing. tools,. try. to. work. and. actively. push. for. transformation.. As. we.
always. advise. our. counterparts:. “Do. not. look. at. the. very. best. European. models!”.
I. can. tell. you. that. it. does. not. exist.. You. have. to. tailor. your. own. model. that. fits. not..
Germany,.not.Norway,.or.someplace.else,.but.Ukraine..And.we,.as.a.Mission,.can.help.
you.with.that..

There.are.several.approaches.to.creating.processes,.for.example,.for.an.oversight..
From.our.point.of.view,.processes.are.very.important..One.of.the.speakers.mentioned.
very.prominent.cases..Yes,.these.examples.are.good.to.outline.the.flaws.of.the.system.
but. when. you. want. to. build. trust. among. the. population. on. a. day-to-day. basis,. then.
you.need.to.have.a.stable.process..For.example,.if.you.take.an.oversight.system,.there.
is. a. scheme. that. we. use. in. our. daily. work.. For. example,. where. does. it. start. under..
the. Constitution?. And. moving. then. to. the. right,. how. is. it. embodied. in. legislation?..
And. then,. let. us. go. down. and. see. where. there. are. shortcomings. in. reviewing. and.
drafting. laws,. and. how. we. can. overcome. them.. And. I. think. this. systemic. approach..
that.I.sometimes.see.here.is.critically.important..

PUBLIC SECURITY SECTOR REFORM 
IN UKRAINE: ESTABLISHING EFFECTIVE 
CIVILIAN OVERSIGHT

Konrad WUDTKE, EUAM Senior 
Adviser on Civilian Oversight
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In.many.legal.discussions,.I.often.hear.“We.cannot.do.this,.we.need.constitutional.
changes”.. My. advice. is. “Do. not. change. your. Constitution,. look. at. the. processes,.
possible.transformation.processes..Constitutional.changes.are.always.very.problematic.
because. once. you. open. a. Pandora. box,. you. will. never. achieve. what. you. want. to.
achieve.. So,. look. at. the. existing. tools. and. the. existing. opportunities. and. try. to. use.
them..That.is.our.advice.in.general.

EFFECTIVE SECURITY SECTOR COMPLAINTS SYSTEM:
Key Tasks:
1)..to.address.complainants’.grievances;
2)..to.identify.misconduct,.malpractice.and.where.appropriate,.provide.evidence.for.criminal.

proceedings,.disciplinary.proceedings.or.other.management.measures;
3)..to.provide.feedback;
4)..to.prevent.malpractice.and.misconduct;
5)..to.introduce,.monitor.and.enforce.policing.standards.in.the.Security.Sector.agencies.and.

other.bodies;
6)..to.learn.lessons.from.policy.and.practice.
Stages:
1)..Recording.of.complaint;
2)..Review.of.complaint;
3)..Informing.the.complainant.of.the.progress.and.outcome.

In.terms.of.civilian.oversight,. the.following.criteria.are.really. important.for.us:.the.
rule.of. law,. legitimacy,. accountability. and. transparency.. If. you.want. to.build.up. trust.
among. the. population,. introduce. stable. procedures. for. handling. citizens’. complaint,.
it. does. not. matter. where. you. start. the. procedure. of. reviewing. citizens’. complaints,.
with. the. issuing.authority.or.a.general.prosecutor’s.office.–.as. it.was. in. the.past,.or.

КМЄС
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you. want. to. develop. a. new. system.. But. make. it. open,. transparent. and. allow. people..
to. complain.. Also,. give. the. authority. that. issued. an. administrative. act. or. decision. –..
the.opportunity. to. rectify. this.decision..Expect.your.system. to.make.mistakes..There.
are.always.mistakes.in.everyday.life..It.is.not.problematic.as.long.as.you.can.fix.them.i.
n.the.framework.of.protection.of.human.rights..

BASIC PRINCIPLES OF CIVIL OVERSIGHT 
Civil.oversight.shall.be.based.on. the.principles.of. rule.of. law,. legitimacy,.accountability.and.

transparency
•..obligatory.accountability.of.the.police.and.defence.sector.agencies.to.the.controlling.bodies;
•..transparency. of. the. appointment. and. dismissal. procedures. for. police. and. defence. sector.

executives;
•..publicity.of.information.on.civil.security.and.defence.sectors’.activity,.with.the.exception.of.

limitations.established.by.law;
•..the. right. to. appeal. against. policy. and. actions. of. particular. public. officials. .

and. bodies. in. connection. with. the. violation. of. fundamental. human. rights. and. individual.
freedoms.(complaint.procedure).

As. the. EU. Advisory. Mission,. we. are. closely. following. the. National. Police.. An.
oversight. issue.here.plays.a.crucial. role.. In.my.presentation. I.will. look.at. some.very.
practical. cases. such. as. peaceful. assembly.. For. example,. you. have. two. provocateurs.
at. a. peaceful. meeting. and. the. incident. commander. has. now. to. make. a. decision..
to. maintain. public. security. and. order.. As. a. result,. he. may. decide. to. remove. these..
two.persons. from.a.peaceful.assembly..To.do. this,.of.course,.you.have.got.an.entire.
legal. chain.of. decisions. that.will. and.have. to.be. at. the. end. the. subject. of. complaint.
but.also.a.subject.of.process:.“Was.the.decision.of.the.incident.commander.to.remove.
these. two.persons. from. the.peaceful. assembly. right,. appropriate. and.effective?”.So,.
you.have.to.start.an.administrative.review.of.complaint.but.then.you.also.have.to.begin.
a. trial. procedure.. For. these.complaint-handling.procedures. you.also.have. to.develop.
practical.terms.and.definitions..

Public Security Sector Reform in Ukraine: Establishing Effective Civilian Oversight
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With. the. new. draft. law. on. national. security,. which. we. have. been. working. on..
during.the.past.six.months,.we.are.looking.really.critically.at.important.definitions..Why.
is.it. important?.The.practical.operator.needs.to.know.its.powers.and.what.they.mean..
in.the.context.of.public.safety.and.public.order..It.is.also.critically.important.for.a.judge.
to. know. whether. the. authority. has. made. a. decision.. He. should. have. the. term. that..
can.be.applied.in.this.particular.situation,.at.that.particular.moment..

Summing.up,.I.would.say.that.in.the.past.18.months.I.see.some.progress,.although,.
my.Ukrainian.friends.might.be.a.little.bit.more.sceptical..For.example,.when.we.began.
working.on.the. law.on.national.security. it.was.really,.really.problematic..But.over. the.
course.of.several.months,.both.sides.have.suddenly.realized.that.we.have.to.unite.our.
efforts.. It.was.a. learning.process. for.both.sides..And. if. the.Rada.adopts. the. law,. the.
main.problem.would.be.its.implementation..

When.you.implement.these.new.laws,.you.have.to.take.the.civil.society.on.board,.
and.you.have.to.make.the.justice.sector.familiar.with.this.thing..And.there.are.dramatic.
changes,.but.do.not.go. for. revolution,.go. for.constant. transformation.processes.and.
then.you.move.further.and.further.ahead..

And. one. last. comment. from. my. side:. Don’t. look. for. a. perfect. law,. we. will. never.
have. it..My.advice.would.be. to. take. the.existing. legal. framework..Take.a.critical. look..
on. what. works. and. what. does. not. work. and. then. transform. it,. transform. it. into.
something.better..Then,.of.course,. take. the.public.on.board:. the. individuals,. the.civil.
society.. It. is. critically. important.. Only. with. this. you. can. build. up. trust,. and. trust. is..
the.centrepiece.of.it..
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In. my. presentation. I. would. like. to. touch. upon. the. issues. of. external. oversight..
and. the. role. of. internal. control. structures,. including. newly. established. anti-.
corruption. agencies.. We. also. feel. some. external. influence. and. public. control. and.
believe. that. this. influence. is. an.absolutely.positive.aspect.of.our.work..The.Office.of.
the. Special. Anti-Corruption. Prosecutor. and. the. National. Anticorruption. Bureau. are.
relatively. young. bodies. that. became. effective. in. 2015. and. were. set. up,. inter. alia,. in.
response. to. a. demand. of. the. Group. of. States. against. Corruption. (GRECO). and. the.
Organisation.for.Economic.Cooperation.and.Development.(OECD).

The. Law. of. Ukraine. “On. Public. Prosecution”. governs. the. activity. of. the. Office.
of. the. Special. Anti-Corruption. Prosecutor.. This. law. grants. newly. established.
bodies. the. powers. of. internal. control. of. public. prosecution. offices.. For. example,.
it. is. the. Qualification-Disciplinary. Commission. of. Prosecutors. as. an. institution. of.
internal. control.. It. will. be. composed. of. 11. persons,. not. only. prosecutors. but. also.
representatives. of. the. Verkhovna. Rada. Human. Rights. Commissioner. agreed. by. the.
respective.committee.of.the.Verkhovna.Rada.of.Ukraine.

Prosecutors. also. pin. great. hopes. to. the. Commission,. as. an. impartial. and.
independent. body. that. will. not. only. pass. judgments. on. infringements. committed. by.
prosecutors. but. also. defend. their. rights.. The. Qualification-Disciplinary. Commission..
is.to.start.working.from.14.April.2017..

The.Law. “On.Public.Prosecution”. also.provides. for. creation.of. a.new.body.–. the.
Council. of. Prosecutors.. It. will. also. be. kind. of. a. self-government. body. for. public.
prosecution..

BUILDING AND PROMOTION OF  
INTEGRITY IN THE JUDICIAL SYSTEM

Andriy DOVHAN,  
Head of Department, Special  
Anti-Corruption Prosecutor’s Office
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Article. 8. provides. for. creation. of. the. Office. of. the. Special. Anti-Corruption. Pro-.
secutor,. laying. down. fundamental. provisions. of. independence. of. the. anticorruption.
prosecutor..The.key. functions.of. the.Office.of. the.Special.Anti-Corruption.Prosecutor.
include. oversight. of. observance. of. laws. during. operational. search. activities,. pre-
trial. investigations. conducted. by. the. National. Anticorruption. Bureau. of. Ukraine,. and..
support.of.state.prosecution.in.related.proceedings..

One. should. note. the. efficiency. of. the. element. of. external. control. as. a. means. to.
ensure. independence. during. the. creation. of. the. newly. established. anticorruption.
bodies,. as. exemplified. by. the. Office. of. the. Special. Anti-Corruption. Prosecutor.. To.
choose. the. agency. director,. heads. of. administrative. units. set. up. an. independent.
commission. including.experts. in. the. fields.of. law,.human. rights,. and. representatives.
of. international.organisations..Competitions. to. fill. the.administrative.posts.have.been.
held. in. 2015. quite. competently. and. transparently.. 10. top. leaders. of. the. prosecution.
office. and. rank-and-file. officers. were. elected. on. a. competitive. democratic. basis.. In.
line.with.the.effective.legislation,.the.right.to.take.part.in.the.competition.was.granted.
not.only.to.prosecutors.but.also.to.lawyers.with.not.less.than.five.years.of.experience..
The. independent. commission. actually. worked. on-line,. with. live. transmission. on.
the. Internet..Everything.was. transparent..All.meetings.were.held.on. the.days. fixed. in.
advance..

I. chaired. the. commission. that. selected. prosecutors. and. am. pleased. to. note. that.
one. of. the. approved. candidates. had. no. experience. of. work. in. public. prosecution.
offices. or. law. enforcement. agencies.. He. had. the. required. work. experience. as..
a. civil. law. counsellor.. Absent. any. work. experience. work. in. the. field. of. criminal..
law,. the. competition. commission. considered. his. professional. level. and. moral..
qualities.sufficient. to.work.at. the.Office.of. the.Special.Anti-Corruption.Prosecutor.. In.
my.opinion,. this.points. to.a.new.level.of. transparency,. impartiality.and.public.access..
to.the.activity.of.newly.established.anti-corruption.bodies..

The. Qualification-Disciplinary. Commission. and. the. Council. of. Prosecutors,..
I. have. mentioned. above,. are. the. bodies. of. external. and. internal. control.. Further-.
more,. in. the. General. Prosecutor’s. Office,. the. General. Inspectorate. was. created,. also..
on.a.competitive.basis,.vested.with.the.function.of.internal.control.of.the.prosecutors..

Regarding. the. external. control. of. NABU. activity,. now,. those. functions. are.
performed. by. the. Public. Control. Board.. Although. the. Board. is. not. immediately.
related. with. the. Anti-Corruption. Prosecution,. we. maintain. permanent. contacts. with.
it..International.audit.is.planned.as.provided.by.the.effective.legislation,.being.another.
tool.of.external.control..Furthermore,. the.effective. legislation.provides. for.a. report.of.
the. NABU. Director. to. the. Verkhovna. Rada. of. Ukraine. Committee. for. Prevention. and.
Countering.Corruption.

As. regards. the. control. reports. by. public. prosecution. offices,. the. Law. “On. Public.
Prosecution”. provides. that. the. General. Prosecutor. not. less. than. once. a. year. perso-.
nally. reports. to. the. Verkhovna. Rada. of. Ukraine. at. a. plenary. sitting.. As. we. see,. the.
General.Prosecutor’s.Office.Head. is.obliged. to.do. that,.by.contrast. to.heads.of.some.
other. law. enforcement. bodies.. Furthermore,. public. prosecution. offices. are. obliged..
to. inform. society. at. least. twice. a. year. about. their. activity. in. media. reports,. while..
heads.of.regional.and.local.public.prosecution.offices.are.to.report.at.plenary.meetings.
of.respective.local.councils..
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I. would. like. to. stress. that. thanks to the laws passed in December 2015, public 
prosecution offices got true and full autonomy. We no longer feel outside interference 
and influence on investigation of criminal cases or procedural management,.although.
heightened.attention.of.the.public.to.our.work.is.felt.permanently..

In.conclusion,.I.would.like.to.draw.your.attention.to.one.very.complex.reason.that.
explains. the. low. efficiency. of. the. Office. of. the. Special. Anti-Corruption. Prosecutor,.
related.with.problems.of.the.corps.of.judges..The.effective.Code.of.Criminal.Procedure.
provides. that. criminal. proceedings. investigated. by. NABU. under. the. procedural.
supervision. of. SAP. are. considered. in. court. by. a. panel. of. 3. judges. with. more. than..
5. years. of. work. experience.. Not. every. regional. or. district. court. can. form. such. a.
panel. of. judges.. What. does. this. mean?. A. crime. committed. in. a. district. should..
be.considered.by.a.district.court..But. if. they.don’t.have.such.a.bench,. they. refer. the.
case. to.a.superior.court..All. this. takes. time..There.are. instances.when.consideration.
of. a. criminal. proceeding. was. not. appointed. for. almost. a. year.. Furthermore,. courts.
undergo. the. process. of. reforms.. Many. judges. resigned.. This. poses. a. great. problem.
now..I.don’t.even.mention.appellate.courts..There,.a.case.should.be.heard.by.a.panel.
of.5.judges.with.more.than.7.years.of.work.experience..The.cited.facts,.in.my.opinion,.
are.a.convincing.argument.in.favour.of.the.idea.of.establishment.of.the.anticorruption.
court,.now.in.the.focus.of.discussion..

Building and Promotion of Integrity in the Judicial System
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The. reform. of. the. judiciary. is. so. urgent. that,. in. principle,. it. concerns. not. only.
law. enforcement. bodies,. but. also. the. entire. society.. Productiveness, efficiency, 
competence and honesty of judges who consider civil disputes and criminal 
proceedings, influence the public opinion about the rule of law in this country, 
perception of bodies of state power as working to legitimately restore the infringed 
rights, or, on the contrary, seeking to use their posts and capabilities for personal 
purposes.. The. issue. of. judges’. integrity. is. among. the. most. pressing. ones..
Criminal. proceedings. against. some. judges,. their. detentions. prove. that. far. from..
all. representatives.of. the. judicial.system.observe.standards.of. integrity,. requirements.
of.the.law,.which.questions.their.competence..

As. regards. the. reform. of the. judicial. system:. now,. it. makes. no. sense. to. discuss..
the. need. of. reforms,. since. the. process. has. begun,. the. Constitution. was. amended,.
the. new. Law. of. Ukraine. “On. the. Judiciary. and. the. Status. of. Judges”. was. adopted..
The. process. is. underway,. and. now,. not. only. the. representatives. of. law. enforcement..
bodies,. but. also. the. civil. society. should. focus. primarily. on. assisting. the. subjects. of.
legislative.initiative..

There. remain. some. gaps. in. the. legislation. that. impede. reforming. the. system..
First.of.all,. this. refers. to. the.creation.of. the.Higher.Administrative.Court,.as.provided.
by. the. Law. on. the. status. of. judges.. It. is. a. higher. specialised. court,. the. powers. of..
which. encompass. criminal. proceedings. amenable. to. that. court.. Next,. there. is..
a. problem. of. how. to. create. it.. When. the. Law. was. adopted,. a. norm. was. included,..
saying. that. specific. requirements. to. judges. of. that. court. will. be. specified. in. a. law...
It. fact,. after. passing. this. Law,. it. was. planned. to. pass. another. law. to. specify. those.
criteria. and. to. enable. fast. and. efficient. competition. for. appointing. competent. and.
honest.judges,.whose.moral.and.ethical.qualities.will.meet.the.society’s.requirements..

PROMOTING INTEGRITY IN  
THE JUDICIAL SYSTEM

Ihor YARCHAK, Chief,  
Legal Division, National Anti-corruption 
Bureau of Ukraine
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As. we. see,. there. is. another. dilemma:. what. to. do. next,. since. the. bill. had..
already. been. registered,. and. then. questions. arouse. about. the. legitimacy. of. that. bill,.
on.whether.MPs.had.the.right.to.propose.this.bill,.or.not..But.I.think.that.MPs.should.
focus. on. issues. that. fall. within. their. competence.. I. only. want. them. to. be. quick. in.
making.this.decision,.since.it.affects.not.only.the.work.of.the.National.Anti-Corruption.
Bureau. but. also. of. the. Office. of. the. Special. Anti-Corruption. Prosecutor.. Of. course,.
impracticability. of. employment. of. that. body. discourages. detectives,. disrupts. prompt.
and.efficient.completion.of.investigations..

As. we. all. understand,. courts,. the. way. they. are,. overstepped. the. bounds. making.
workload. per. judge. unbearable,. and. therefore,. not. only. the. factor. of. competence.
but.also. the.extreme. load.on. judges.affects. the.process.and.quality.of.court. rulings..
One.should.also.not.forget.about.the.factor.of. integrity..There.are.judges.who.adhere..
to. principles,. and. there. are. results. of. several. criminal. proceedings.. Meanwhile,..
judging.from.my.practice,.there.remains.a.category.of.judges,.whose.activity.is.rather.
dubious.. I. am. sure. that. such. conclusions. are. made. not. only. in. law. enforcement..
bodies.but.also.in.society..

The. Law. “On. the. Judiciary. and. the. Status. of. Judges”. empowers. the. Higher.
Qualification. Commission. to. establish. criteria. of. integrity,. and. the. Commission. has.
already.produced.the.relevant.definition..In.different.countries.that.set.up.such.courts.
there. were. different. criteria.. In. this. country,. according. to. regulations,. such. criteria.
include. submission. of. data. in. declarations. of. incomes,. correspondence. of. actual.
expenditures. to. declared,. observance. of. the. law. at. decision-making.. If. we. look. at..
the. criteria. of. integrity,. they. are. rather. broad. and. somewhat. overlap. with. other..
criteria,.meeting.the.requirements.of.society.and.the.law..

Specific. of. this. enrolment. of. judges,. the. Law. provided. for. establishment. of. the.
Public.Board.of. Integrity..The.powers.of. that.body.deserve.attention.. It.may.produce..
a. negative. conclusion. concerning. a. specific. candidate,. and. the. “veto”. on. the.
candidate’s. passage. to. the. following. stage. may. be. overcome. only. by. 11. votes.. In.
my. opinion,. this. is. not. quite. correct,. because. such. a. decision. should. have. been.
substantiated.. If. the. Public. Board. of. Integrity. cites. concrete. facts. that. question..
the. judge’s. integrity,. there. should. be. no. unnecessary. formalities. with. the. required..
11. votes.. It would be reasonable if the organisers of competitions paid attention  
not only to the possibility of overcoming veto but also at integrity of the persons  
taking such decisions..

How.do.we.ensure.the.integrity.of.the.National.Anti-Corruption.Bureau.employees?.
Our. agency. has. a. special. unit. in. charge. of. control. over. the. observance. of. integrity.
criteria.by.employees..Those. tasks.are.vested. in.a.special.unit.–. the. Internal.Control.
Department.. There. are. relevant. bylaws. designed. to. control. officers.. The. issue..
of. integrity. is. also. relevant. for. appointing. the. new. officers. to. the. National. Anti-
Corruption. Bureau.. Candidates. to. work. at. the. National. Anti-Corruption. Bureau. are.
selected. by. a. commission. including. representatives. of. the. Public. Control. Board..
They. may. ask. questions,. obtain. and. monitor. information. about. candidates.. In. fact,..
the. integrity. criterion. is. met,. when. a. person. has. decided. to. stay. with. the. National..
Anti-Corruption.Bureau..

There.are.many.questions.about.how.the.efficiency.of.NABU,.and.we.are.rightfully.
told.that.we.could.do.more..Yes,.but.let.us.look.at.the.work.of.similar.anti-corruption.
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bodies. in. other. countries,. including. in. the. EU.. The. work. of. such. bodies. usually.
produces. results. in. not. less. than. 3. to. 5. years.. We. produced. some. results. much.
faster..Pre-trial. investigations.began.during. the. first. year. of.work,. and.next. year,.we.
referred. a. number. of. criminal. proceedings. to. courts.. High-profile. detentions. show.
how.uneasy.it. is.to.prove.the.guilt.of.detainees..Many.kinds.of.crimes.do.not.require.
very. complex. expert. examinations,. difficult. investigative. actions.. For. the. category..
of. crimes. investigated. by. our. detectives,. much. more. needs. to. be. done,. including.
using. international. cooperation. mechanisms.. My. unit. has. processed. more. than..
150. requests. of. international. cooperation.. There. is. a. problem,. but. international.
partners,. law. enforcement. bodies. of. other. states. are. receptive. and. responsive. to.
such. requests.. The. practice. proves. that. most. of. them. are. processed. with. high..
quality. and. within. up. to. five. months.. Meanwhile,. there. is. a. problem. of. cooperation.
with. the. General. Prosecutor’s. Office. here.. According. to. the. legislation. and. six.
international. treaties,. we. can. act. as. a. central. body,. most. bilateral. treaties. name..
the. General. Prosecutor’s. Office. a. central. body,. and. in. such. cases. we. have. to. act.
through. the. General. Prosecutor’s. Office.. Meanwhile,. the. possibility. to. file. requests.
directly. to. foreign. agencies. allows. us. to. contact. the. officers. processing. such.
requests..This.gives.an.additional.opportunity.to.draw.their.attention.to.certain.highly..
significant.issues,.and.to.emphasise.the.importance.of.their.assistance..

To. some. extent,. I. agree. with. complaints. about. the. work. of. the. National. Anti-
Corruption. Bureau. and. the. Office. of. the. Special. Anti-Corruption. Prosecutor.. We,..
too,. want. to. work. more. efficiently,. but. the. National. Anti-Corruption. Bureau. employs.
not. so. many. people. to. deal. with. all. persons. who. can. easily. hire. the. best. lawyers...
So,. we. can. reach. the. desired. result. only. together. with. society,. through. our. work.
and. your. assistance.. Proposals. can. be. left. at. our. web. site.. As. the. Head. of. the..
Legal. Department,. I. am. ready. to. help. with. legislative. support.. We. want. and. are..
ready.to.accept.your.assistance.–.the.assistance.of.the.international.community..
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The.Security.Service.of.Ukraine.(SSU).has.always.paid.and.continues.to.pay.much.
attention. to. the.organisation.of.external.and. internal.control.of. its.activity. in.order. to.
reduce.corruption.risks,.ensure.publicity.and.transparency,.and.build.up.public.trust.

This.is.witnessed.by.the.uncompromising.purge.of.special.service.units.of.officers.
with. low. moral. and. professional. qualities. in. the. past. three. years. (over 2 thousand 
persons have been dismissed).and.perfection.of.mechanisms. to.ensure. integrity.and.
honesty.of.the.Security.Service.officers.

Now,. the. overall. SSU. policy. of. prevention. and. detection. of. corruption. in. the.
field. of. state. security. of.Ukraine. rests. on. the.perception. that. society. should.be. sure.
of. SSU. integrity,. its. ability. to. efficiently. defend. state. sovereignty,. the. constitutional.
system,. territorial. integrity,. economic,. scientific,. technological. and. defence. potential.
of.Ukraine,. legitimate. interests.of. the. state. and. rights.of. citizens. against. intelligence.
and.subversive.activities.of.foreign.special.services,.invasions.by.certain.organisations,.
groups.and.persons,.and.to.protect.state.secrets.

The. above. priorities. are. key. elements. of. the. Security. Service. of. Ukraine. reform.
measures. reflected. in. the. draft. Concept of Reformation of the Security Service 
of Ukraine. swiftly. prepared. by. SSU. experts. (as of March 29, the draft was pending 
consideration by the Ukrainian National Security and Defence Council).

For reference: the draft. Concept of SSU reform took into account recommendations of  
the Parliamentary Assembly of the Council of Europe dealing with control of internal security 
services’ activity and best practices of organisation of and legislative support for special services’ 
activity in the European Union and NATO member countries.

The draft Concept was praised by the North Atlantic Alliance at a meeting of the Ukraine-NATO 
High Level Joint Working Group on Defence Reform.

HONESTY AND INTEGRITY BUILDING AS  
A PRIORITY OF SSU ACTIVITY  
AND REFORMS

Ivan MUSIYENKO,  
Head, Centre for the State Security 
Service of Ukraine Reform
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That. said,. the. key. tasks. of. the. SSU. reform. include. enhancement. of. the. internal.
control. system. efficiency. and. introduction. of. efficient. procedures. of. democratic..
civilian.and.public.control.of.SSU.activity..

Preliminary.examination.of.organisational.and.managerial.processes.in.SSU.aimed.
at. fulfilment. of. legislatively. set. tasks. reveals. the. existence. of. some. internal. risks. of.
corruption. in. the. managerial. activity. (internal control system),. human. resources.
management.(selection of personnel, promotion),.efficient.use.of.budget. funds.(state 
procurements, housing, etc.). and. law-making. (review of regulatory-legal acts for 
presence of unclear definitions and expressions, conflicts of laws, etc.).

To. resolve. said. problems. and. in. pursuance. of. the. State. Programme. of.
Implementation. of. Fundamentals. of. the. State. Anti-Corruption. Policy. in. Ukraine..
(Anti-corruption. Strategy). for. 2015-2017,. approved. by. the. Cabinet. of. Ministers. of.
Ukraine. Resolution. of. 29. April. 2015. No.. 265,. we. have. drafted. the. Anticorruption 
Programme of the Security Service of Ukraine..The.draft.was.prepared. this.year.and.
sent.to.the.National.Agency.on.Corruption.Prevention.for.approval..

The.purpose.of. the.SSU.Anticorruption.Programme.is.to.guarantee.observance.of.
requirements.of.the.anticorruption.legislation.of.Ukraine,.step.up.efforts.for.prevention.
of. corruption,. and. continue. implementation. of. mechanisms. of. building. integrity,.
transparency,.reduction.of.corruption.risks.in.the.field.of.state.security.of.Ukraine..

During. the. implementation. of. said. Programme. by. the. end. of. 2017,. it. is. planned.
to. thoroughly. examine. corruption. risks. in. departmental. bylaws. and. institutional/
managerial.activity.of.SSU,. to.provide. for.development.of.measures.at. their. removal,.
and. to. determine. possible. mechanisms. for. prevention. and. countering. the. identified.
corruption.risks.

Additionally,. the. updated. Code. of. Professional. Ethics. for. SSU. officers. and. the..
Code.of.Ethics.for.SSU.Executives.will.be.drafted.and.approved.this.year.

We. expect. that. implementation. of. the. Anticorruption. Programme. will. make. it.
possible. to.determine.a.set.of.measures.reducing. the.effects.of. factors.of.corruption..
on.the.exercise.of.task.vested.in.SSU,.as.well.as:.

•..to.create.efficient.mechanisms.for.prevention.of.corruption,.conflict.of. interests,.
violation. of. ethical. standards. of. conduct. and. control. of. observance. of. integrity.
rules.by.persons.vested.with.state.functions;

•..to. provide. for. formation. of. legal. consciousness,. fair. conduct. of. SSU. officers..
and.intolerance.to.corruption;.

•..to. implement. efficient. internal. and. external. monitoring. of. implementation. of..
the.anticorruption.policy.in.the.field.of.state.security.of.Ukraine;.

•..to.enhance.public.trust.in.SSU.activity.
We. plan. to. implement. further. measures. at. perfection. of. the. system. of. integrity.

and. fair. conduct. of. SSU. officers. as. part. of. compliance. with. the. requirements. of..
the. effective. anticorruption. legislation.of.Ukraine,. other. regulatory-legal. acts,. as.well..
as.the.Concept.of.SSU.Reform.and.the.Plan.of.Target.Measures.at.its.implementation..

The.expected.results.of.their.implementation.will.include.introduction.of.additional.
efficient.mechanisms.to.prevent.corruption.in.the.SSU.system.and.violation.of.ethical.
standards.of.conduct.by.its.officers.
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Within.the.framework.of.the.security.and.defence.sector.development,.the.activity.
and.especially.reformation.of. the.State.Border.Service.of.Ukraine.(SBSU).now.attract.
huge.attention.of.society..First.of.all,. I.would. like. to.briefly. inform.you.about. the.key.
changes.and.specific.features.of.the.terms.of.our.operation.and.development.

KEY ASPECTS OF THE STATE BORDER 
SERVICE OF UKRAINE REFORM

Andriy VIKHTIUKH, Head of the Risk 
Analysis and Information Assessment 
Department, Administration of  
the State Border Service of Ukraine
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SBSU. has. actually. completed. the. process. of. strategic. planning.. The. key. lines.
of. reformation. and. development. of. the. Service. are. provided. in. national. strategic.
documents. (National. Security. Strategy,. Concept. of. the. security. and. defence. sector.
development,.Strategy.of.Development.of.Bodies.of.Internal.Affairs);.we.also.drew.up.
our. own. SBSU. Strategy,4. combining. provisions. of. the. above-mentioned. documents.
with. some. routine. activities. of. our. Service.. Furthermore,. within. the. framework. of..
the.visa.liberalisation.plan.implementation,.the.Concept.of.integral.border.management.
has.been.approved.and.is.being.implemented.in.line.with.its.plan.5.

Cooperation. with. all. EU,. NATO. missions. and. other. international. organisations.
present. in.Ukraine,. as.well. as.our. counterparts. from.countries.bordering.on.Ukraine.
is.on.the.rise..

Last. year. alone. we. drafted. 7. bills,. 24. by-laws,. 15. of. which. were. adopted..
Importantly,. our. security. unit. was. empowered. to. exercise. counterintelligence.
functions,. following. amendment. of. the. Law. of. Ukraine. “On. Counterintelligence.
Activity”..

In. the.general.context.of. the.security.sector.reform,.one.should. take. into.account.
that. today,. SBSU. must. be. a. law. enforcement. body. and. at. the. same. time. have.
capabilities. to. adequately. respond. to. the. threats. existing. in. the. East. of. Ukraine..
There. is.an.assigned.mix.of. forces. in. the.АТО.area,.performing.tasks.at.enforcement.
of. passage. procedures. and. joint. actions. with. the. Armed. Forces. and. the. National.
Guard.. Combat. units. have. been. formed,. previously. not. available. to. the. State. Border.
Service.. This. encompasses. tasks. of. their. training,. armament,. equipment,. support.
and. maintenance. on. standby.. They. have. not. only. light. infantry. weapons. but..
also.air.defence.artillery.units.and.antitank.positions,.as.prompted.by. the.experience..
of. 2014,. when. we. could. not. efficiently. counter. those. threats.. Advanced. weapon.
systems.and.equipment,.mainly.of.the.domestic.origin,.are.used.rather.actively..

Particular. attention. is. paid. to. mobile. units.. Thanks. to. international. assistance,.
in. cooperation. with. our. US. partners,. entirely. new. units. and. special. operations.
detachments.are.being.organised.and.reorganised..We.work.together.with.the.Border.
Patrol. and. the. Drug. Enforcement. Administration. of. the. US. Department. of. Justice..
Personnel.of.the.special.operations.detachment.based.near.Kyiv.already.passed.several.
stages.of.training..Units.of.that.detachment.will.also.be.set.up.in.regions..

Units. are. being. trained. to. perform. tasks. of. restoration. and. protection. of. the.
border. of. the. temporarily. occupied. territory.. There. are. five. rapid. reaction. garrison.
headquarters,. and. three. units. have. already. been. deployed.. Their. task. is. to. be. ready.
for. protection. of. the. border. at. the. time. of. restoration. of. the. territorial. integrity. of..
this.country.within.the.framework.of.implementation.of.the.Minsk.Agreements..

As. part. of. cooperation. with. our. international. partners,. SBSU. gets. substantial.
international. technical.assistance.. It.got.100.vehicles.of.different. types,.2.8. thousand.
pieces. of. equipment,. 13. radar. control. systems,. 6.5. thousand. protective. garments,..
110. optical. devices,. 30. thermal. imaging. devices,. 30. sets. of. office. equipment..
International. technical. assistance. totals. UAH. 451. million.. International. technical.

4. Strategy. of. Development. of. the. State. Border. Service.. Approved. by. the. Cabinet. of. Ministers. of. Ukraine..
Directive.dated.23.11.2015,.№1189..–.http://zakon3.rada.gov.ua/laws/show/1189-2015-%D1%80.
5. Concept. of. Integral. Border. Management.. Approved. by. the. Cabinet. of. Ministers. of. Ukraine. Directive. dated.
31.08.2016.№626..–.http://zakon3.rada.gov.ua/laws/show/1149-2015-%D1%80/paran10#n10.
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assistance. is. mainly. used. to. equip. mobile. units,. where. special. arms. and. outfit..
are.needed..

Particular. attention. is. paid. to. maritime. protection,. since. its. maintenance. in. a.
combat-ready. state. is. rather. a. costly. affair.. Despite. the. Russian. aggression,. we.
managed. to. fully. withdraw. all. maritime. protection. assets. from. their. bases. in. Kerch.
and. Sevastopol.. Despite. limited. funding,. a. new. armoured. boat. entered. service..
last. year.. We. have. rather. ambitions. plans. of. maritime. protection. development,.
including. development. of. new. stationing. sites. and. building. ships. and. boats. of. new.
designs.. You. saw. the. maritime. protection. operations. last. year,. including. tracking.
and. location.of.drilling.rigs.following.violation.of. the. international. law.by.the.Russian.
Federation.. Thanks. to. assistance. of. foreign. partners,. the. system. of. surface. picture.
coverage. will. get. modern. equipment.. The. first. set. was. commissioned. and. proved.
rather.efficient,.and.we.reached.an.agreement.of.expansion.of.electronic.surveillance.
capabilities.over.the.Black.Sea.with.delivery.of.five.similar.sets..

Capabilities. of. border. aviation. are. being. developed.. Thanks. to. redistribution,..
9. modern. aircraft. were. obtained,. three. of. them. are. already. being. used,. while. the..
rest. will. be. ready. for. use. after. installation. of. surveillance. and. data. transmission.
equipment. for. interaction.with. the.coast.guard.and. land.units.. In.February,.2017,.we.
finished.preparations.for.employment.of.unmanned.aerial.vehicles,.proved.to.be.rather.
efficient.for.surveillance.and.intelligence.in.hard-to-access.places..

Regarding. information. and. telecommunication. system,. against. the. backdrop.
of. continued. discussions. in. central. executive. bodies,. our. Service. steadily. pushes.
efforts. at. creation. of. a. national. information. and. telecommunication. system.. Existing.
interagency. systems. are. being. upgraded.. Say,. the. Arkan. system,. though. much.
criticised,. provides. transmission. of. operational. information. actually. online. to. entities.
connected.to.that.system.(President.of.Ukraine,.Ministry.of.Finance.and.NABU)..

In. line. with. plans. of. visa. liberalisation. measures,. last. year,. the. Service. actually..
met. all. its. obligations.. 123. checkpoints. were. connected. to. the. Interpol. databases,.
biometric. control. equipment. was. installed. at. 157. checkpoints. of. the. first. line. and.
97. –. of. the. second. line.. Provision. of. access. to. Interpol. databases. strongly. boosted.
capabilities. of. the. staff. to. identify. offenders,. members. of. terrorist. groups. and,.
especially,. to. detect. stolen. cars.. Last. year. alone,. the. database. signalled. almost..
9. thousand. times,. in. that,. some.300. times.–. for. vehicles. that.were.on. the.detention..
list.or.stolen..

Speaking.of.pan-European.principles.of.border.protection,. the.concept.of. integral.
border. management. and. a. roadmap. of. joint. control. and. patrol. are. currently. being.
implemented..It.is.not.just.implementation.of.agreements.but.rather.a.lengthy.process.
of. regulatory. regimentation,. an. issue. of. the. vision. of. development. prospects.. We.
are. currently. settling. the. issue. of. joint. control. with. Slovakia,. joint. patrol. –. with. our.
Romanian. counterparts.. To. a. large. extent,. they. are. already. operational,. but. there. is..
a. need. to. improve. our. cooperation,. especially. the. work. of. points. of. contacts.. Such.
points.operate.at. the.border.with.Poland.and.Romania,.and.planned.–.with.Hungary,.
Slovakia. and. Belarus.. Cooperation. involves. not. only. border. agencies.. There. are..
plans.to.involve.the.National.Police.and.the.Customs.Service.as.well..

We. rather. efficiently. develop. cooperation. with. the. European. Union. FRONTEX.
Agency,. engaged. in. protection. of. external. borders.. Last. year. they. passed.
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reorganisation. with. the. aim. of. more. efficient. border. protection. and. employment..
of.manpower.and.materiel.without.coordination.with.the.EU.member.states..

On. cooperation.. Our. cooperation. covers. not. only. exchange. of. information.. Our.
experts. take. part. in. joint. operations.. Last. year. SBSU. officers. took. part. in. 7. such.
operations.as.observers.and.checked.documents.and.vehicles.at.the.common.border..

Border. infrastructure. development. is. rather. a. sensitive. issue. permanently.
monitored. by. different. control. bodies,. civic. activists. and. society. as. a. whole.. The.
State. Border. Service. for. the. first. time. in. the. years. of. independence. began. practical.
development. of. infrastructure. at. the. Ukraine-Russian. border.. The. Russian. segment.
of. the. border. is. 2200. km. long.. I. will. not. draw. parallels. with. funds. invested. by..
other. American. or. European. countries. in. border. infrastructure. development.. To.
make.the.complexity.of.the.task.clear,.I.will.only.say.that.the.total.cost.of.that.plan.is..
UAH.4.billion,.and.they.are.not.allocated.as.planned..In.2017,.it.is.planned.to.allocate.
22%.of. the. earmarked.UAH.912.29.million..One. can. easily. see. that. the. efficiency.of..
the.planned.measures.was.insufficient..

Assessing.the.system.of.protection,.we.can.exercise.control.of.the.whole.segment.
and. provide. security. of. the. personnel. guarding. the. border.. We. cannot. speak. about.
readiness. to. stop. Russian. tanks. or. fully. bar. traffic. of. vehicles.. At. the. same. time,.
infrastructure. development. at. other. segments. of. the. border. goes. on.. A. draft. State.
Target. Programme. of. border. infrastructure. development. involving. actually. all.
actors.of. integral. border.management. is. now. in. the.Cabinet. of.Ministers.of.Ukraine..
Development. of,. say,. motor. vehicle. crossing. points,. their. upgrade. to. the. European.
standards,. arrangement. of. traffic. lanes,. building. joint. checkpoints. are. to. be. funded..
by.the.service..

In. the. context. of. reforms,. particular. attention. is. paid. to. personnel. training..
While. until. recently. the. Service. was. following. the. trajectory. of. European. integration..
(the. border. agency. as. a. law. enforcement. body,. the. activity. of. which. rests. on. basic..
EU. standards. of. border. management),. today. we. have. to. change. the. system. of..
training,. including. by. enhancing. general. military. training,. training. subject. matter.
expert.at.institutions.of.the.Security.Service.of.Ukraine,.the.Ministry.of.Internal.Affairs..
and. special. courses. in. Ukraine. and. abroad.. International. partners. also. actively. take..
part.in.personnel.training.(69.instructors)..

There. are. changes. for. the. better. in. the. Service. funding.. The. rise. of. money.
allowances. for. military. servants. last. year. (starting. from. UAH. 8,000). had. rather..
a. positive. effect.. Last. year. we. had. to. resume. draft,. because. 4.5. thousand. men..
were.dismissed.upon.the.expiration.of.the.mobilisation.period..Thanks.to.the.pay.rise,.
we.almost.solved.the.problem.of.contractual.recruitment..

Regarding.the.issue.of.corruption.and.fight.against.it..SBSU.implements.a.number.
of. programmes. (“Clean. Hands”,. “Integrity”). and. preventive. measures. to. this. end..
On.28.March.2017,. the.second.phase.of. the.pilot.project. “New.Faces.at. the.Border”.
has.begun. following.which,.up. to.800.persons.are. to.be.selected..At. the.same. time,..
we. have. a. relevant. service. that. tolerates. no. abuses.. In. 2016,. 2004. investigations.
and.checks.of.reported.abuses.were.held,.6000.persons.were.brought. to.disciplinary.
responsibility,. 2300. –. to. administrative,. 206. –. to. criminal,. 45. were. convicted..
Following. investigations,. 905. persons. were. dismissed,. 31. border. guards. lost..
their.military.ranks..
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I. am. grateful. for. the. opportunity. to. take. part. in. this. event,. which. is. important..
to. Ukrainian. society.. Broad. participation. of. representatives. of. various. state. bodies,.
international. organisations. and. civil. society. attests. to. the. topicality. of. the. event. as..
well.as.the.urgent.need.to.address.the.existing.problems.in.the.civil.security.sector.

First. of. all,. I. would. like. to. elaborate. on. the. subject. of. our. meeting. dealing. with.
reform. of. the. State. Border. Service. of. Ukraine. (SBSU).. The. term. “reform”. refers. to..
a. holistic. process. that. involves. a. programme. of. action. to. solve. systemic. problems..
in. order. to. prevent. their. recurrence. in. the. future.. Judging. by. the. SBSU. representa-.
tive’s. speech,. in. our. case,. we. can. speak. about. “optimisation”. (Latin. оptimum. –..
the best),. i.e.,. the. process. of. improving. the. SBSU. activity.. In. view. of. the. above,..
my.proposal.is.to.replace.the.term.reformation.with.optimisation..This.is.my.first.point.

The. second. point. is. about. the. place. of. SBSU. in. the. security. sector. system. and.
its. legal.status.. In. line.with. the.national. legislation.and.scientific. research,.SBSU.has.
several. legal. statuses:.a.military. formation;.a.special-purpose. law.enforcement.body..
If. necessary,. I. can. provide. the. legal. rationale.. Specifically,. in. Ukraine,. such. bodies..
also. include:. the. Armed. Forces. of. Ukraine;. the. Security. Service. of. Ukraine;. the..
National. Guard. of. Ukraine;. the. State. Service. of. Special. Communications. and.
Information. Protection. of. Ukraine;. the. Department. of. State. Guards. of. Ukraine;..
the.Foreign.Intelligence.Service.of.Ukraine;.the.State.Special.Transport.Service..

In. the. former. USSR,. the. status. of. a. law. enforcement. agency. was. primarily.
determined.by.the.state.body.performing.operational.search.activity.or.investigations..

Ihor KORZH, Senior Research Fellow,  
Institute of Informatics and Law

6. The. text. of. the. article. was. provided. for. publication. by. the. author. and. presents. the. elaborate. version. of..
the.author’s.presentation.during.the.event.
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Military. structures. had. the. status. of. a. special-purpose. law. enforcement. agency...
Now,. this.status,.except.SBSU,.has.been.assigned. to. the.Security.Service.of.Ukraine.
and. the.Department.of.State.Guards.of.Ukraine.. In.our.opinion,.such.an.approach. to.
defining. the. legal. status. is. obsolete.. In. the. early. 2000s,. when. Ukraine’s. NSDC. was.
working.out.the.Concept.of.reform.of.Ukraine’s. law.enforcement.sector.to.harmonise.
international. and. national. standards. in. the. field. of. human. rights. protection,. and.
to. guarantee. respect. for. human. rights. and. freedoms. in. accordance. with. European.
standards,. the. key. principles. of. functioning. of. law. enforcement. agencies. were.
specified,.set.to.include:

•..law. enforcement. agencies. provide. services. to. the. population. in. the. respective.
territory;.

•..activity. of. law. enforcement. agencies. should. not. be. confined. to. fighting..
offences.but.should.develop.a.system.of.specialised.services.to.the.population;

•..law. enforcement. . bodies. are. to. defend. the. public,. be. responsible. and..
accountable.to.it;

assessment. of. the. effectiveness. of. law. enforcement. agencies. should. be. based..
not. only. on. quantitative. indicators. but. also. on. the. quality. of. implementation. of.
the. “public. service”. model,. which. will. ensure. an. active. position. in. promoting. and.
protecting. human. rights. and. individual. freedoms. and. prioritise. preventive. function..
over.punitive..

In. my. personal. conviction,. in. line. with. current. trends. of. scientific. research. in.
the. field. of. law. and. administration,. the employment of law enforcement functions. is..
a. more. modern. and. accurate. term. to. describe. the. essence. of. activity. of. the. above-
mentioned. state. bodies.. This. will. clarify. the. assertion. that. SSU,. the. Department..
of.State.Guards,.and.SBSU,.in.fact,.are.all.state.bodies.that.promote.state.security.

Research. on. the. management. in. the. political. and. administrative. spheres. back.
this. conclusion:. “Important. functions. of. provision. of. state. security. are. vested. in. the.
State. Committee. for. Protection. of. the. State. Border. of. Ukraine. (SBSU. is. the. legal..
successor. to. the. Committee. that. commanded. the. Border. Troops. of. Ukraine)”;7.
“Functions. of. state. security. are. also. exercised. by. the. Department. of. State. Guards.
of. Ukraine”.8. Furthermore,. SBSU. performs. intelligence,. information. analysis. and.
operational. search. activities. in. support. for. defence. of. the. state. border. of. Ukraine. in.
line.with.the.Laws.of.Ukraine.“On.Intelligence.Bodies.of.Ukraine”.and.“On.Operational.
Search. Activity”. (Article. 2. “On. State. Border. Service. of. Ukraine”).. This. means. that..
the. main. purpose. of. SBSU. is. to. counter. arising. external. threats. to. the. state,. first..
of. all,. to. such. key. feature. of. the. state. as. the. state. border,. delimiting. state. territory..
Therefore,. the. tasks. and. functions. of. the. Service. are. mainly. externally-oriented.
(intended. to. prevent. violation. of. inviolability. of. the. state. border,. i.e.,. erosion. of.
territorial. integrity;. to.prevent. violation.of. sovereign. rights.of.Ukraine. in. its exclusive.

7. Kolpakov. V.К.. Administrative. Law. of. Ukraine:. Textbook.. –. К.:. Yurinkom. Inter,. 1999.. –. 736. p.,. p.479..
.(in Ukrainian).
8. Administrative. Law. of. Ukraine. [Textbook. for. legal. higher. educational. establishments. and. departments. /.
.Yu.P..Bytiak,.V..V..Bohutskyi,.V..М..Harashchuk.et.al.];.Editor.Yu.P..Bytiak..–.Kharkiv:.Pravo,.2001..–.528.p.,.p.473..
(in Ukrainian).
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maritime. economic. zone;. to. conduct. reconnaissance. in. the. border. areas. of. the.
neighbouring. states. for. advanced. detection. of. external. threats. and. dangers).. This. is..
a.very.important.conclusion,.I.will.dwell.upon.it.later..

Categorisation. of. the. above-mentioned. bodies. as. security. bodies. is. witnessed..
by. their. status.both. in. the. former.USSR.and. in. the.present.Russian.Federation,.USA.
and. other. states.. I. dare. argue. that. border. guards.belonged. and.do.belong. to. bodies.
of. state. security. (in. the. USSR. –. the. KGB. system;. in. the. Russian. Federation. –. the..
FSB. system;. in. the. USA. –. the. system. of. the. Department. of. Homeland. Security,..
in. India. –. among. security. forces,. etc.),. and. this. is. logical,. for. it. meets. their. natural.
purpose..

It.is.worth.noting.that.misunderstanding.of.the.place.of.one.or.another.state.body..
in.the.general.system.of.state.bodies,.their.purpose.in.the.security.and.defence.sector.
has. a. negative. effect. on. overall. provision. of. the. national. security. of. Ukraine.. Such.
effects. include,. inter alia,. the. still. valid. decision. of. the. former. President. of. Ukraine.
Viktor. Yanukovych9. to. assign. his. managerial. function. of. direction. and. coordination.
of.SBSU.activity. to. the.Minister.of. Internal.Affairs.of.Ukraine..Meanwhile,. in. line.with.
provisions. of. Article. 102. of. the. Constitution. of. Ukraine,. “The. President. of. Ukraine..
is. the. guarantor. of. state. sovereignty. and. territorial. indivisibility. of. Ukraine”...
Preservation. of. inviolability. of. the. state. border. effectively. means. preservation.
of. territorial. indivisibility.. Furthermore,. in. line. with. Part. One,. Article. 106. of. the.
Constitution. of. Ukraine,. the. President. of. Ukraine:. “1.. ensures. state. independence,.
national. security”;. “17.. is. the. Commander-in-Chief. of. the. Armed. Forces. of. Ukraine;.
appoints. to. office. and. dismisses. from. office. the. high. command. of. the. Armed..
Forces. of. Ukraine. and. other. military. formations;. administers. in. the. spheres. of.
national. security. and. defence. of. the. State”;. “24.. confers. high. military. ranks,. high.
diplomatic.and.other.high.special.ranks.and.class.orders”;.“part.two:.the.President.of..
Ukraine.cannot.assign.his.powers.to.other.persons.or.bodies”.

Therefore,.having.passed.said.act,.Ukraine’s.President.Viktor.Yanukovych.violated.
a.number.of.constitutional.provisions.concerning.delegation.of. the. relevant. functions.
of.state.and.administrative.governance.of. the.security.and.defence.sector. to.another.
body.. As. it. became. evident. later,. this. was. done. to. weaken. and. derange. military.
command. and. control. for. the. benefit. of. the. Russian. Federation. that. was. preparing.
aggression.against.Ukraine..This.is.also.proved.by.the.fact.that.said.Decree.entrusted.
the. Ministry. of. Defence. of. Ukraine. with. coordination. of. activity. of. the. State. Service.
of. Ukraine. for. Emergencies. a. function,. more. logically. assignable. to. the. Ministry. of.
Internal.Affairs.of.Ukraine..Formally,.those.actions.were.substantiated.by.the.European.
practice. and. provisions. of. part. four,. Article. 21. of. then. effective. Law:. “4.. Activity. of.
central. executive. bodies. whose. heads. are. not. members. of. the. Cabinet. of. Ministers.
of.Ukraine. is.directed.and.coordinated.by.ministers.. Issues.of.activity.of.such.central.
executive.bodies.are.presented.by.the.concerned.ministers.whose.area.of.governance.
and. coordination. encompasses. those. bodies”10.. This. was. done,. disregarding..

Reform of the State Border Service of Ukraine

9. On. Some. Measures. at. Optimisation. of. the. System. of. Central. Executive. Bodies:. President. of. Ukraine..
Decree.dated.24.December.2012.№.726/2012.//.Official.Bulletin.of.Ukraine,.4.January.2013.–.№.99..–.Article.3998.
10. On. Cabinet. of. Ministers. of. Ukraine:. Law. of. Ukraine. dated. 7. October. 2010. //. Vidomosti. Verkhovnoyi..
Rady.Ukrayiny..–.2011..–.№.9..–.Article.58.
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the. geopolitical. situation. around. Ukraine,. first. of. all,. on. the. border. with. the. Russian.
Federation. and. in. relations. of. the. Russian. Federation. with. Ukraine.. Furthermore,.
the. explanation. that. this. was. done. in. line. with. the. European. experience. cannot..
be. accepted,. since. border. police. in. the. European. countries. performed. only. border.
control. functions,. while. Ukrainian. border. guards. were. securing. inviolability. of. the.
state.border,.i.e.,.its.defence.and.guarding..Only.the.March.2017.summit.in.Rome.took..
a.decision.on.protection.of.external.borders.of.the.European.Union..

I.wish.to.draw.your.attention.to.a.conceptual.mistake.made. in.the.text.(Articles.6..
and. 7). at. adoption. of. the. Law:11. “The. State. Border. Service. of. Ukraine. …. has..
the. following. general. structure:. a. central. executive. body. (Administration). imple-.
menting. the. state. policy. in. the. field. of. protection. of. the. state. border”;. “The. central.
executive. body. implementing. the. state. policy. in. the. field. of. protection. of. the. state.
border. carries. out. management. of. the. State. Border. Service. of. Ukraine,. takes. part..
in. development. and. implementation. of. the. general. principles. of. legalisation. and.
provision. of. inviolability. of. the. state. border. and. protection. of. sovereign. rights. of.
Ukraine.in.its exclusive.maritime.economic.zone”.

The. mistake. is. that. a. central. executive. body. cannot. be. an. element. of. the.
structure.of. a. state.body.and.at. the. same. time.manage. it.. Its. absurdity. is.witnessed.
by. the. following. provision. of. Part. One,. Article. 5. of. the. Law:. “Ministries. and..
other. central. executive. bodies. are. established,. reorganised. and. liquidated. by. the.
Cabinet. of. Ministers. of. Ukraine. on. a. proposal. of. the. Prime. Minister. of. Ukraine”12...
At. the. same. time. I. would. like. to. stress. that. said. central. executive. body,. that. is,..
SBSU. Administration,. was. established. in. pursuance. of. direct. norms. of. the. Law..
“On. Central. Executive. Bodies”,. not. by. a. decision. of. the. Government.. So,. according..
to. formal. logic,. SBSU. Administration. should. have. not. the. status. of. a. central..
executive.body,.but.the.status.of.a.central.body.of.SBSU.management,.as.the.case.is..
in.SSU.and.the.Department.of.State.Guards..

To.prove. the. above,. I.will. quote. a. provision.of.Article. 19.of. the.Law. “On.Central.
Executive. Bodies”. saying. that. “The. head. of. a. central. executive. body. is. appointed..
and. dismissed. by. the. Cabinet. of. Ministers. of. Ukraine. on. a. proposal. of. the. Com-.
mission.in.Charge.of.Senior.Civil.Service.

The. Commission. in. Charge. of. Senior. Civil. Service. submits. to. the. Cabinet. of.
Ministers. of. Ukraine. for. consideration. proposals. of. the. candidacy. for. appointment.
to. the.post.of. the.head.of.a.central.executive.body.upon.the.results.of.a.competition.
in. line. with. the. legislation. on. state. service”.. The. same. is. done. with. respect. to. his.
deputies.. This. runs. contrary. to. the.procedure.of. appointment.of. the.SBSU.head.and..
his.deputies..

It. should. also. be. noted. that. assignment. of. coordination. of. SBSU. activity. by. the.
President. of. Ukraine. to. the. Minister. of. Internal. Affairs. of. Ukraine. runs. contrary. to..
the. SBSU. function. provided. in. Article. 2. of. the. Law. “On. State. Border. Service. of.

11. On. State. Border. Service. of. Ukraine:. Law. of. Ukraine. dated. 3. April. 2003. //. Vidomosti. Verkhovnoyi. Rady..
Ukrayiny..–.2003..–.№.27..–.Article.208.
12. On. central. executive. bodies:. Law. of. Ukraine. dated. 17. March. 2011. //. Vidomosti. Verkhovnoyi. Rady..
Ukrayiny..–.2011..–.№.38..–.Article.385.
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Ukraine”,. namely:. “coordination. of. activity. of. military. formations. and. relevant. law.
enforcement.bodies,. related.with.defence.of. the.state.border.of.Ukraine.and.passage..
to. and. from. temporarily. occupied. territory,. as. well. as. activity. of. state. bodies. that.
exercise. different. kinds. of. control. at. crossing. of. the. state. border. of. Ukraine. and.
admission. to/from.temporarily.occupied. territory.or. take.part. in.enforcement.of.state.
border. regulations,. border. area. regulations. and. regulations. at. points. of. crossing. of..
the.state.border.of.Ukraine.and.entrance/exit.checkpoints”..

The. said. legal. norms. have. caused. a. collision. of. laws,. which,. as. the. practice.
shows,. has. a. negative. effect. on. security. of. the. state. border. of. Ukraine,. since..
SBSU. was. isolated. from. straightforward. mechanisms. of. state. security. coordinated..
by. the. President. of. Ukraine. and. NSDC,. due. to. a. redundant. and. unnecessary. link.
between. SBSU. on. the. one. hand. and. Ukraine’s. President. and. NSDC. on. the. other. –..
the.Minister.of.Internal.Affairs.of.Ukraine,.tasked.to.coordinate.the.structures.providing.
home. security. within. the. state.. As. the. National. Deputy. of. Ukraine. Iryna. Friz. put. it,.
solution. of. management. issues. substantially. deteriorated,. since. approval. of. draft.
decisions.by. the.Ministry.of. Internal.Affairs.of.Ukraine.and.deprivation.of. the.Service.
of. the. right. to. manage. budget. funds,. including. for. the. intelligence. body,. seriously.
undermined.the.promptness.of.their.adoption.

The. above-mentioned. legal. and. practical. inconsistencies. strike. the. eye. and..
require. immediate. correction.. However,. supreme. bodies. of. state. power. immediately.
dealing.with.this.for.some.reason.continue.to.pretend.that.everything.is.on.the.track.or,.
maybe,.lack.the.political.will..

Scientific. research. of. administrative. law. proves. that. state. security. begins. with..
security. of. the. border,. so,. defence. and. protection. of. the. state. border. is. an. impor-.
tant. function. of. the. state,. providing. Ukraine’s. security.. That. said,. defence. of. the.
state. border. is. an. element. of. the. system. of. provision. of. Ukraine’s. security. and.
implementation. of. Ukraine’s. border. policy. by. the. state.. Defence. is. a. totality. of.
political,. legal,. organisational,. diplomatic,. economic,. defence,. border,. intelligence,.
counterintelligence,. operational. search,. customs,. nature. conservation,. sanitary,.
epidemiological,. environmental. and. other. measures. implemented. by. the. state.
authorities. and. local. self-government. bodies. for. forecasting,. identification. and.
liquidation,. first.of. all,.of. external. threats. to.Ukraine’s.security. to.secure. its. interests.
at. the. border,. comprising. their. concerted. activity. at. exercise. of. powers. of. defence..
and.protection.of.the.state.border..

For. instance,. to. identify. the. basic. lines. of. border. intelligence. and.
counterintelligence. measures,. it. is. very. important. to. perform. in-depth. scientific.
analysis. and. political. forecasting. of. the. entire. set. of. long-term. natural. factors. that.
influence.and.will.continue.to.influence.the.foreign.and.home.policy.of.modern.states..
The. results. of. such. analysis. should. provide. the. derivative. criteria. for. development.
of. the. border. policy. strategy,. with. the. problem. of. security. of. the. state. border. as. its.
element.. That. said,. analysis. should. pay. particular. attention. to. deep-penetrative.
search.of.factors.of.external.threat.to.the.state.security,.growing.potential.of.local.and..
regional.conflicts.

Reform of the State Border Service of Ukraine
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Defence. of. the. state. border. is. an. independent. element. of. the. system. of. state.
security,. encompassing. the. function. of. identification. of. threats,. prevention. of. their.
actualisation. against. the. territory. of. the. state. (its. border),. countering. said. threats.
against.the.state,.its.institutes.and.territory,.society,.etc.

The.notion.of. “defence.of. state.border”. encompasses. the.whole. set.of.measures.
at. defence. of. the. state. border. of. Ukraine. and. includes:. data. mining. and. processing;.
repulsion. of. an. armed. invasion,. formulation. of. the. border. policy;. legal. regulation..
of.defence.of.the.state.border,.etc.

Therefore,. defence. of. the. state. border. of. Ukraine. is. one. of. the. most. important.
elements.of.Ukraine’s.security..

In.its.turn,.protection.of.the.state.border.is.an.element.of.its.defence..
Security.of. the.state.border.of.Ukraine,.or.border.security,. is.a.modern.category..

Many.countries.have. introduced. the.scientific.notion.of.border studies. –. the. science..
of. the. border,. its. specificity;. the. nature. of. interstate. relations. of. neighbouring.
countries;. delimitation. and. legalisation. of. borders. in. international. law;. the. laws,.
principles.and.ways.of.defence.of.Ukraine’s.interests.at.the.border,.in.the.border.area,.
in.the.border.policy.

It is proposed: 
1.. To. abolish. the. institution. of. coordination. of. SBSU. activity. and. direction. by..

the. Minister. of. Internal. Affairs. of. Ukraine,. thus. restoring. the. democratic. principle. of..
the.rule.of.law.and.logic.of.state.governance.of.the.security.and.defence.sector.

2.. To. introduce. amendments. to. the. Law. of. Ukraine. “On. State. Border. Service. of.
Ukraine”. dealing. with. incorporation. of. a. central. executive. body. within. its. structure,.
replacing.it.with.a.central.body.of.SBSU.management.
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Maksym BUGRIY, 
Razumkov Centre

Perhaps,. in. Ukraine,. the. problem. of. democracy. building. lies. not. so. much. in.
a. civilian. control. as. in. a. “democratic”. part. of. civilian. democratic. control.. Most..
Ukrainian.citizens.trust.the.military,.the.Armed.Forces,.the.security.services.and.police.
much.more.than.civilian.authorities..Military.ethics.developed.among.the.people,.who.
risk.their. lives,.contrasts.with.the.lack.of.integrity.that.is.typical.of.civilian.authorities..
in.Ukraine..

Civil. politicians. and.professional. civil. servants,. including.members.of. parliament,.
often.make.decisions. that.call. into.question. their.ability. to.act..Sometimes. they.even.
exhibit.authoritarian.behaviour..This.is.also.true.not.only.for.Ukraine,.but.for.developed.
democracies:. e.g.. expert. discussions. on. the. US. President. Trump’s. senior. military.
nominations..Democratic.principles.first!.

Mykola SUNGUROVSKYI, 
Razumkov Centre

We. have. mentioned. competition. among. law. enforcement. bodies.. If. there. is.
competition,. there. should. be. reasons. for. it.. The. reasons. for. such. a. competition.
are. their. similar. or. duplicate. functions.. How. justified. is. granting. similar. functions.
to. different. law. enforcement. bodies,. is. a. question. for. legislators.. If. we. speak. about.
intelligence.bodies,. the.existence.of.such. functions. there.means.not.competition.but.
the.way.to.ensure.reliability.of.information.

As. regards. public. councils,. I. used. to. take. part. in. formation. of. such. public..
councils.at. the.Ministry.of.Defence.and.other.bodies.. If.young.people.come. to. those.
councils,. they. pursue. the. goal. of. using. new. approaches,. and. achieving. results..
Meanwhile,. representatives.of. the. “old.generation”.mainly. try. to.be. there. in.order. to.
fulfil. their. ambitions.. The.problem.has.been. the. lack.of. criteria. in. formation.of. such.
councils.. The. Council. at. the. Ministry. of. Defence. is. not. the. only. case.. Similar. cases.
involve,. say,. the. Ministry. of. Foreign. Affairs,. where. more. than. 40. organisations. filed.
applications,. many. of. which. used. that. council. as. a. platform. for. their. activity. that..
had. nothing. to. do. with. foreign. policy.. Without. the. criteria,. it. is. very. difficult. to.
coordinate. and. control. the. formation. and. operation. of. public. councils. as. a. bridge.
between.government.activity.and.democratic.control.

Kestutis LANCINSKAS,  
Head of the European Union 
Advisory Mission (EUAM) Ukraine

Of. course,. the. legal. basis. for. delineation. of. competencies. between. law. enforce-.
ment. agencies. has. been. the. reason. why. we. advise. our. Ukrainian. interlocutors.
to. change,. to. very. clearly. delineate. all. competencies. between. law. enforcement..
bodies:. Who. is. responsible. for. what?. What. kind. of. cooperation. is. there. between..
them?.How.do.they.exchange.information?.Etc.
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Another.issue,.of.course,.is.that.the.rule.of.law.should.always.prevail.. It. is.related.
to.different.forms.of.competition.among.law.enforcement.agencies..And.we.have.found.
many.political.and.private.reasons.to.explain.why.this.competition.exists..Sometimes.
law.enforcement.agencies.are.used.not.to.serve.the.law,.not.to.serve.the.people,.but.
to. serve. different. groups. of. people. or. even. different. private. interests.. This. shows..
yet.again.that.the.rule.of.law.and.delineation.of.competence.are.very.important.

During. our. presentations,. our. meetings. or. consultations,. we. always. propose. or.
recommend.that.competencies.should.be.clearly.defined.–.who.is.responsible.for.what.

For. example,. NABU. is. responsible. for. investigating. corruption. cases. when.
concluding. treaties. at. the. highest. level.. But. who. is. responsible. for. investigating..
lower-level. corruption?. It. is.not.clear. to.me,.who. is. responsible. for.what. in.Ukraine..
Another. issue. is,. for. example,. the. State. Bureau. of. Investigations.. The. agency. was.
established. more. than. a. year. ago,. but. it. does. not. work.. Even. the. head. of. this. body.
has.not.been.appointed.yet..That.is.why.there.are.so.many.problems.in.daily.activities..
of.these.agencies.

If. there. is. a. decision. to. create. a. new. law. enforcement. agency,. there. should. be.
political.will. to. create. it. and. to.make. it. operational. as.quickly. as.possible..Only. then.
we.can.achieve. results.and.move. forward.. If.we.are.creating. institutions. that.are.not.
operational,. then. for. what. reason. do. we. do. that?. This. is. the. same. with. intelligence.
services.. Intelligence. services. should. deal. with. intelligence. not. law. enforcement...
From.our.point.of.view,.that.is.crystal.clear.

Ann-Kristin BJERGENE, 
Deputy Director, NATO Liaison Office 
in Ukraine

As. an. example:. when. a. major. terrorist. attack. hit. our. country,. many. problems.
related. with. coordination. and. exactly. the. fact. “who. does. what. and. when”. came..
to. the. fore.. So,. I. would. say. there. should. be. clear. alienation,. but. also. a. well-.
developed.coordination.needs.to.be.applied.

Mykola SUNGUROVSKYI, 
Razumkov Centre

This.is.a.complicated.question.that.is.not.easy.to.answer..All.bodies.that.are.being.
created. reflect. a. certain. process,. certain. organisational. arrangements.. If. there. is.
no. description. of. that. process,. no. matter. what. bodies. are. created,. you. will. have. no.
guarantee.that.they.do.what.they.should.do.

At. the.previous. conference,. a. representative.of. the.NATO.Liaison.Office. spoke.of.
the. need. to. formalise. that. process.. As. soon. as. a. formalised. description. is. in. place,.
there.will.be.laws.and.formal.organisational.structures..Then,.there.will.be.the.criteria:.
what. bodies. are. needed,. who. should. be. in. these. bodies,. including. the. democratic.
control.bodies.

Without.a.clear.idea.of.the.process,.we.can.talk.about.anything.but.will.not.achieve.
the.ultimate.goal,. because. there.will. be.more.goals. than. the.participants. involved. in..
the.process..

As. regards. possible. approaches. to. establishing. public. councils,. I. agree. that.
the. Defence. Ministry. is. one. of. the. agencies. most. open. for. cooperation. with. public.
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organisations..Problems.have.begun.yet.at.the.stage.of.formation.of.that.council..There.
was.no.“filter”,.no.criteria. for.selecting. representatives.who.could.work.effectively. in.
that.democratic.control.body..Appointed.were. those.who.were.very.eager,. instead.of.
those.who.could.do.something.good..

Absent. strict. criteria,. random. people. join. these. bodies. and. solve. their. personal.
problems.instead.of.fulfilling.defence.tasks.

Maksym BUGRIY, 
Razumkov Centre

I. would. like. to. add. a. few. points. on. my. experience. of. participating. in. drafting.
of. one. of. the. first. drafts. of. the. Concept. of. democratic. control. of. the. Armed. Forces..
of. Ukraine.. A. group. of. experts,. including. those. from. the. Defence. Ministry. Reform.
Office,. proposed. institutionalisation. of. the. society’s. role. in. democratic. control. by.
introducing.a.new.system.of.election.to.such.council.

It.seems.to.me.that.the.existing.councils.at.the.MOD.and.other.ministries.replicate.
the. Russian. practice. of. obshchestvennyi sovet,. whose. function. is. to. legitimise.
decisions. of. political. and. military. bodies.. Therefore,. in. order. to. achieve. a. new..
quality,.we.can.offer.a.certain.selection.system.by.using.e-voting.on.the.Internet..

Second. important. issue. concerns. the. fact. that. neither. the. Defence. Ministry. nor..
the. Ministry. of. Internal. Affairs. practically. set. up. functional. reform. offices. similar.
to. those. at. the. Ministry. of. Finance. and. the. National. Bank. (with. European. financial.
support).. Sometimes. one. can. hear. that. European. institutions. will. not. “fund. war”..
in.Ukraine.–.support.technical.changes.in.the.defence.and.security.sector.governance..
Perhaps. such. functional. reform. offices. that. employ. experts. from. the. civil. sector.
could. promote. civilian. democratic. control,. as. it. would. encourage. the. flow. of. useful.
knowledge. and. skills. from. the. civilian. sector,. and. also. make. it. possible. to. use. and.
finance.“talents”,.who.held.with.reforms.

Volodymyr POLEVYI, 
Strategic Communications Expert

I. wish. to. draw. the. attention. to. the. fact. that. oversight. and. control. presume.
some. confrontation.. This. is. yet. another. line. of. confrontation. between. civil. society.
and. the. security. sector.. As. many. panellists. noted,. there. are. plenty. of. such. lines..
of. confrontation. in. Ukraine.. There. is. the. external. factor. –. aggression,. there. is. the.
internal. struggle,. the. attempts. to. usurp. power.. We. have. great. many. things. that..
we.fight.with.all.the.time..This.is.a.situation.of.constant.war.and.conflict.

The. emphasis. on. control. and. oversight. functions. may. aggravate. this. conflict...
I. would. like. to. stress. the. importance. of. support,. including. the. international. support..
for. initiatives. that. involve. public. organisations. in. projects. to. support. certain..
functions.of.law.enforcement.bodies.or.the.civilian.security.sector..

The. bill. drafting. process. has. been. mentioned. today.. We. also. have. had. a. case..
of. involving. representatives. of. the. civil. society. in. patrolling. and. performance. of..
other. functions. that. support. the. functional. tasks. of. law. enforcement.. Such. accents..
are.necessary.in.our.initiatives.and.in.international.support.alike.
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Andriy LAPKIN, 
Yaroslav the Wise National Law University

I. would. like. to. emphasise. the. need. to. have. a. clear. understanding. of. the. subject.
and. actors. of. control,. and. to. draw. our. attention. to. the. fact. that. there. is. no. law..
that. stipulates. a. list. of. law. enforcement. bodies.. The. Law. “On. State. Protection. of.
Officials.of.Courts.and.Law.Enforcement.Bodies”.was.adopted.25.years.ago..Among.
law. enforcement. bodies,. the. Article. 2. mentions:. courts,. public. prosecution. offices,.
internal. affairs.bodies,. fishery. and. forest. inspections.–.bodies. that. simply. cannot.be..
in. one. list. by. virtue. of. their. powers.. Efforts. in. this. domain. should. probably. begin..
with.an.update.of.the.legislative.framework..

The. draft. law. on. law. enforcement. bodies. should. define. the. notion. of. “law.
enforcement. activity”,. the. list. of. bodies,. and. the. criteria. according. to. which. one..
or. another. body. could. be. regarded. as. a. law. enforcement. agency.. Recently,. we.
have. seen. the. new. bodies. being. created. sporadically,. often. for. political. purposes..
A. legislative. framework. is. required. to. remove. collision. between. their. functions,.
duplication,.and.other.existing.problems.

Kestutis LANCINSKAS,  
Head of the European Union 
Advisory Mission (EUAM) Ukraine

We.are.not.afraid.to.join.and.participate.in.reforms.in.Ukraine,.but.we.would.like.to.
see.local.ownership.and.engagement..Why?.Because.we.are.the.international.partners.
and. representatives. of. international. organisations. and. you. are. the. owners. of. this.
country.and.you.live.in.this.country.

This. is. the. reason. why. we. would. like. to. assist. and. advice,. but. the. local..
engagement. and. ownership. have. been. very. important:. You. live. in. this. country. and.
you.make.the.decisions,.and.it.is.you.who.should.be.improving.your.country.and.your.
organisations..

As.far.as.the.community.participation.is.concerned,.we.are.ready.to.assist,.because.
this. is. our. topic. and. our. mandate.. Police. activity. and. its. effectiveness,. especially. of.
local. police. stations,.much.depends.on. the. involvement.of. local. communities.. There..
is. enough. experience. all. over. the. world.. Many. countries. call. it. “community.
mobilisation. plans”. or. “community. contingency. plans”/. community. emergency.
preparedness..There.are.“police.supporters”.or.“neighbourhood.watch.organisations”.
in.many.countries..There.are.many.good.practices.and.we.are.ready.to.provide.those.
and.to.discuss.this.if.there.is.a.need.

As. you. know. we. have. two. regional. offices. in. Lviv. and. Kharkiv.. We. have..
already. selected. 20. police. stations. for. future. development. of. model. or. pilot..
police.stations.for.the.future.policing.in.Ukraine..In.the.last.two.years,.we.have.trained.
over. 300. field. training. officers. and. this. year. we. are. coming. back. to. these. regions..
to. see. what. kind. of. progress. they. have. made. and. what. assistance. they. need. for..
further.development.
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Ann-Kristin BJERGENE, 
Deputy Director, NATO Liaison Office 
in Ukraine

Security. is. also. about. the. knowledge. how. far. the. control. should. go,. what. kind.
of.access. the.controllers.should.have..So,. I. am. thinking.about.capacity.building..For.
the. Verkhovna. Rada,. for. instance,. this. is. extremely. important. because. only. if. you..
are. familiar. with. best. practices. then. you. know. how. far. the. control. should. go,.
and. who. should. be. doing. what.. Then. you. are. able. to. have. the. necessary. control..
functions. established. in. the. law. and. also. the. internal. rules. of. the. ministries. and.
agencies.. In. a. security. service,. of. course,. there. are. security. issues.. I. am. happy. to..
say. that. EUM. and. SSU. had. a. solemn. event. –. in. May. 2016. the. SSU. published. the..
first.open.report.on.its.activities..

Kestutis LANCINSKAS,  
Head of the European Union 
Advisory Mission (EUAM) Ukraine

Yes,. we. assisted. the. publishing. of. the. White. Book. on. the. SSU. activities.. When.
it. comes. to. secret. service,. there. are. always. conspiracy,. rumours,. and. stories. about..
the. activities. of. these. agencies.. This. publication. is. the. first. step. to. show. the. public.
what.kind.of.activities.they.are.engaged.in,.what.they.are.responsible.for,.on.what.legal.
basis.and.so.on..This.is.a.really.good.step.forward.and.I.hope.that.we.will.develop.it.in.
the.future.

Leonid POLYAKOV, Chairman of the Expert  
Board of the Center for Army,  
Conversion and Disarmament Studies

Actually. all. European. countries. have. one. or,. in. case. of. a. bicameral. Parliament,..
two,.sometimes.–.three.intelligence.committees..How.come.Ukraine.for.so.many.years.
has. not. followed. this. example?. Special. services. (intelligence,. counterintelligence,.
border. guards),. not. the. Armed. Forces,. should. be. fighting. the. hybrid. war,. spread. of.
terrorist. and. criminal. activity.. Probably,. there. is. some. logic. in. the. organisational.
approaches.of.civilised.European.nations,.which.we.do.not.accept.for.some.reason..

Second.. We. permanently. lack. the. resources. to. fund. the. intelligence. and.
counterintelligence,. if. not. the. “Mossad-level”. but,. at. least,. at. an. average. acceptable.
level.

There. is. simply. not. enough. money. to. ensure. a. sound. activity. of. our. special.
services,. and. there. is. no. one. to. lobby. that. budget,. as. there. is. no. parliamentary.
committee. responsible. for. intelligence.. Maybe. someone. raises. this. question,. but.
does. he. resist?. Or. maybe. national. deputies. traditionally. avoid. direct. responsibility..
for.control?.
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Oksana SENATOROVA,  
Assistant Professor of the Chair  
of International Law of Yaroslav  
the Wise University, Kharkiv

My. question. is. about. control. over. the. activity. of. civic. organisations.. Yevhen.
Zakharov. said. that. many. of. them. have. been. unprofessional.. I. would. go. further. and.
say. that. in. the. context. of. an. armed. conflict,. in. the. context. of. propaganda. and.
information.war,.their.activity.damages.the.Ukrainian.state..We.see.that.there.are.civic.
organisations. that. intentionally.make. information.attacks.and. try. to. influence.actions.
of. law. enforcement. bodies.. Antagonism. between. law. enforcement. bodies. and. civic.
organisations.arises..As.a.member.of. the.Commission.on. International.Humanitarian.
Law. in. Ukraine,. I. more. than. once. witnessed. discussions. between. law. enforcement.
bodies. and. non-governmental. organisations,. where. law. enforcement. bodies..
argued. that. civic. organisations. impeded. their. work,. that. they. are. “the. fifth. column”.
that. sends. information. to. international. human. rights. institutions. compromising. the.
Ukrainian.law.enforcement..

Speaking. of. reports. that. law. enforcement. agencies. in. Ukraine. do. not. work.
or. conduct. investigations. efficiently. enough. –. if. you. look. at. the. register. of. court.
decisions,. you. will. see. that. there. is. not. a. single. judgement. under. Article. 438..
(War. Crimes).. Reports. of. offences. committed. by. the. Ukrainian. military. and. law.
enforcement.bodies.reach.international.judicial.bodies..

The. first. question. is. who. should. control,. if. applicable,. the. activity. of. civic.
organisations?. The. second. question. is:. don’t. you. think. that. public. organisations.
should. not. always. be. antagonistic. to. law. enforcement. bodies,. but. should. cooperate.
with.them.to.improve.those.law.enforcement.bodies?.

Iryna FRIZ, MP, Chair of the Subcommittee 
for Security of Public Information Systems, 
Committee on National Security and Defence 
of the Verkhovna Rada of Ukraine

I. fully. support. the. idea. of. creating. a. separate. committee. in. Parliament. dealing.
with. the.activity.of.special.and. intelligence.services..Why.wasn’t. it.created,.when.the.
committees. were. formed?. Probably. because. the. coalition. members. who. took. part.
in. negotiations. did. not. want. to. distinguish,. say,. the. National. Security. and. Defence.
Committee,. creating. another. committee. to. defend. or. control. special. services.. Now,.
we.have. a. situation.where.none.of. the. leaders. from. the. security. and.defence. sector.
comes. to. defend. its. budget. at. parliamentary. sessions.. Their. deputies. or. department.
heads.come,.who.are. respectable.persons.and.experts,.but. it. is.desirable. that.heads.
of. security. structures. personally. answer. questions. of. national. deputies.. We. have. no.
culture.of. relations.between.Parliament. and. the. security. and.defence.sector.. For. too.
little.has.been.done.over.the.past.two.years..Something.is.being.done,.but.with.great.
difficulty.

This. is. witnessed. by. the. non-appointment. of. the. Foreign. Intelligence. Service.
director..The.Foreign.Intelligence.Service.is.the.only.body.of.the.security.and.defence.
sector.whose.budget.funding.was.not.raised.this.year..This. is.also.due.to.the. lack.of.
an.appointed.director.who.would.report,.lobby.the.interests.of.his.agency,.and.protect.
national.interests..
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Yevhen ZAKHAROV, Chairperson,  
Ukrainian Helsinki Human Rights Union

I. see.one.of. the.biggest.problems. is. that.we.are. accustomed. to.being.guided.by.
political.expediency.and.neglect.the.law..All.bodies,.including.those.called.to.promote.
civil.security,.sometimes.totally.disregard.the.law..As.long.as.this.situation.persists,.as.
long. as.our. politicians. continue. violating. the.Constitution. for. some.unclear. purpose,.
they.will.lead.the.state.into.a.deadlock,.not.knowing.how.to.get.out.of.it...

The. second. reason. lies. in. the. institutional. weakness. of. civil. society.. How. many.
strong. organisations. do. we. really. have. in. this. country?. Few.. It. is. hard. to. see. that.
they. exist,. influence. actions. of. the. authorities. and. make. them. introduce. necessary.
constitutional.amendments,.force.them.to.obey.the.law..

The. Constitution. needs. to. be. changed.. I. believe. that. the. country. needs. not. just.
amendments.to.the.Constitution.but.a.new.Constitution,.since.the.Constitution.of.1996.
is. obsolete.. As. for. the. President:. he. should. be. subject. to. parliamentary. and. extra-
parliamentary.control..The.same.is.true.for.other.bodies.of.power.

What. Ms.. Senatorova. has. told. us. about. the. control. over. civic. organisations,. is..
a.very.general. thing..We.should.speak.of.public.organisations’.activity.not. in.general.
terms.but.on.a.case-by-case.basis..There.are. too.many.speculations.on. the.subject,.
not. only. on. the. part. of. state. bodies. but. also. on. the. part. of. public. organisations..
as.such.

One. should. realise. the. natural. inconsistency.. Public. organisations. have. to. act.
as. opponents. of. state. bodies,. when. the. latter. violate. human. rights.. Provisions.
of. the. Article. 3. of. the. Constitution. of. the. basic. duty. of. a. state. to. protect. the. rights.
and. freedoms. of. a. citizen. are,. to. a. certain. extent,. hypocritical.. But. on. this. basis. we.
can.wage.a.dialogue.with. the.state.and.help.state.bodies,.where. they.can.be.helped..
The. Kharkiv. Human. Rights. Group. acts. exactly. in. such. conditions.. On. the. one. hand,.
we. instituted. most. of. all. litigations. against. bodies. of. internal. affairs.. On. the. other.
hand,. we. take. part. in. reform. processes.. In. 2014,. jointly. with. other. law. enforcement.
experts,.we.drafted.the.Strategy.of.Reformation.of.Bodies.of. Internal.Affairs.that.was.
partly. implemented.. We. apply. the. principle. of. fair. cooperation. between. differently-
minded. persons. formulated. by. the. Russian. human. rights. activist. Sergey. Kovaliov. in.
1988:.“When.I.agree.with.the.authorities,.I.am.ready.to.fairly.cooperate.with.them,.but..
when.they.make.mistakes,.I.will.oppose.them,.using.the.available.legal.methods”.

As. regards. the. control. over. civic. organisations,. I. don’t. think. that. Ukraine.
needs. special. mechanisms,. in. addition. to. those. envisaged. by. the. Law. “On. Public.
Associations”..One.should. realise. that. the.activity.of.public.associations. rests.on. the.
principle.“everything.not.forbidden.is.permissible”,.by.contrast.to.state.bodies.obliged.
to.do.only.what.is.allowed.by.the.law..My.colleagues.and.I.have.often.been.accused.of.
“doing. harm”,. “working. against. the. state”.. During. the. seventh. wave. of. mobilisation,.
there.were.problems.in.Kharkiv.with.reaching.the.set.targets..Concerned.state.bodies.
under. the. pressure. of. the. Presidential. Administration. caught. young. people. in. the.
streets,. brought. them. to. assembly. stations. of. military. registration. and. enlistment.
offices. and. sent. them. to. service,. not. even. examining. their. health,. deferment,. etc.. –.
just.because.they.had.to.meet.the.plan..And.when.we.publicly.criticised.it,.the.deputy.
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governor. accused. us. of. being. “an. arm. of. the. Kremlin”.. What. can. we. say. here?..
I. don’t. even. see. it. necessary. to. comment.. Of. course,. it. is. an. example. of. purely..
Soviet.rudiments.of.governance.

At. the. same. time,. I. agree. that. there. are. fake. public. associations. created. by. the.
aggressor.state.and.tasked.to.engage.in.anti-Ukrainian.activities..But.such.accusations.
need.evidence.and.legal.procedures.provided.by.the.law..Special.mechanisms.beat.not.
the.right.people,.given.the.overall.level.of.consciousness.in.society..

Konrad WUDKE,  
EUAM Senior Adviser on Civilian oversight

Who. controls. civil. society. organisations?. This. is. a. critically. important. question...
In. time. of. fake. news. and. alternative. facts. everybody,. I. stress. –. everybody,. bares..
a. great. degree. of. responsibility. for. sharing. correct. and. factual. information.. I. do. not.
see.how.you.can.regulate. this. issue. through. laws.primarily..What. is.urgently.needed.
is.an.ethical.code.of.conduct.developed.within.the.society..Only.when.it.fails,.you.have.
to.apply.legal.actions.against.the.dissemination.of.false.information,.for.example..The.
criminal. court. at. the.certain. stage.can.deal.with. such.an.application,.but.before. you.
bring. it. to.concrete. legal. terms,.you.really.have.to.develop.and.implement.some.sort..
of.commonly.understood.ethical.standards.for.the.entire.society.

Controlling.civil.society.organisations.is.a.very.tricky.issue.because.sooner.or.later.
it.will.infringe.on.the.right.to.a.freedom.of.speech,.etc..I.would.suggest.not.to.go.that.
way,.live.as.it.is.according.to.the.Constitution.and.to.try.more.practical.steps.

Viktor SOLOVYOV, Professor,  
Taras Shevchenko University, Kyiv

I. have. a. question. about. the. constitutionality. of. NABU’s. activities.. The. President.
of.Ukraine. established. the.NABU,. and. appointed. its.Director.. There. are. three. rulings.
of. the. Constitutional. Court. of. 2003,. 2004. and. 2007,. where. the. Constitutional. Court.
explicitly.elaborated.that.all.presidential.powers.are.provided.only.by.the.Constitution..
The. Constitution. does. not. give. [him]. powers. to. establish. NABU.. The. question. is,.
can.such.decisions.be.challenged. in. the.Constitutional.Court?. I.guess. that. there.will..
be. applications. to. the. European. Court. of. Human. Rights,. in. particular,. by. NABU.
“clients”,. who. are. influential. people. able. to. hire. the. good. lawyers. to. appeal. against.
limitation. of. their. rights. and. freedoms.. What. do. you. think. are. the. mechanisms. of.
dealing.with.the.situation?

Ihor YARCHAK, Chief, Legal Division, 
National Anti-corruption Bureau of Ukraine

The. question. of. legitimacy. of. the. National. Anticorruption. Bureau. establishment.
has.been.discussed.more.than.once..As.you.correctly.noted,. the.Constitutional.Court.
has.not.even.considered.such.issues..The.issue.of.powers.may.be.subject.to.a.court.
trial.. The. Presidential. Decree. may. be. challenged;. there. is. such. a. possibility.. I. guess.
it. is.necessary.to. look.at.how.the.National.Anti-Corruption.Bureau.works.. If.someone.
decides. to. challenge. the. Presidential. decree,. this. will. be. the. first. sign. that. we. are.
doing. our. job. properly.. If. evidence. gathered. by. detectives. cannot. be. refuted,. this.
may. be. the. only.way. to. avoid. criminal. responsibility.. There. is. a. law.on. the.National.
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Anticorruption.Bureau,.passed.by. the.Verkhovna.Rada.as. a. legislative.body..Any. law.
must.be.observed,.and.we.observe.and.apply.it.and.will.perform.our.duties,.until.it.is.
provided.otherwise.

In. line. with. his. functional. duties,. NABU. Director. has. not. signed. any. petition. for.
detention.or.notice.of.suspicion..He.has.no.formal. influence.on.suspects.or.convicts..
Hence,. there.are.no.grounds.to.accuse. the.NABU.Director.of.misconduct.or.violating.
the.requirements.of.the.Code.of.Criminal.Procedure.

Viktor MUSIYAKA, 
Razumkov Centre

The.Code.of. Criminal.Procedure. says:. the. first. instance.–.3. judges.with. not. less.
than.5.years,.appellate.court.–.5. judges.with.not. less. than.7.years..You.cannot.staff..
the.first.instances,.because.there.is.a.shortage.of.judges.for.more.than.a.year..Nearly.
2000. judges. resigned. or. were. dismissed;. the. new. ones. are. being. appointed.. Where..
will.you.take.5.years.of.work.experience.in.courts?.

Is.it.so.difficult.to.make.relevant.amendments.to.the.Code.of.Criminal.Procedure?.
Perhaps,.this.is.done.on.purpose,.not.to.consider.those.cases.at.all?.

Andriy DOVHAN, Head of Department, 
Special Anti-Corruption Prosecutor’s Office

I.am.sure.that.this.was.not.done.to.sabotage.the.activity.of.the.newly.established.
anticorruption. bodies.. Why?. Firstly,. cases. are. being. heard.. I. only. wanted. to. stress.
that.the.society.is.waiting.for.a.quick.adoption.of.legal.decisions..One.should.take.into.
account. the. realities.of. today’s. life..We.did.not. expect. such.a.decline. in. the.number.
of.experienced.judges..I.guess.that.laws.should.be.amended,.concerning.the.required.
years. of. service.. This. is. not. sabotage,. just. a. coincidence.. Let. us. expect. that. courts..
will.be.formed,.and.the.system.will.work.at.full.capacity.

Andriy LAPKIN, Yaroslav 
the Wise National Law University

Ukraine. is. building. a. rigid. anticorruption. hierarchy:. the. National. Anti-Corruption.
Bureau.as.an. investigatory.body,. the.Office.of. the.Special.Anti-Corruption.Prosecutor.
as.a.procedural.supervision.body..All.this.should.be.crowned.by.the.judicial.branch..I.
wish. to.hear.your.opinion.about. the.prospects.of.creating. the.Higher.Anti-Corruption.
Court..Do.you.work.for.that,.and.how.do.you.see.its.activity?.

As. for. the. functions. of. the. Office. of. the. Special. Anti-Corruption. Prosecutor:. the.
biggest.problem.now.is.that.the.Law.on.Public.Prosecution.failed.to.bring.the.functions.
of. public. prosecution. in. compliance. with. constitutional. amendments,. and. this. is. an.
appalling.situation.when.public.prosecution.cannot.perform.its.functions.in.accordance.
with.the.law,.since.they.are.not.provided.for.by.the.Constitution..

I. am.also. interested. to.know.about. the.exercise.of.SAP. functions. in. the. fields.of.
international. representation. and. international. cooperation.. And. the. last. question. is.
about. creation. of. local. units. of. the. Office. of. the. Special. Anti-Corruption. Prosecutor,.
since. the. law.provides. for. their. formation. in.places,.where. there.are.NABU. territorial.
branches.
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Andriy DOVHAN, Head of Department, 
Special Anti-Corruption Prosecutor’s Office

We. conduct. international. representation. in. criminal. proceedings,. but. only. in.
criminal. proceedings. investigated. by. NABU.. The. General. Prosecutor’s. Office. has..
a.whole.department.that.deals.with.representation,.so,.we.do.not.consider.it.necessary.
to.duplicate.their.functions..

As. regards. international. cooperation,. there. is. a. category. of. criminal. proceedings.
where.NABU.can.act.independently.in.the.international.legal.domain,.although.petitions.
that. must. be. endorsed. for. criminal. proceedings. are. endorsed. by. SAP. executives. in.
charge.of.procedural.matters,.but.immediate.contacts.with.international.organisations.
rest. with. NABU.. There. are. proceedings. managed. via. public. prosecution. offices,. but.
in.fact,.this.is.done.via.the.international-legal.department.of.the.General.Prosecutor’s.
Office.

The. Regulations. of. the. Special. Anti-Corruption. Prosecutor’s. Office. really. provide.
for.establishing.local.SAP.units..Since.NABU.offices.in.regions.are.still.in.the.making,.
it.is.premature.to.set.up.SAP.offices.there..Furthermore,.there.is.a.personnel.problem..
The. Special. Anti-Corruption. Prosecutor’s. Office. now. employs. only. 35. persons. and..
has.8.vacancies.

Lada ROSLYCKY, 
DCAF consultant

Mr..Yevhen.Zakharov,.who.is.rather.a.prominent.figure.in.Ukraine,.said.that.he.has.
more. than. once. applied. to. the. SSU. designated. person. in. connection. with. violations..
but.got.no.reply..Where.shall.he.apply.to.get.a.response?

Ivan MUSIYENKO, Head, 
Centre for the State Security Service 
of Ukraine Reform

Where.to.apply?.There.is.a. law.on.public.appeals. in.Ukraine..An.application.must.
have.particulars,.title,.etc..An.application.is.always.registered.and.monitored,.and.delay.
of. the. term. is. inadmissible..The.application.mentioned.by.Mr..Zakharov.was,. in. fact,..
an.article..He.did.not.approach.me.personally,.maybe,.his.application.was.private..

Ihor KORZH, Senior Research Fellow, 
Institute of Informatics and Law

I. think. you. will. agree. that. any. problem. should. be. solved. with. the. help. of.
political. will. and. appropriate. mechanisms. in. place. for. exercising. it.. I. took. part. in..
the. development. of. the. previous. concept,. drafting. relevant. bills. and. studying.
international. experience,. including. the. EU. recommendations.. My. question. is,. do. not.
you. think. that. new. projects. will. repeat. the. fate. of. the. previous. ones:. while. they. are.
being. discussed,. the. government. will. change,. the. political. will. also. change,. and. we.
again.will.work.on.new.projects?
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Ivan MUSIYENKO, Head, 
Centre for the State Security Service 
of Ukraine Reform

The.state.leadership.has.the.political.will..The.government.is.not.going.to.change,.
and.all.structures.are.set.to.provide.stability.and.improve.economic.potential..I.am.sure.
that.the.draft.Concept.will.be.approved.shortly.

Yuriy CHYZHMAR, Movement in 
Support for Territorial Defence

Mr.. Jiří. Novotný,. who. was. the. first. head. of. the. Security. Service. of. the..
Czech. Republic,. visiting. in. Ukraine. in. 2015-2016,. publicly. shared. the. experience.
of. reforms,.and.as. far. as. I. remember,.SSU. representatives.attended..Tell.me.please,.
what. exactly. from. the. Czech. experience. of. reform. have. you. taken. into. account. in..
your.concept?

Ivan MUSIYENKO, Head, 
Centre for the State Security Service 
of Ukraine Reform

If. we. take,. for. instance,. the. Law. on. Operational. Search. Activity,. there. was..
much. discussion. about. the. functions. of. investigation,. whether. they. are. needed. or.
not.. All. states. situated. closer. to. our. border. (Poland,. the. Czech. Republic,. Slovakia,.
Romania).have.not.fully.parted.with.those.functions..We.provided.in.the.draft.concept.
the. status. of. a. special. service. with. some. law. enforcement. functions,. as. it. is,. for.
instance,.in.the.Czech.Republic.
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There. is. an. impression. that. it. is. proposed. to. divide. State. Border. Service..
of.Ukraine. (SBSU). into. two. functional. parts:. the.European.border. on. the.one.
hand,.and.the.border.with.the.Russian.Federation.on.the.other..In.my.opinion,.
the.SBSU.cannot.and.should.not.perform.the.defence.function..

A. sweeping. reform. can. be. implemented,. only. when. there. is. stability.. The.
official. Strategy. calls. it. “development”,. but. in. fact,. it. is. a. forced. transfor-.
mation.prompted.by.the.current.state.of.security.of.society.and.the.state..

Interaction.between.the.defence.agency.and.the.State.Border.Service.is.the.
key. to.solving. the.problem..This. is. also. true. for. the.АТО.area,. the.Belarusian.
border,. and. the. protection,. control. and. defence. of. the. seacoast.. Explosion.
of. a. Border. Guards’. boat. near. Mariupol. and. the. landing. of. sabotage. and.
reconnaissance. groups. on. the. coast. are. examples. of. threats,. with. which..
border.guards.can.hardly.cope.on.their.own.

Intricate.questions. include. those.of. control.of. the.seashore.and.especially.
the.underwater,.as.well.as.the.military.dimension.of.protection,.given.the.threat.
of. commandos.. The. Border. Service. does. not. guard. underwater. space. and..
the.Armed.Forces.also.do.not.have.such.capabilities..

SBSU. has. to. perform. its. tasks. in. line. with. the. effective. legislation..
According. to. the. Concept. of. the. security. sector. development,. distribution. of.
powers. under. crisis. scenarios. of. the. State. Border. Service. is. the. main. issue.
of. border. defence.. It. does. not. imply. repelling. an. armed. aggression. and. an.
immediate. armed. conflict. with. opposing. forces.. Meanwhile,. SBSU. is. tasked..
to.fight.small-armed.groups.

The. staff’s. mind-set. should. be. changed. in. the. first. place.. Meanwhile,.
national.security. remains. the.key. issue..New.people.should.be.hired,.but. it. is.
important.not. to. lose.a.professional. approach.and.expertise..Some.measures.
of. the. previous. reform. period. led. to. a. situation. where. emphasis. on. border.
control. tasks.was.made.at. the.expense.of. its.physical.protection.and.defence.
capabilities..

Present-day. changes. in. approaches. should. not. be. seen. as. a. return. to.
the. old. form. of. the. Border. Service,. but. a. forced. step,. caused. by. the. need..
to.adequately.respond.to.the.threats.that.exist.at.the.border.
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Many.questions.of.border.control.efficiency.are.solved.through.automation..
The. bulk. of. ideas. dealing. with. automation. of. information. systems. require.
rather.significant.funds.that.cannot.be.provided.at.the.expense.of.international.
assistance.alone.

The.shipbuilding.programme. is.vaster. than.Ukraine.can.afford.. In.absence.
of. clear. realistic. plans. it. is. hard. to. convince. international. partners. of. the.
expediency. of. financial. support. –. they. need. realistic. plans. approved. at. the..
state.level.

There. is. a. dilemma. regarding. the. status. of. the. State. Border. Service. of.
Ukraine. as. a. military. or. law. enforcement. agency.. In. line. with. the. National.
Security. Strategy,. SBSU. is. a. military. formation.. In. this. case,. you. can. forget.
about. international. technical.assistance. that. is.provided. in. rather.big.volumes.
for.the.development.of.a.“non-military”.agency..But.if.we.abandon.the.military.
aspect,.questions.of.human.resources,.mobilisation,.etc.,.will.arise,.especially.
when.it.comes.to.performing.its.functions.in.the.East.of.Ukraine..

Functions.of.the.Border.Service.are.external;.subordinating.it.to.the.Minister.
of. Internal. Affairs. makes. little. sense.. This. runs. contrary. to. the. requirements.
of. Item. 31,. Article. 106. of. the. Constitution. of. Ukraine,. whereby. the. President.
cannot.delegate.his.powers,.since.coordination.also.means.powers..

Delay. in. approving. programme. reform. documents. affects. allocation. of.
budget.funds.and.the.Service.support,.as.well.as.cooperation.with.international.
partners..

We. should. take. a. balanced. approach. to. implementing. the. initiatives. that.
involve. changes. in. subordination. of. the. security. sector. structures.. Such.
decisions. should. not. rest. on. “Europe. has. it”. arguments.. In. the. first. place,.
they. should. be. guided. by. legal. requirements,. the. feasibility. of. such. steps. in.
achieving. the. goal. of. raising. the. efficiency. of. performance,. organisation. of.
command,.control,.coordination,.etc.

SBSU.as. a. central. executive.body.within. the.Ministry.of. Internal.Affairs. is.
not. the. administrator. of. budget. funds.. If. previously,. say,. border. intelligence.
was.funded.under.a.separate.line.of.the.budget,.now,.this.is.not.the.case..This..
has.an.immediate.adverse.effect.on.the.performance.of.the.vested.functions.

The. conceptual. mistake. was. embedded. in. the. law,. when. defining. the.
status. of. SBSU. as. a. special-purpose. law. enforcement. body. having. within. its.
structure. a. central. executive. body,. and. implementing. the. state. policy. in. the.
field.of.protection.of. the.state.border..This. is. absurd,.because.a.central.body.
may. have. a. service. in. its. subordination. but. not. be. a. structural. element. of.
the. service. it. leads..This. creates.a. collision.of. laws,.where. the.SBSU.head. is.
subordinated. to. the. President,. while. the. central. body. is. subordinated. to. the.
Cabinet.of.Ministers..This.conflict.existed.yet.under.President.Yushchenko.and.
Premier.Tymoshenko,.when.they.“dragged.the.rope”.trying.to.control.SBSU,.
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 .using.the.powers.of.the.President.with.respect.to.the.Service.Head.and.the.
powers. of. the. Cabinet. of. Ministers. with. respect. to. the. SBSU. Administration.
Head.. Noteworthy,. we. have. two. effective. Regulations. of. the. State. Border.
Service. Administration,. one. –. approved. by. the. President,. and. the. other. –..
by. the. Cabinet. of. Ministers.. Respectively,. they. have. different. approaches..
to.subordination.and.the.reporting.chain.13.

13. Regulations.of.Administration.of. the.State.Border.Service.of.Ukraine..Approved.by. the.President.of.Ukraine.
Decree.dated.6.April.2011.№399,.–.http://zakon1.rada.gov.ua/laws/show/399/2011..

Regulations.of.Administration.of. the.State.Border.Service.of.Ukraine..Approved.by. the.Cabinet.of.Ministers.
of.Ukraine.Resolution.dated.16.October.2014.№533,.–.http://zakon2.rada.gov.ua/laws/show/533-2014-%D0%BF.

The.American.or.European.experience.is.very.interesting.and.useful..In.each.
particular. case.one. should. take. into. account. the.nature.of. threats,. the.nature.
of. borders.. The. experience. of. our. neighbours. –. Poland,. Hungary,. the. Baltic..
states. –. seems. the. most. relevant.. But,. say,. Hungary. lost. the. best. experts..
during. the. Border. Service. transition. to. a. police. system.. This. is. an. example..
of.negative.effects.of.reformation.

European. approaches. are. also. changing.. The. Rome. Declaration. (25.
March.2017).presumes.not.only.the.control.but.also.the.protection.of.external..
borders.. The. issue. of. defence. of. the. state. border. has. come. to. the. forefront..
not.only.for.Ukraine..

Introduction. of. a. military. component. in. the. personnel. training. system.
does. not. mean. a. return. to. the. past.. Personnel. are. trained,. using. new..
modern. approaches. to. combat,. use. of. arms,. command. and. control.. At. the.
same.time,.SBSU.is.trained.and.armed,.proceeding.from.the.nature.of.functions.
of.state.border.protection,. rather. than.defence. tasks,.which. is. the.prerogative..
of.the.Armed.Forces.

The.need. to.build.up.capabilities.of.protection.and.control.of. the.Ukraine-
Russian. border. is. beyond. doubt.. Meanwhile,. there. is. a. question. about..
the.efficiency.and.expediency.of.measures.implemented.by.the.state.

The. title. of. the. project. –. “The. Wall”. –. is. rather. conventional.. There. is. no..
talk.of.building.a.wall.or.a.fence.along.the.entire.border..This.is.a.set.of.means.
of. technical. surveillance. and. physical. defence,. first. of. all. –. for. personnel.
security.. The. idea. of. a. “wall”. was. largely. inspired. by. journalists’. footage. of.
similar.facilities.at.the.borders.of.the.USA,.Israel,.and.Turkey..That.said,.nobody.
was.willing.to.go.into.details.of.the.cost-efficiency.of.such.projects.

Before. 2014. there. were. no. practical. measures. or. political. decisions. on..
the.demarcation.of.the.border.with.Russia.and.Belarus..Border.guards,.on.their.
own.initiative,.used.to.put.“information.signs”.–.not.even.border.posts.–.along.
the.borderline..
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Monitoring. the.border,.border.guards.detect.violations.of. the.Law. that.are.
not.within.the.SBSU.competence.(illegal.logging,.illegal.amber.extraction,.etc.)..
They. can. react. to. such. violations. only. by. informing. other. law. enforcement.
bodies.that.do.not.always.react.promptly..

Programmes. of. officer. training. and. retraining,. service. (promotion),.
personnel. rotation. are. carried. out. taking. into. account. the. need. to. combine.
universal.professional.knowledge.and.experience.with.a.narrow.specialisation..
The. basic. officer. training. means. training. to. perform. basic. functions. of. the..
State. Border. Service.. Career. growth. usually. takes. place. within. that.
specialisation..

It. is. important. to. observe. the. balance. of. territorial. and. exterritorial..
principles. of. manning.. Police. structures. do. not. involve. regular. personnel.
rotation,. being. a.mandatory. attribute.of. the.military. career..On. the.one.hand,.
there. are. advantages. of. better. knowledge. of. local. terrain,. contacts. with. the.
local. population.. On. the. other. hand,. there. are. corruption. risks. stemming.
from. the. too. long. service. of. officers. in. the. same. place,. risks. of. informal..
and. family. ties. with. smugglers.. In. the. East. of. Ukraine. there. were. cases..
where.close.relatives.stayed.on.different.sides.of.the.trench..

Preparation. for. taking. over. the. uncontrolled. part. of. the. border. should..
take. into. account. the. conditions,. in. which. SBSU. will. have. to. perform. that..
task.. The. situation. also. involves. a. high. degree. of. uncertainty.. For. instance,.
the. scope. of. the. mine. threat. is. presently. unknown.. This. will. require. special.
personnel.training,.preparation.of.“dog.units”,.etc..

Can. the. cycle. of. strategic. planning. for. the. Border. Service. be. considered.
complete?. Speaking. of. the. strategic. level,. probably,. yes.. At. the. planning..
level,. adjustments. are. being. made. continuously.. Such. adjustments. are.
prompted. by. the. need. to. take. into. account. assessments. of. the. reform..
results. in. the. previous. period. and. changes. in. the. Ministry. of. Internal.
Affairs. planning. or. strategy,. for. instance,. in. the. context. of. development. of..
“Strategy. 2020”.. The. main. thing. is. to. ensure. that. changes. to. the. planning.
documents.are.in.line.with.the.strategic.line.

Recommendations. of. international. structures. suggest. a. simple. and..
logical. scheme.. The. Border. Service. discharges. police. functions. of. border.
control.and. in.case.of.a.military. threat.“calls”. the.army.. In.Ukrainian.realities,.
the. level. of. interaction. and. coordination. among. different. structures. of. the.
security. sector. is. far. from. ideal.. The. experience. of. 2014,. when. SBSU. units..
were. left. vis-à-vis. the. enemy,. not. receiving. a. timely. support. from. other.
structures,.prompts.us.to.develop.our.autonomous.capabilities.at.most..

SBSU.has. to. “sit. on. three.chairs”,. specifically,.with. regard. to. cooperation.
with. European. institutions. and. NATO,. reform. in. the. general. framework. of..
the. security. and. defence. sector. and. in. the. framework. of. the. Ministry. of..
Internal.Affairs.
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The. issue. of. infrastructure. development. often. rests. on. the. allocation.
of. plots,. buildings,. etc.. The. marine. bases. should. be. common. with. the.
Navy,. to. ensure. the. efficient. use. of. funds. as. well. as. streamlining. interaction..
when.performing.joint.missions..

Demilitarisation. of. the. Border. Service. is. inevitable,. but. not. earlier. than. at..
the. end. of. a. contingency. period.. As. long. as. border. guards. have. to. perform.
military. functions. in. the. East,. their. military. status. is. necessary. and. adequate.
to. the. real. conditions.. The. same. refers. to. SSU.. In. addition. to. the. factor. of..
war,. there. are. also. issues. of. social. protection,. the. levels. of. which. differ. for..
the.military.and.civil.servants.

When. the. military. function. becomes. irrelevant,. the. issue. of. social..
protection. will. persist.. For. instance,. in. one. tragic. episode,. a. serviceman. and..
a. civil. servant. died.. The. state. compensation. paid. to. the. civil. servant’s..
family.was.several.times.smaller.than.the.sum.paid.to.a.serviceman’s.family.

Demilitarisation.process.is.often.oversimplified..This.prompts.too.primitive.
solutions,. such. as. “removing. shoulder. straps”. from. the. central. HQ. staff...
In. reality,. the. issue. is. much. more. complex. and. involves. changing. not. only..
the.form.but.also.the.outlook...

The. employment. of. additional. resources. for. data. collection,. involving.
public. organisations,. has. its. pros. and. cons.. Processing,. validation,. and..
formal. correspondence. (response. to. inquiries). take. much. time. and. human.
capital..

Attempts. to. concentrate. too. many. security. bodies. in. one. system. raise.
concern.. Subordination. of. several. agencies. to. the. Ministry. of. Internal. Affairs.
was.not.the.path.to.follow,.especially.given.the.political.circumstances..

Diminishing. the. professionalism. in. all. spheres. of. vital. activity. of. the.
state. relates. directly. to. the. problem. of. fighting. corruption.. I. am. outraged. by..
the. adoption. of. the. unconstitutional. law. on. lustration. and. even. more. –..
the. failure. to. meet. our. commitment. to. the. Venice. Commission. to. revise..
that. law. and. to. bring. it. in. compliance. with. the. Constitution.. As. a. result,..
there. not. enough. judges. in. courts,. tens. of. thousands. of. cases. are. not.
considered. for. years,. the. rate. of. execution. of. court. decisions. does. not..
exceed.10%..

In. my. opinion,. disrespect. for. the. law. on. the. part. of. state. bodies. makes.
people. in. Ukraine. highly. vulnerable. to. corruption,. raiding,. etc.. That. is. why..
civil. control. over. the. state’s. activity. is. so. topical. today.. Here. is. another.
example:. the.Law.“On.Democratic.Civilian.Control.of. the.Military.Organisation.
and.Law.Enforcement.Bodies.of.the.State”.
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Discussions. on. the. initiatives. for. the. creation. of. military. courts. actually.
disregard. the. main. problem. –. the. quality. of. the. corps. of. judges.. If. judges.
were. really. independent,. there. would. be. no. problem. of. presence. or. absence..
of. military. courts.. The. problem. is. in. the. need. to. have. judges,. who. pass.
judgments.in.accordance.with.the.law..

Corruption. cannot. be. totally. defeated. but. must. be. opposed.. Corruption.
exists. in. all. countries.. Increased. attention. to. the. problem. of. corruption. in.
Ukraine.is.caused.not.by.the.fact.as.such.but.by.the.scale.of.the.problem.

First. of. all,. we. should. understand. the. process. that. we. are. trying. to..
manage.. If. we. view. the. process. of. dealing. with. corruption. as. dealing. with.
an. actor. that. abuses. power,. steals. public. funds,. takes. malicious. decisions,.
such. an. approach. will. not. bring. the. desired. result.. Corruption. is. a. process.
and. a. technology. to. achieve. a. certain. result.. A. corrupt. technology. has.
certain. components:. goals,. methods,. procedures,. carriers,. and. resources..
Each. component. should. be. influenced,. not. just. one. of. them.. If. you. influence..
only. the.carriers,. the.other.components.will. remain.unattended..This.complex.
and. systemic. problem. requires. a. systemic. approach. both. at. the. stage. of..
its.analysis.and.at.the.stage.implementation.of.countermeasures.

Corruption. is. not. an. autonomous. phenomenon,. isolated. from. the. state..
and. society. life. and. activity.. The. focus. should. be. on. identification. of. the.
reasons. for. corruption. and. their. eradication.. Corrupt. officials. should. bear..
the. responsibility,. but. what. is. much. more. important. is. to. ensure. that..
new. people,. who. come. to. replace. the. corrupt. officials. are. given. a. possibility..
to.work.honestly.

Foreigners. give. us. good. advice,. but. sometimes. we. do. not. understand..
what. they. want. from. us.. There. is. a. notion. of. political-criminal. ties.. Such..
things. are. present. in. many. Western. countries,. but. political-criminal. ties.
in. Ukraine. are. distinguished. for. their. post-Soviet. nature. and. the. Kremlin’s.
influence.on. them..The.EU.and.UK.are.now.beginning. to. feel. the.significance.
and. implications.of. these. ties..Corruption. is. the. “best”. export. of.Russia.. It. is.
found.not.only. in.banks.and.financial.systems.. It.also.hit.public.organisations.
that. work. as. an. instrument. of. the. fifth. column. of. the. Russian. Federation..
for. attainment. of. its. geopolitical. goals.. I. believe. that. we. should. not. just. ask..
for.assistance.but.also.help.our. foreign.counterparts.and.explain. the.essence.
of. this. problem.. Those. technologies. are. real;. they. continue. to. work. not. only..
in.post-Soviet.countries.but.are.applied.even.in.America..

There.have.been.positive.changes.in.the.work.of.the.police..Police.arrives,.
when. called,. and. answers. calls.. There. is. a. problem. of. communication,..
missing. between. governmental. institutions. and. public. councils.. TV. program-.
mes. are. missing,. to. explain. the. intentions. and. results. of. the. reform. to..
Ukrainian. people.. There. should. be. TV. and. radio. programmes. telling. about..
the.reforms.in.very.simple.and.clear.terms..
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Soft. power. has. been. one. of. the. key. elements. of. the. national. security. of..
any.state.. In.our.case,. it.means.the.people’s.confidence.in.the.state.. If.people.
do. not. see. the. results. of. work. of. the. state. institutions,. this. leads. to. the..
collapse.of.a.nation.and.loss.of.sovereignty..

Civic. organisations. took. part. in. drafting. the. law. on. NABU.. It. is. not. their..
fault. that. in. the. last. night,. MP. Serhiy. Pashynskyi. introduced. amendments.
that. gave. the. President. the. powers. to. staff. NABU. and. to. appoint. the..
Bureau. Director.. This. fact. is. recorded. in. the. minutes. on. the. web. site. of. the.
Verkhovna.Rada..The.Law.on.NABU.contains.the.rule.of.law.is.a.key.principle,.
and. Article. 19. of. the. Constitution. of. Ukraine. is. still. valid.. Behind. such..
actions. I. see. an. intention. to. create. a. safeguard. that. can. be. used. in. case. of..
the.NABU.attack.on.the.current.authorities.to.temper.the.zeal.of.NABU.

The. proposed. process-oriented. approach. will. let. us. better. understand..
the. weak. points. and. areas. that. need. most. of. the. attention.. For. instance,..
in. the. defence. industry,. military. goods. are. marketed. by. public. and. private.
enterprises.. Corruption. in. the. public. sector. is. conditioned. by. the. system.
of. obtaining. permits. for. the. supply. to. domestic. customers. or. export. abroad..
The. prime. cost. of. products. in. the. public. sector. is. strongly. distorted,. being..
a. factor. of. extremely. high. commissions. of. the. special. exporter.. Until. we..
have. a. transparent. system. of. prime. cost. setting,. there. will. be. a. question.
of. illegal. enrichment. of. those. who. stand. between. the. manufacturer. and..
a. foreign. market.. In. the. private. sector. this. issue. is. resolved. quite. easily...
A. private. producer. is. well. aware. of. the. cost. of. production. and. cost. of..
services.of.government.agencies.for.promotion.of.its.products.on.the.market..

In. fact,. the. Ukrainian. defence. market. is. rather. small. on. the. global. scale...
We. will. not. secure. competitiveness. at. other. markets. without. efficient.
procedures. of. anticorruption. control. at. the. enterprises. that. produce. these.
products.. We. will. not. enter. any. serious. high-tech. foreign. market,. since. the.
risks. associated. with. a. high. level. of. corruption. of. Ukrainian. manufacturers..
pass.over.to.their.counterparts.

The. issue. of. home. security. as. an. element. of. the. process. of. managing..
state. institutions. and. agencies. is. seemingly. resolved. though. creation. of..
internal. control. services. subordinated. to. the. agency. leadership.. Accordingly,.
there. appears. a. vicious. circle. of. information. on. corrupt. activity. by. those.
agencies.. In. the. corporate. sector. this. problem. is. resolved. by. subordinating..
the.internal.control.service.to.structures,.not.controlled.by.those.agencies..

Introduction. of. a. system. of. independent. controllers. in. the. country. is.
associated. with. security. clearance.. If. the. issue. of. clearance. is. resolved,. we..
will. have. a. functioning. system. of. anticorruption. control. in. agencies. of..
the.defence.and.security.sector.
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The. market. of. the. third-world. countries. is. ready. to. close. its. eyes. to. the.
absence. of. anticorruption. control. procedures. of. the. manufacturer.. They..
are. also. interested. in. obtaining. additional. rent. at. the. expense. of. con-.
ventionally. decent. anticorruption. purity. of. products. of. the. Ukrainian. origin..
For. Ukrainian. products. to. enter. high-tech. markets. and. to. participate. in. high-.
tech. defence. equipment. production. chains,. the. companies-customers. will.
requite.to.confirm.the.anticorruption.control.in.Ukrainian.supplier.companies..

Arms. trade. has. always. had. many. instances. of. corruption.. I. speak. about..
an. international. problem,. not. only. about. Ukraine.. It. makes. no. difference,.
whether. it. is. export. or. import.. There. are. always. two. parties. –. the. exporter.
and. the. importer,. that. come. to. terms,. there. are. “kickbacks”,. agents. are.
paid. large. fees. for. facilitation. of. contracts. –. no. matter,. export. or. import,.
Ukraine. or. Norway,. the. USA. or. Uganda.. This. problem. is. international,. and.
this. is. a. problem. of. the. human. nature.. According. to. the. definition. given. by.
ТІ,. corruption. means. abuse. of. powers. for. obtaining. private. benefits.. Very..
simple.. We. can. speak. about. the. system,. the. legislation,. but. those. issues..
are.personal:.honest-dishonest,.moral-immoral..Try.not.to.complicate.it.

A. strong. corrupt. input. is. present. in. the. process. of. setting. technical.
specifications.. Decisions. are. taken. rather. non-transparently,. since. they. are.
often. disguised. as. state. secrets.. The. instrument. of. control. in. the. form. of.
bidding. procedures. is. activated. after. that. decision. is. taken.. Only. an. expert..
in. the. branch. will. understand. whose. personal. interests. stand. behind. one..
or.another.technical.specification. 

Public. statements. are. not. enough. to. demonstrate. the. political. will.. The.
political.will. of. the. leadership.must. be. inscribed. in. an. anticorruption. strategy..
or.programme..

The. National. Agency. on. Corruption. Prevention. is. to. coordinate. appoint-.
ment. or. dismissal. of. the. head. of. the. anticorruption. unit. and. presents. a.
safeguard. intended. to. make. the. head. of. the. anticorruption. unit. independent.
from. the. authority. head.. Of. course,. complete. independence. is. out. of. the.
question.. Clear. thing,. it. can. hardly. be. achieved. without. the. leader’s. will. to..
fight.corruption.

Speaking. about. the. Defence. Ministry,. I. am. nearly. excited. by. the.
anticorruption. programme. of. that. agency.. That. document. was. drafted. in.
2014. –. two. years. ahead. of. other. agencies.. The. National. Agency. on. Corrup-.
tion. Prevention. worked. out. a. methodology. of. drafting. such. programmes..
only. in. the. end. of. 2016.. The. Defence. Ministry. was. the. first. and. the. only.
body. that. had. a. programme. for. 2014-2015,. intended. for. three. years.. All. the..
other.agencies.draw.it.up.for.one.year..
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The. Defence. Ministry. programme. rests. on. the. Norwegian. principles. of.
integrity-building,. very.promising. and. systemic.–. for. instance,. assessment.of.
the. corruption. risks,. and. the. system. for.preventing.corruption. in. the.Defence.
Ministry..Anonymous.questionnaires.were.developed. to. verify. the.compliance.
of.all.military.units.with.anti-corruption.legislation..

In. 2016,. all. law. enforcement. bodies. and. courts. brought. to. justice..
32. persons.. It. shows. how. effective. the. actors. fighting. corruption. were:..
the. police,. the. prosecutors,. NABU,. NACP. and. the. Security. Service. of..
Ukraine.. The. potential. number. of. suspects. covered. by. the. law. is. around..
three. million.. 32. persons. out. of. 3. million. –. this. proves. that. state. leadership.
lacks.the.political.will..

I. am. not. even. asking. to. look. carefully. at. who. is. actually. being. pro-.
secuted.. For. instance,. a. chairman. of. a. village. council. asked. a. businessman.
to. cut. grass. by. the. council. building,. and. got. an. administrative. punishment..
for.that..It.proves.that.these.measures.are.absurd..

I. cannot. understand. why. financial. penalty. is. the. mechanism. of. punish-.
ment. for. corruption.. Why. does. a. property. offence. involve. a. property.
punishment?.In.fact,.paying.a.fine,.an.offender.buys.off.imprisonment.

We. have. assessed. the. corruption. risks. in. the. field. of. public. procure-.
ments.. There. are. very. big. problems,. and. the. biggest. of. them. has. been.
classified. information.. For. instance,. 95%. of. procurements. under. the. defence.
order. are. classified,. and. we. can. analyse. nothing. there,. because. we. have..
no. security. clearance. and,. respectively,. access. to. that. information.. We..
propose. limiting. the. scope. of. classified. information,. because. it. is. not..
justified.by.anything,.except.certain.corruption.risks..

Our. activity. involves. drafting. the. Ethic. Code. for. public. servants. and..
the. Defence. Ministry. officials.. I. cannot. call. that. Code. perfect.. Its. biggest.
problem. is. that. it. is. recommendatory.. However,. such. is. the. stand. of. the..
General. Staff. and. the. Defence. Ministry.. We. do. not. share. it,. but. it. is. up. to..
them.to.take.the.final.decision..

We. cannot. resolve. the. problem. of. low. salaries. in. the. Defence. Ministry..
Even. when. a. contest. is. announced. publicly,. just. 2. or. 3. applications. for..
a.vacant.position.are.filed..Sometimes.it.is.reasonable.not.to.choose.anyone.

Room. for. corruption. emerges,. where. there. are. overly. broad. discretional.
powers.. An. official. has. freedom. of. choice,. a. wide. range. of. options. in.
the. conditions. of. limited. control,. non-transparency. of. decision-making,..
which. enables. him. to. take. corrupt. decisions.. The. issue. of. corruption. is. that.
of. profit.. It. cannot. be. resolved,. unless. corruption. becomes. unprofitable. for..
both. parties.. Respectively,. anticorruption. measures. should. be. aimed. at.
limitation.of.powers,.restriction.of.discretion.at.decision-making,.enhancement.
of. transparency,. introduction. of. effective. control. mechanisms. and. zero.
tolerance.to.corrupt.acts..
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Unfortunately,. we. should. admit. that. corruption. in. Ukraine. has. become.
a. “fashionable. trend”.. All. TV. channels. show. the. living. standards. of. corrupt.
officials:. huge. cottages. and. car. fleets. of. judges. and. prosecutors.. That..
said,. there. are. no. tangible. results. from. fight. against. corruption.. Does. not.
a. young. lawyer. coming. to. serve. in. a. public. prosecution. office. or. seeking..
the. post. of. a. judge. on. a. competitive. basis. want. such. a. cottage. or. a. car?..
Some. students. –. not. all,. of. course. –. enter. law. schools. not. to. promote. the..
rule. of. law. and. defend. human. rights,. but. to. blend. in. that. system,. to. gain.
corrupt. benefits,. not. to. do. hard. work. for. crummy. salaries.. This. may. explain.
why.law.schools.are.so.selective.

Prevention. is. the. main. thing.. Punishment. refers. to. scattered. instances,.
the. tip.of. an. iceberg..Not.one. in. ten.but.one. in. ten. thousand.gets.caught,. as.
the.statistic.shows..Such.measures.are.certainly.needed.but. they.do.not. look..
very.convincing.

Ukraine. has. followed. the. path. of. the. states. that. built. a. specialised..
system. of. anticorruption. bodies.. In. fact,. there. are. not. than. many. examples..
in. the. world.. Other. democratic. states. use. the. existing. law. enforcement..
bodies.. Meanwhile,. Ukraine. has. been. actively. creating. the. new. ones:. NACP..
as. the. body. formulating. the. anticorruption. policy;. NABU. as. the. investigative.
body;. Specialised. Anti-Corruption. Prosecutor’s. Office,. and. in. the. longer..
term. –. the. Higher. Anticorruption. Court,. called. to. crown. that. system..
Meanwhile,. there. are. many. problems. of. their. almost. zero. efficiency,. despite..
all. the.ado.with.creation.of.NABU,.SAP,.open.and.competitive.hiring.process,.
and.high.salaries.

The. society. sees. no. results. of. the. work. of. the. new. anti-corruption.
structures.. Such. results. are. highly. needed. –. not. only. to. eradicate. corruption..
but.also.to.show.the.society.that.this.fight.goes.on..

Despite. all. the. publicity. regarding. the. NABU. and. SAP,. the. scope. of.
their. work,. defined. by. law,. has. been. limited.. Their. jurisdiction. covers. not. all..
corrupt.offences..

Regarding. the. functioning. of. those. bodies:. the. Specialised. Anti-.
Corruption. Prosecutor’s. Office. is. focused. exclusively. on. procedural. guidance..
of. NABU.. The. highly. important. domain. of. representation. (the. way. funds.
received.from.corruption.may.be.returned).is.actually.ignored.or.very.limited.

As. regards. building. the. network. of. anticorruption. bodies,. the. NABU,. SAP.
and. the. Higher. Anticorruption. Court. will. be. based. in. Kyiv.. The. law. provides..
for. creation. of. regional. branches,. but. now,. creation. of. NABU. branches.
is. planned. only. in. Kharkiv,. Odesa. and. Lviv.. Of. course,. they. cannot. cover..
the.whole.territory.of.Ukraine.
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Problem. of. control. of. those. bodies.. Creation. of. bodies. holding. such..
mighty. powers. requires. the. establishment. of. efficient. control. mechanisms..
NABU. has. internal. control. units.. Some. of. the. 700. NABU. officers. do. not..
fight. corruption. but. control. other. NABU. officers.. The. situation. is. para-.
doxical,.because.someone.has.to.control.them,.too,.and.this.is.endless.

Even. at. the. stage. of. NABU. formation,. various. changes. were. made. to..
the. Law.. The. original. version. provided. for. a. higher. degree. of. independence..
of.that.body..

For. instance,. Article. 7. initially. provided. that. the. contest. committee..
submits. to. the. President. three. candidacies. for. the. position. of. the. NABU.
Director,. later,. their. number. was. reduced. to. two.. That. is,. the. final. decision-
making. authority. rests. with. the. President. –. he. finalises. the. contest,. which.
makes. the. contest. committee. senseless.. Later,. an. amendment. was. made.
concerning. SAP. creation,. when. they. realised. their. inability. to. influence..
the. contest. committee’s. decision. on. the. candidacies. for. the. position. of. the.
NABU. Director. and. decided. to. impair. NABU. independence. by. other. means..
NABU. is. obliged. to. coordinate. some. of. its. actions. with. the. Public. Prosecu-.
tion. Office,. that. is,. everything. is. designed. to. somehow. control. that.
“independent.body”.called.to.fight.corruption.in.the.higher.echelons.of.power.

Dependence. of. Specialised. Anti-Corruption. Prosecutor’s. Office. on..
NABU.. Prosecution. as. a. body. of. oversight. should. be. entirely. independent.
from. the. body. it. oversees.. In. accordance. with. the. law,. the. SAP. structure. is.
determined. and. it. is. staffed. upon. coordination. with. the. NABU. Director.. But..
why. the. NABU. is. being. formed. without. the. approval. of. the. General..
Prosecutor. or. the. SAP. Head. in. such. case?. At. that,. the. Specialised. Anti-
Corruption. Prosecutor’s. Office. itself. is. entirely. autonomous. from. pro-.
secution.offices.

Creation. of. the. Higher. Anticorruption. Court. goes. in. line. with. the. creation.
of. the. system. of. anticorruption. bodies.. We. see. a. strict. hierarchy. of. those.
functions:. pre-trial. investigation. –. NABU,. procedural. management. and.
levy. of. public. charge. –. SAP,. consideration. and. solution. of. the. case. –..
Higher. Anticorruption. Court.. The. object. competence. of. NABU. should. be.
determined,. to. encompass. consideration. and. solution. of. cases. dealing..
with. criminal. offences. involving. corruption,. that. is,. those. investigated. by..
NABU,. and. where. the. charge. will. be. levied. by. SAP.. In. other. words,. that..
court. should. not. be. overloaded. with. administrative. offences. involving.
corruption..
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I. foresee. a. number. of. problems. associated. with. the. Higher. Anticorrup-.
tion. Court,. not. in. the. issues. of. its. organisation,. staffing,. jurisdiction.. Since.
that. court. will. be. based. in. Kyiv,. it. will. be. uneasy. to. get. there. from. regions,.
to. submit. documents. for. approval.. I. think. that. these. issues. will. somehow.
be. settled.. However,. there. arises. a. problem. of. appeal. against. decisions.
of. the. Higher. Anticorruption. Court. as. a. court. of. the. first. instance,. since. it..
will. consider. and. decide. claims. in. the. first. instance.. The. Constitution.
guarantees. the. right. to.appeal.against.court. rulings,.so,.appeal.and.cassation.
instances.must.be.provided..We.can.expect. that. appeals. in. cases.handled.by.
the. Higher. Anticorruption. Court. will. go. to. the. Criminal. Court. of. Cassation,.
cassation. appeals. –. to. the. Grand. Chamber.. However,. it. is. not. that. easy. for..
the. Supreme. Court. to. arrange. for. retrial.. Given. the. expected. increased. load..
on.judges.of.that.court,.there.will.also.be.problems.and.delays.

There. is. a. big. problem. of. judicial. control. and. functions. of. investigating.
judges. in. proceedings. of. corruption.. Every. proceeding. of. corruption. requires.
great. many. procedural. decisions. to. be. taken. by. those. judges.. Between.
institution. of. procedural. actions. for. investigation. (search,. tapping). and.
passage. of. a. decision,. three. instances. need. to. be. passed:. institution. –..
a. NABU. investigator. or. detective,. approval. –. a. prosecutor. or. process.
supervisor,. followed. by. a. decision. of. an. investigating. judge.. In. practice,..
in. most. cases. the. person,. with. respect. to. whom. the. decision. is. taken,..
learns.about. it. in.advance. from.the.Unified.State.Register.of.Court.Decisions,.
for.instance,.a.warrant.to.search..

Daniel. Kaufman. once. said. that. in. order. to. defeat. corruption,. state.
governance. must. be. reformed.. This. is. the. root. of. half. of. our. woes,. since..
our. legislators. live. in. kind. of. legislative. romanticism.. They. believe. that. in..
order. to. solve. a. problem,. it. is. enough. to. pass. a. law,. to. create. a. body,. and..
that’s. all. –. the. problem. will. fade. away,. disregarding. how. efficient. that.
body. will. be. or. what. to. do. with. the. existing. bodies.. We. see. how. the. system..
of. anticorruption. bodies. expanded.. One. interesting. nuance:. in. line. with..
the.recent.amendments.in.the.Law,.the.National.Security.and.Defence.Council.
is. to. provide. for. coordination. and. control. of. the. executive. bodies. fighting.
corruption.. That. is,. according. to. the. law,. NSDC. controls. NACP.. In. practice,..
it.does.not,.but.the.law.provides.so.

We. should. also. mention. the. establishment. of. such. “perfect”. bodies. as..
the. Asset. Recovery. and. Management. Agency.. What. is. it. needed. for?. Did.
anyone. examine,. whether. it. was. necessary. at. all?. If. we. come. back. to. the..
issue. of. anticorruption. courts,. let. us. take. a. look. at. the. world. map. and. see,.
where.such.bodies.have.been.created:.Afghanistan,.Benin,.Bhutan,.Cambodia,.
Kenya,. Kosovo,. Malawi,. Tanzania,. Uganda,. and. Zambia.. In. European..
countries,. such. a. body. exists. only. in. Slovenia.. I. cannot. understand. what..
best. world. practices. we. are. using.. I. recommend. considering. where. those.
countries.are.in.terms.of.the.corruption.rate..
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This. is. not. the. best. world. practice,. although. the. decision. has. already..
been. taken,. and. even. this. year’s. budget. allocated. funds. for. creation. of..
that. court,. and. I. want. us. to. reform. the. existing. judicial. system. to. be. able..
to.solve.the.tasks.that.we.discuss.today.

We. have. forgotten. about. the. State. Bureau. of. Investigation,. now. in.
the. making,. that. will. have. two. highly. critical. anti-corruption. functions:. to.
fight. corruption. in. SAP. and. in. NABU.. The. President,. who. has. no. constitu-.
tional. powers. to. do. that,. will. also. appoint. the. director. of. that. body.. This..
poses.another.problem,.since.the.key.principle.of.good.governance.–.the.rule..
of.law.–.has.been.violated.once.again.

There. is. a. general. problem,. too.. According. to. a. poll. conducted. by. the.
Razumkov. Centre. (2014),. around. 14%. of. Ukrainian. citizens. identify. as.
middle-class,.a.small.number.as.rich,.while.all.the.rest.are.poor..One.problem.
of. transparency. is. that. there. is. no. one. to. oversee,. since. 80%. of. citizens. are.
preoccupied. with. everyday. struggle. for. survival. and. have. no. time. for. civic.
activity.

The. Law. “On. the. Judicial. System. and. Judiciary”. was. adopted. before. the.
amendment. to. the. Constitution,. proceeding. from. the. draft. amendments...
Hence,. it. cannot.be.deemed.constitutional.. The.Law.contained. the.provisions.
that. raised. doubts. whether. they. would. be. voted. for. when. amending. the.
Constitution. –. it. was. kind. of. a. trade-off.. If. someone. suspects. MPs. of.
“romanticism”,.they.are.pragmatics.rather.than.romanticists.

If.the.Higher.Anticorruption.Court.is.created,.there.should.be.lower.courts,.
too..Even.a.corrupt.official,.as.a.citizen.of.Ukraine,.is.entitled.to.three.instances..

To. be. sure,. judges. must. be. paid. properly,. to. avoid. excuses. that..
they. “are. on. the. take”. because. of. a. low. pay.. According. to. my. sources,.
judges.of. the.Constitutional.Court. receive.11. to.14. thousand.dollars.a.month..
The. Constitutional. Court. still. employs. 10. judges. (out. of. 14). who. passed. the..
known. unconstitutional. rulings. in. 2014.. What. is. this,. reward. for. past.
endeavours,.or.prepayment.for.the.decisions.they.have.to.take?

The. judicial. reform. resembles. an. irregular. race. involving. creation. of.
new. structures,. which. can. lead. to. a. total. collapse. of. the. system.. We. have..
already. mentioned. 2000. resigned. judges,. there. are. dozens. of. courts. without.
judges. in. Ukraine. now.. There. is. not. a. single. judge. left. in. Mahdalynivka..
district. of. Dnipropetrovsk. region,. the. population. of. which. is. bigger. than.
of. some. other. regions. of. Ukraine.. Imagine. their. piles. of. pending. cases,. with.
human.rights.behind.them!


